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Abstract

This thesis presents a signal representation in terms of operators� The signal is as�
sumed to be an element of a vector space and subject to transformations of operators�
The operators form continuous groups� so�called Lie groups� The representation can
be used for signals in general� in particular if spatial relations are undened� and it
does not require a basis of the signal space to be useful�

Special attention is given to orthogonal operator groups which are generated by anti�
Hermitian operators by means of the exponential mapping� It is shown that the eigen�
system of the group generator is strongly related to properties of the corresponding
operator group� For one�parameter orthogonal operator groups� a phase concept is
introduced� This phase can for instance be used to distinguish between spatially even
and odd signals and� therefore� corresponds to the usual phase for multi�dimensional
signals�

Given one operator group that represents the variation of the signal and one operator
group that represents the variation of a corresponding feature descriptor� an equiv�
ariant mapping maps the signal to the descriptor such that the two operator groups
correspond� Su�cient conditions are derived for a general mapping to be equivariant
with respect to a pair of operator groups� These conditions are expressed in terms
of the generators of the two operator groups� As a special case� second order homo�
geneous mappings are considered� and examples of how second order mappings can
be used to obtain di�erent types of feature descriptors are presented� in particular
for operator groups that are homomorphic to rotations in two and three dimensions�
respectively� A generalization of directed quadrature lters is made� All feature
extraction algorithms that are presented are discussed in terms of phase invariance�

Simple procedures that estimate group generators which correspond to one�parameter
groups are derived and tested on an example� The resulting generator is evaluated
by using its eigensystem in implementations of two feature extraction algorithms� It
is shown that the resulting feature descriptor has good accuracy with respect to the
corresponding feature value� even in the presence of signal noise�
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�
INTRODUCTION

The two main topics of this work are signal representation and signal processing�
The following is an exploration of the idea that the two topics are strongly related�
Successful signal processing can not be made without an appropriate signal repre�
sentation and� vice versa� the representation chosen depends on the intentions of the
signal processing� Thus� the two topics ought to be merged into one which is the
study of how to represent signals in order to perform e�cient signal processing�

As an example� consider a Hi�Fi amplier transmitting the signal from the pick�up of
a record player to a pair of loud�speakers� The transmitted signal is an audio signal�
which in a natural way may be represented as a function of time� Another useful
representation is to consider its frequency spectrum� obtained by a Fourier transform
of the rst function� Given the two representations� di�erent types of properties may
be dened for the signal and it is important to note that some properties are more
obvious in one representation than in the other� When the audio signal is represented
as a function of time� properties such as transients� dynamics or peak value are easy to
dene� The spectral representation� on the other hand� allows for properties like band�
width� DC�component or centre frequency to be described in a natural manner� This
example illustrates that the representation must be chosen with care when dening
the properties that are of interest for a specic signal� For instance� the band�width
is not that obvious when the audio signal is represented as a function of time and
instantaneous amplitude is an obscure concept when considering the spectrum of the
signal�

��� HIERARCHICAL PROCESSING SYSTEMS

The representation and the processing of a signal depend on what tasks the system
is supposed to solve� This work is focused on nding a signal representation and
processing methods that are suitable for images� In this eld� a widely accepted ap�
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proach is based on a hierarchical arrangement of the processing and there are many
good reasons for doing so� As an example� there is strong evidence for the hypothesis
that our brains structure their information processing hierarchically� both for vision
and other sensory inputs� Hubel ���� presents a comprehensible presentation of the
processing of visual information in mammal brains� The strongest motivation for
hierarchical processing of images� however� is that all attempts to nd an operation
which after only one level of processing results in a complete and useful description of
a general image have failed� The reason is that simple and generally applicable seems
to be two mutually exclusive properties of an image operation� One�level operations
which result in simple descriptions can only be expected to work successfully on re�
stricted classes of images which are well�dened and well�behaved� e�g� binary images
of printed circuit boards�

The most prominent property of an image processing hierarchy is that data is struc�
tured as levels� ranging from the lowest level which is the original image� to higher
levels� This is illustrated in Figure ���� The information that constitute a particular
level can be derived in any possible way� for example strictly feed�forward from lower
levels to higher� and it is the process which generates information at the various lev�
els of a hierarchy which gives it its main characterization� The following is a short
introduction to two of the most common processing structures that are being used in
the context of image processing� multiresolution hierarchies and feature hierarchies�

����� Multiresolution hierarchies

A multiresolution hierarchy is characterized by the employment of spatial averaging
and subsampling as the basic process for generation of the successive levels� In this
context� the averaging procedure may be quite general� For example� if the average is
computed as a weighted mean� no restriction on the values of the weights is implied�
Also the subsampling procedure may be arbitrarily dened� even though most types of
multiresolution hierarchies use a regular grid and a subsampling factor of two� A basic
property of multiresolution hierarchies is that both the resolution and the amount of
data �pixels� needed to represent a specic level decreases when ascending through
the hierarchy� i�e� when going from lower to higher levels� The reduced resolution
is a result of the uncertainty principle of neighbourhood operations� Gabor ���� and
Wilson � Granlund ����� and the reduction of data is caused by the subsampling�
Figure ��� illustrates a multiresolution hierarchy�

Tanimoto � Pavlidis ���� where some of the rst to use a multiresolution hierarchy in
image processing� They used an averaging and subsampling process of the simplest
possible type� an unweighted mean of neighbourhoods that are � � � pixels in size�
To motivate their approach the following facts should be noted� First� extraction of
various features from the original image is often an expensive procedure in terms of
time and�or processing capacity� Secondly� most images exhibit interesting features
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only in a fraction of the entire image area� Thus� if the feature extraction process can
be directed only to areas that are likely to contain interesting features� a signicant
reduction in processing e�orts is obtained� Thirdly� it is computationally cheaper to
process a high level image� i�e� an image of low resolution� compared to the original
image since the high level image contains less data� Tanimoto � Pavlidis suggested
that the areas of interest should be dened by a top�down procedure� It starts at the
highest level and extracts a description of interesting areas using some appropriate
scheme� Each area comes with an implicit hypothesis which says �there is something
interesting here�� but since the resolution is reduced� only a coarse description can
be given at this level� Because of the relatively small amount of data� however�
the description can be extracted relatively fast� Given this description of interesting
areas� the hypothesis is tested for each area at the next lower level resulting in either a
conrmation or a reject� This level has a higher resolution and is therefore be capable
of providing a ner description of what type of features to expect in the original image�
Furthermore� the processing of this level is restricted to only the areas described by
the highest level� By repeating this procedure at each level� in a top�down fashion�
conrming or rejecting areas of interest as well as rening the information regarding
what features to expect in each area� we nally reach the lowest level which is the
original image� At this point� the area of interest should have been reduced to only a
fraction of the entire image� Furthermore� we should also have obtained a description
of what type or types of feature each area contains� The feature extraction process
may now be directed according to these descriptions� both in terms of where to process
an type of processing� If this top�down procedure is carefully design� the result is then
a reduction in processing e�orts compared to an exhaustive processing of the original
image�

The above example is merely an illustration of how an multiresolution hierarchy may
be employed in image processing� Developments in both processing capacity as well
as theoretical image processing have promoted implementations of far more sophisti�
cated methods� both in terms of averaging and subsampling� The Laplacian pyramid

is an example where the averaging procedure corresponds to a band�pass ltering�
introduced by Burt � Adelson ���� In this case is the hierarchical approach not em�
ployed to reduce the processing time but rather in order to enable an e�cient coding
for transmission or storage of an image� Another strategy for constructing multiple
levels of images by means of averaging and subsampling� where the averaging proce�
dure usually corresponds to band�pass ltering� is the wavelet transform� introduced
to image processing by Daubechies ���� and Mallat �	�� and implemented by e�g� Fleet
���� and Haglund ��	�� One of the more common averaging procedures for multires�
olution hierarchies employs Gaussian weights� which has the interesting property of
enabling a sequence of levels that is continuous rather than discrete� This is the
scale space� introduced in image processing by Witkin ���� and further developed by
e�g� Koenderink �	�� and Lindeberg �	��� This short list of examples is not complete
in any respect� but serves as an illustration that multiresolution hierarchies may be
employed to solve a variety of problems in image processing�
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It may seem unorthodox to group the above strategies into one and the same cate�
gory� The di�erences between each of them� e�g� in the implementation of the aver�
aging and subsampling procedures� should be recognized� As we will see� however�
the employment of averaging and subsampling gives a strong characterization of the
image features that are extracted from each level or a multiresolution hierarchy� Since
averaging and subsampling both are linear operations� it follows that each level of a
multiresolution hierarchy is a linear mapping of the original image� This has two
consequences� First� we may not expect the abstraction or complexity of the lev�
els to increase when going from lower to higher levels� Instead� the averaging and
subsampling process rather decreases the complexity when ascending through the hi�
erarchy� Second� the original image possesses an intrinsic coordinate system which
denes spatial relations between any pair of image points and the subsampling process
ensures that these relations are inherited by all levels of the hierarchy� The spatial
relations implies that the pixel values at each level may be considered as samples of
a continuous function of two spatial variables�

����� Feature hierarchies

An image processing system is never an isolated system which passively �observes�
the image� Instead� the purpose of such a system is to extract a useful description
of the image� Exactly what is meant by a useful description� however� will of course
be formulated in di�erent ways for di�erent systems� In the simplest case it may be
an answer� yes or no� to questions like �is this a defect printed circuit board� or �are
there any objects of type X is this image�� In the latter case� X may be anything
from a square shaped object to a cancer cell� The description provided by the system
is often more detailed� e�g� where in the image are the interesting features found�
of what type are they� etc� In most cases� these descriptions are to be interpreted
by a human who makes further decisions on what to do with the results� In recent
years� however� several systems have been designed that use the descriptions provided
by an image processing subsystem to control the generation of responses that are
physical interactions with the system�s environment� Still� however� these systems
are extremely task oriented and designed to solve only a specic and well�dened
task� As an example� a system described by Ayache � Faugeras ��� uses an image
processing system to guide a robot arm to reposition overlapping objects� An even
more complex task solved by a response generating systems is represented by the
automatic vehicle control system described by Dickmanns � Graefe ���� �����

A characteristic property of the above systems is that the degree of complexity or
abstraction of the image description is directly proportional to how complicated the
task is� Complexity and abstraction are of course vague concepts but� relying on an
intuitive understanding of their meaning� we will dene an abstraction hierarchy as a
sequence of images where each image contains descriptions of the original image with
increasing abstraction as we ascend through the hierarchy� In this context� we will
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see the levels of an abstraction hierarchy merely as sets of descriptions which may or
may not have spatial relations� the former corresponding to the normal concept of an
image� We infer from the denition that the construction of an abstraction hierarchy
is based on image models� i�e� descriptions of static and dynamic events to expect in
an image� and a capability of the processing system to interpret the image descriptions
at each level in terms of these models� Furthermore� the models are arranged in a
hierarchical fashion� i�e� there are low level models like �an image neighbourhood of
appropriate size will most likely contain a linear structure� and high level models like
Newton�s rst law� The denition of an abstraction hierarchy says nothing about how
the image descriptions are generated� In the following� however� we will consider a
class of abstraction hierarchies� feature hierarchies� were the descriptions at each level
are generated by a transformation of the descriptions at the next lower level� This
type of hierarchy was originally suggested by Granlund ���� ����� The transformations
that generate the image descriptions need not be exactly the same throughout the
hierarchy� but should rather exhibit some conceptual homogeneity� An example of
how this strategy may be employed for image segmentation is illustrated by Hanson
� Riseman �����

The following example is adapted from Granlund � Knutsson ����� Chapter �� Let
us assume that we are interested in nding squares of a specic size in an image�
Experience has proved that is it virtually impossible to determine in one step that an
area of an image contains a square� Instead� let us decompose the square into smaller
parts which individually are simpler to detect� A square consists of four straight lines
of equal length� However� not just any four such lines will do� They must be pairwise
parallel and the end of each line has to make a straight angle corner with the end
of another line� Hence� one way of nding a square is to start by rst nding all
areas of the image that contains lines� These areas are then candidates for being
parts of the square� Given the information of lines in the image it is possible to
search for those points where two lines meet in a straight angle corner� resulting in a
description of corner points� Now� all information which are necessary to detect the
square in one last step is available� We simply have to search for those places in the
image where there are four corner points of appropriate type and relative position
which additionally are connected by lines� The example serves as an illustration of
a hierarchical feature relationship� i�e� how simple features such as line segments can
be used to compose more complex features or� vice versa� how complex features can
be decomposed into simpler ones� As a re�ection of this relation� it is then natural to
extract the features hierarchically� i�e� image descriptions at one level are used as input
for the feature extraction process at the next higher level� In the light of the previous
denition of a feature hierarchy� this implies that transformation which generates one
level from the next lower� is more or less identical to a feature extraction process� see
Figure ��	�

As was previously mentioned� each level of a feature hierarchy does not have to
correspond to our intuitive concept of an image� i�e� does not have to exhibit spatial
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relations� As an example� Biederman ��� constructs descriptions of 	D objects in terms
geometrical primitives� Each such description is of course related to spatial features of
an object� but a set of such descriptions does not have to exhibit spatial relations� In
fact� this property is characteristic for feature hierarchies� The world around us may
of course be seen as inhabited by various three�dimensional objects� and each such
object is composed by points that are spatially well�dened and� hence� describable�
Such a �geometrical� description� however� may not be the only one we are interested
in� It will only tell us where to nd certain things in the image� but says nothing about
how the objects are related or what will happen in the near future� This is where the
image models are used� since they describe how an image �behaves� at various levels of
abstraction� For example� if an image contains two object� A and B� where A is above
B� a geometrical description would only tell us that the z�coordinate of object A is
larger than that of object B� On the other hand� a simple model of real world images
can for example include the obvious fact that objects without support falls downward
with constant acceleration� A non�geometrical description of the image may then be
something like �there are two object in the image� one of them will start moving
towards the other� estimated impact in ���� seconds� An even more sophisticated
description may include the appropriateness of the predicted event and measures to
take in order to avoid it� These types of descriptions are not suitable to encompass
within a geometrical description of the image and� hence� we should not demand
that the image descriptions always are spatially related� In fact� by attaching spatial
properties to each and every feature we may even obscure the relevant information�
As an example� to decide whether or not to push the brake pedal when driving a
car� we do not need to know the exact position of all objects in our surrounding� We
simply need to know if there is an object on the road ahead of us� an object that we
should avoid running over� If a detailed description of the environment was given to
us� such a decision would be impossible to make within reasonable time�

When discussing multiresolution hierarchies� we concluded that two of their more
prominent properties are that each level of such a hierarchy possesses spatial rela�
tions in its description of the original image and that each level is related to the
original image by a more or less simple transformation� From the previous discussion�
we see that the opposite situation rules for feature hierarchies� Spatial relations are
only expected to exist at the lower levels of this type of hierarchy� Furthermore� each
level is related to the original image by a succession of feature extraction processes�
each of which in any normal case can be quite complex compared to averaging and
subsampling� Hence� we should not expect that there exist simple relations between
the higher levels of a feature hierarchy and the original image� Instead� simple rela�
tions are found only between one level and the next following�

A hierarchical image processing structure does not have to be strictly of a multireso�
lution or a feature type� An example of a combination between the two strategies is
the multiresolution Fourier transform� as described by Wilson� Calway � Pearson ����
and Calway ���� In this approach� the feature extraction is based on Fourier analysis�
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The resulting hierarchy has a xed number of levels� the lowest level being the original
image and the highest level its Fourier transform� Each intermediate level consists of
a set of Fourier transforms� each transform taken from a region of the original image�
As we ascend through the hierarchy� the transformed regions become larger and larger
and the number of transforms within each set becomes correspondingly smaller� The
resulting hierarchical data structure can subsequently be further processed in order
to obtain descriptions of image features such as type of feature and its relative size�

����� Image hierarchies in general

We will now leave specic implementations of hierarchical processing systems and
instead discuss their general properties� A basic operation of these systems is feature
extraction� As was mentioned� the hierarchical framework does not give any guidelines
regarding the nature of this process� However� due to the spatial relations which are
dened for all levels of a multiresolution hierarchy and at least also at the lowest
levels of a feature hierarchy� convolution is a natural choice for this process and
implies that the result again is an image equipped with a spatial coordinate system�
Each point in this output image is the given by the inner product between a spatial
neighbourhood of the input image� a level in the hierarchy� and a lter kernel� see
Figure ���� The neighbourhood is centered around a point x in the input image
which denes the corresponding coordinate x for the point in the output image� The
output image thus inherits the spatial relations of the input image� Because of the
uncertainty principle� however� the spatial resolution will be reduced in the output
image compared to the input image� In the general case� the inner product is taken
between each neighbourhood and several lter kernels� It may also be necessary
to apply non�linear operations on the results� as is demonstrated in Section ������
Feature extraction based on convolution is a standard tool both for multiresolution
and feature hierarchies�

According to the previous denition of a feature hierarchy� spatial relations may
not be at hand for all its levels� Convolution� in its usual form� may therefore not
be appropriate for the higher levels of a feature hierarchy� As we will see� it is
possible to dene a generalized version of the convolution process which� under certain
conditions� can be used for signals without spatial relations in order to generate feature
descriptions�

In the following� a processing unit refers to the conceptual entity which from the
levels of an image hierarchy extracts feature descriptions� According to the previous
discussion� a processing unit often implements the computation of an inner product
between a neighbourhood at some level of the hierarchy and one or several lter
kernels� in some cases followed by non�linear operations� Furthermore� we assign one
processing unit to each and every descriptor extracted in the hierarchy� This point of
view enables the units to use individual lter kernels� not only at the various levels
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but also for two units at the same level� The input of each unit is a subset of a
specic level� If the processing units are to implement a convolution operation� the
subsets correspond to neighbourhoods of equal size and the lter kernels are equal for
all units� In general� however� the subsets are merely signals that� for some reason�
are appropriate to combine into a feature descriptor�

Let us consider the feature extraction process of a multiresolution hierarchy� As was
previously mentioned� each of its levels may be interpreted as an image function of
two variables� It is important to note that this interpretation has a strong in�uence on
what types of features we dene as interesting to extract� e�g� zero�crossings� partial
derivatives of various order� local orientation or frequency� etc� Exactly what features
we choose are often a result of underlying image models� Each feature denes im�
plicitly what type of lter or lters that should be employed by the processing units
and how the ltering results are to be combined� For this type of image hierarchy�
the feature descriptions are often a �nal� result of the image processing and are
subsequently to be interpreted by a human or used as input to some other process�
As a consequence� the representation of the extracted features are seldom of main
importance for this type of hierarchy�

The opposite situation rules for feature hierarchies� In this case� the processing units
are not only extracting features but they are also responsible for the generation of the
levels of the hierarchy� The output of the units at one level is the input of the units
at the next higher level and this situation addresses the question of how features are
represented by the feature descriptors� Since the input signals to each processing unit
in this case are feature descriptions� there must be a natural relation between how the
signals at each level are represented� how features are dened and how descriptions
of features are assembled into new signals at the next higher level� Granlund ����
presents a discussion on this theme� As mentioned� spatial relations may not be at
hand at the higher levels of a feature hierarchy� which thus makes an interpretation
of the signals in terms of a two�dimensional function impossible� In order to employ
a feature hierarchy with more than just a few levels� we must therefore dene some
other type of representation for the signals at each level in order to dene features
and procedures for feature extraction�

We may summarize the discussion so far as follows� To obtain a useful description
of images� we may use a multiresolution hierarchy� The result of such an approach
would� however� only allow for extraction of a restricted class of image features which
are dened in terms of spatial relations� In general we are interested in more abstract
descriptions of an image which then leads us to the feature hierarchy� In a multires�
olution hierarchy we can always represent each level as a function of two variables�
For the feature hierarchy� on the other hand� we may not employ this representation
for all its levels but there does not seems to be an obvious alternative� Hence� we
can not expect to benet fully from the conceptual advantages of a feature hierarchy
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unless a suitable signal representation is dened which can be used at all that levels�
This is the problem address in the following chapters�

��� SOME CONCEPTS

This presentation has already made use of some concepts for which there are no
well�established meaning� and more will be introduced what follows� Some sort of
formal denition of these concepts must therefore be established in order to make the
presentation a little clearer� Note� however� that the following list of concepts and
their meaning should be seen as local for this presentation� and not as a standard
since some of the concepts are given di�erent interpretations by other authors�

Signal

In this presentation the concept of signals is used quite freely� sometimes meaning a
function of one or several variables� or sometimes a group of scalars which may vary
with time� An example of the latter type of signal is a neighbourhood of a digital
image seen over time� However� it is always assumed that the signal is an element of
some specic vector space� This space may for example be L��R�� the set of square
integrable functions of one real variable� or it may be Rn if the signal is an image
neighbourhood of size m�m � n�

Signal function

In image processing� a signal may often be represented as a function of one or several
variables� either temporal or spatial� As an example� a digital image generated by
a video camera is in a natural way represented by a function of two variables where
the function represents the luminance of the visible points in a scene� In this case
we may also see a continuous sequence of images from the camera as a function of
three variables� two spatial and one temporal� thereby representing also the temporal
variation of the luminance� These functions are referred to as signal functions�

Signal vector

As previously mentioned� the signal is an element of a vector space� the signal space V �
For example� if the signal is a function it can also be seen as an element of a function
space� In this presentation� it will prove useful to distinguish between these guises�
When talking about a signal function we are mainly interested in properties of the
signal that are described in terms of the corresponding function� When talking about
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a signal vector� on the other hand� we are mainly interested in properties of the signal
that are derived from its vector nature� It should be noted that a signal vector does
not require a basis of the corresponding vector space to well�dened� which means
that we can refer to an image neighbourhood of size m �m � n without assuming
that this signal is represented by n numbers in some specic way�

Spatial vectors

If the signal can be seen as a function of one or several variables� these variables are
described in terms of some vectors space� As an example consider an image which
is described as a function of the two variables x and y� These variables are then
the coordinates of a vector in R

�� Since the following presentation in described in
the context of image processing� we call the vector space corresponding to these vari�
ables the spatial domain� even though in some cases some variables have a temporal
interpretation� The vector of this vector space are called spatial vectors�

As an example� assume that the signal corresponds to a two�dimensional function
which is constant in one specic direction� A spatial vector can then be used to
describe the orientation of constancy� The signal can also be described as a signal
vector� e�g� in L��R��� and it is important to distinguish between the spatial vectors
and the signal vectors� Not only are they elements of two di�erent vector spaces but
are also di�erent in terms of how they change when the signal varies� Consider again
the above example and let direction of constancy change� e�g� by rotating the spatial
direction vector� The signal vector will also change but in general not according to a
rotation� This means that even though there is some type of correspondence between
the transformation of spatial and signal vectors which are describing the same signal�
the transformations are in general not the same� As is discussed in Section ����
however� the two transformations can be related�

Signal representation

A signal representation is the way we choose to view the signal� For instance we
can sometimes regard one and the same signal as either a function of one or several
variables or as a vector in a vector space� The representation chosen allows the
denition of features in various ways� As was mentioned already in the beginning of
this chapter� one feature may be more obvious in one representation than in another�
Consequently� there are at least two ways to approach a signal processing problem�
We may know what features that are of interest to describe� a knowledge that makes
us choose a signal representation in which these features are described in a natural
way� This means that the signal representation is given by the features� On the other
hand� the signal representation may be given a priori by the signal structure� and the
features of the signal are then dened in terms of the signal representation�
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Feature values

A feature value is an entity which quanties a feature and therefore can be used to
determine whether two instances of a feature are the same or not� As an example�
consider the colour of an object� We may use a physical denition of colour� for
example the energy spectrum of the light that is re�ected by the object� or a more
perceptual denition such as the energy content in the three frequency bands �red��
�green� and �blue�� In the former case is the feature value a one�variable function
and in the latter case it is a group of three numbers� A feature value may also be
a geometrical entity such as the orientation of a line or the curvature of a curve� In
general� a feature value need not correspond to a numerical value and should be seen
as an abstract concept�

Feature descriptors

A feature descriptor is a scalar or vector or any mathematical structure with algebraic
properties which is used to represent a feature value� The feature descriptor will in
general not be the same as the feature value� Taking the the orientation of a line in R�

as an example� this feature value is a purely geometrical entity which� for example�
may be represented by the smallest non�negative angle the line makes to a xed
reference line� This number is then a feature descriptor of the orientation� Later�
another and more appropriate feature descriptor is introduced for local orientation�
Hence� one and the same feature may have various descriptors�

Feature representation

A feature representation is a rule that assigns a feature descriptor to a feature value�
This means that a feature representation can be seen as a function from a set of
feature values to a set of feature descriptors� In the previous example� where the
orientation of a line is described by an angle� the angle is a feature descriptor of
the orientation and the procedure which describes how this angle gets its value is
a feature representation� One and the same feature value may have several feature
representations which are di�erent in various respects� e�g� continuity� uniqueness�
averageability� etc� A desirable characteristic of a feature representation is usually
that the resulting feature descriptors re�ect interesting properties of the feature values
in a natural way� It should be noted that a feature representation includes a denition
of the corresponding feature descriptor�

Feature extraction

A procedure which assigns a numerical value to a feature descriptor from a signal is
a feature extractor performing feature extraction� Consequently� feature extraction is
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a mapping from the signal space to the descriptor space� In the following� we will see
several examples of feature extraction procedures�

��� SIGNAL REPRESENTATIONS

As was previously mentioned� one and the same signal may be represented in several
di�erent ways� In general� the chosen representation re�ects assumptions and inten�
tions regarding the signal� For example� if an audio signal is to be ltered� it is con�
veniently represented as the Fourier transform of its corresponding one�dimensional
signal function� In the following� two quite common signal representations are pre�
sented� including a brief review of their basic properties and restrictions� It is assumed
that the signal is discrete� meaning that it may be represented by a nite dimensional
signal vector� In the following� the term spatial is used in a broad sense� including
also temporal variables�

����� Spatial representation

The spatial representation implies that the components or elements of the signal have
an a priori dened spatial relationship relative to each other� Take a sampled audio
signal as an example� The elements of this signal vector are sampled values of the
audio signal at specic time instances� Since the time instances are ordered� an
ordering of the signal elements are dened in a natural way� Another example is an
image neighbourhood of a spatially sampled image� Each pixel is assigned a spatial
coordinate according to where in the neighbourhood it was sampled� implying a two�
dimensional ordering�

The spatial relations implies that the signal can be represented as a function� a signal
function� Given this representation� there are at least two ways of dening features
for the signal� First� we may consider di�erent types of properties of the signal
function� e�g� partial derivatives of various orders� zero�crossings� etc� Second� we may
transform the signal function� usually by means of the Fourier transform or some of
its relatives� and consider properties of the transformed function� e�g� accumulations
of energy in di�erent parts of the Fourier domain� Features like frequency� DC�
component or local orientation of an image neighbourhood are dened in a simple
way using this latter approach�

This type of representation in the most natural for multiresolution hierarchies� since
all levels are equipped with a two�dimensional coordinate system which implies a
two�dimensional ordering of the signal elements� As was previously mentioned� how�
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ever� only spatial features can be dened in a natural way using this type of signal
representation�

����� Linear representation

When the signal is represented as a vector� we can introduce a basis for the signal
space V and write the signal as a linear combination of the basis vectors as

v �
pP

k��
ckek� �����

where ek are the basis vectors and ck are the corresponding coordinates of the signal
vector� This type of representation here called a linear representation of the signal� In
some cases� only signal vectors in a linear subspace of V need to be represented� which
implies that the basis may not have to span the entire of V � If the dimension of V is
n� this means that p � n� Given a linear representation of a signal� the coordinates
ck can be used as features in a natural way�

The choice of basis vectors is of course the main issue for this type of representation
and at least two strategies for how to choose deserve to be mentioned� The rst
focuses on the number of basis vectors p and seeks the smallest number capable of
representing the signal vector linearly� The representation may in this case not be
perfect but allows for a predened smallest error� The optimal basis set minimizes
p under this constraint and� once established� this basis can represent the signal
by means of a minimal number of coordinates ck� The approach is often referred
to as a Karhunen�Loeve expansion of the signal and can e�g� be implemented by
considering the correlation matrix of the signal and� in particular� its eigensystem�
The dominant eigenvalues denes� through their eigenvectors� a subspace of V with
the above characteristics� The result of this approach is a compact description of the
signal� at least of the corresponding basis is small� and is therefore used for example
in signal coding for transmission and storage� The second approach focuses on the
coordinates and seeks a basis set for which the coordinates are interpretable in some
specic way� Template matching� or correlation� is an example of this strategy� In
this case� each basis vector corresponds to a template and if a coordinate of the signal
vector is relatively large� it is taken as an indication of similarity between the signal
and the template� Classication is another example� where the basis is chosen such
that the coordinates can be used in a simple way to determine class membership�

The linear representation may seem quite general and natural� but it is here claimed
to have some serious restrictions� First� let us assume that we want to establish a
Karhunen�Loeve basis for some specic signal� i�e� the number of basis vectors should
be as small as possible� If this can be achieved� only a small number of coordinates
have to be transmitted or stored� and they can later be used to reconstruct the signal�
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Intuitively� however� when a signal can be represented by a small number of parame�
ters we tend to see this signal as relatively simple� And� vice versa� if we consider a
signal which we know is simple� i�e� has only a few degrees of freedom� then we expect
the Karhunen�Loeve basis to consist of only a few vectors� In general� however� this is
not the case since a signal with a low degree of freedom does not have to be conned
in a subspace of V of low dimensionality� As an example� consider a cyclic image
sequence showing a man waving his arms and shaking his head� Let this sequence
be constructed such that each pixel is a continuous function of time and represent
the entire image as a signal vector in a signal space of the same dimensionality as
the number of pixels in the image� Since the image sequence is cyclic� the signal
vector moves along a smooth closed one�dimensional curve in the signal space� This
signal is simple in the sense that any point on the curve may be characterized by only
one parameter� time� However� using a linear representation for this signal� a large
number of basis vectors would most certainly be needed since the curve can not be
assumed to be embedded in a linear subspace of low dimensionality� Another example
is presented in Chapter �� where an image neighbourhood is considered� containing
a linear structure which changes only two parameters� its orientation and its phase�
Yet� a Karhunen�Loeve basis of over twenty dimensions is needed to describe the sig�
nal properly� This implies that the simplicity of the signal� re�ected in the number of
parameters needed to characterize its position in the signal space� not necessarily has
to correspond to a simple linear representation� In the worst case� a linear represen�
tation may have to include the same number of basis vectors as the dimensionality of
V � although the signal is completely characterized by only one parameter�

The linear representation may also be inappropriate for an other reason� a reason
which is somewhat more subtle� Even though the signal may be linearly represented
by a reasonable small basis� the coordinates of the signal will in general not correspond
to our intuitive concept of a feature� which was the motivation of the second strategy
for choosing a basis� Quite a number of feature extracting algorithms use various
non�linear combinations of the coordinates to obtain a feature representation� which
implies that the interesting features may not be encoded in the coordinates in a simple
way�

��� FEATURE REPRESENTATIONS

Feature representation is very much related to information representation in general�
Granlund ���� makes a thorough presentation of di�erent types of information rep�
resentations for image analysis� This section� however� discusses representation of
features� which may be seen as specic entities of information�

It was previously mentioned� a useful signal representation must embed an implicit or
explicit feature representation� In the case of a spatial representation� the features are
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often dened in terms of various properties of the corresponding signal function� For
a linear representation� it is often the case that the coordinates of the signal vector
relative to some basis are used to dene features� In general� a desirable property of
a representation is that it re�ects characteristic aspects of the corresponding feature�
In this section� two such aspects are discussed�

Compatibility and complementarity

Without formulating the concept of continuity in a strict sense� we assert that a con�
tinuous function maps points that are close in the domain of denition to points that
also are close in the range domain� A small change in the argument of a continuous
function thus corresponds to a small variation of the function value� Assuming that
the function under consideration is a feature representation and that the two domains�
e�g� the set of feature values and the set of feature descriptors� are equipped with suit�
able metrics� we call the feature descriptors compatible with the feature values if the
representation is continuous� Complementarity� on the other hand� can be seen as
the opposite situation� Let x� and x� denote two feature values� and let u� and u�
denote the corresponding feature descriptors for some specic feature representation�
The bottom line of complementarity implies that whenever x� and x�� are �far� apart
or dissimilar� then so are y� and y� as well� Note� that far apart may mean di�erent
things in the two domains� Granlund ���� asserts that a feature representation should
implement compatibility and complementarity� This implies that feature values which
conceptually are close are mapped by the representation to descriptors which also are
close� Furthermore� feature values which are complementary or maximally dissimilar
are mapped to descriptors which too� in their domain� are maximally dissimilar� It is
not clear what complementary means for a general situation� In the following exam�
ples� the complement of feature values are often based on an intuitive interpretation
of the specic feature� whereas the complement of a feature descriptor may be dened
in algebraic terms� e�g� by change of sign�

Apart from the intuitive appeal of these two properties� a number of theoretical and
practical advantages are gained when compatibility and complementarity are imple�
mented� First of all� they imply that the topology of the feature domain is preserved
in the descriptor domain� This� in turn� ensures that feature descriptors can be used
directly for comparison of feature values� If two feature descriptors are almost equal�
then so are their corresponding feature values� If the descriptors are dissimilar� on
the other hand� then so are the feature values as well� A situation which calls for
compatibility and complementarity is averaging of feature descriptors� Provided that
the descriptors describe the same type of feature� e�g� corresponding to some local
image feature in adjacent regions of an image� the averaged descriptor can be given
an intelligent interpretation� The compatibility ensures that when the descriptors are
more or less representing the same feature value� then also the average will represent
approximately that value� This can not be guaranteed unless the compatibility of the
representation is valid� Furthermore� if the feature descriptors are describing feature
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values which are inconsistent� the complementarity may be used to indicate this sit�
uation� e�g� the average descriptor vanishes� Two examples of how to implement the
property of complementarity will be presented later on�

As an example of a descriptor that does not implement complementarity� consider a
two�dimensional line and the previously mentioned representation of its orientation�
This representation maps the line to the smallest non�negative angle the line makes to
some axis� The descriptor is thus a real number in the range �� to ����� Let us assume
that the orientation of two adjacent part of a horizontal line is extracted� but because
of noise or imperfection in the extraction process� the two descriptors are �� and ��
��
The average is 
��� which is the descriptor of a vertical line� Thus� the average of the
two feature descriptions will not represent a line of approximately horizontal orienta�
tion� but rather the complement orientation� This representation implements neither
compatibility nor complementarity and is therefore not appropriate for averaging�

Equivariance and invariance

For the purpose of the following discussion� let X be a set of feature values for a
specic feature and let f be a representation of that feature� i�e� f � X � U � where U
is the set of feature descriptors� A feature value may in general change in any possible
way� but if the variation can be described as a transformationA � X � X � there must
be a corresponding transformation �A � U � U � Here� it is assumed that neither A
nor �A are the identity transformation� A representation f is called equivariant with
respect to A and �A if

f�A x� � �A f�x�� x � X� �����

This situation can also be expressed as �A is equivariant with respect to A under f �
Given a representation f � the set of all pairs of transformations �A� �A� such that �A
is equivariant with respect to A under f is called the equivariance class of f �

A representation f is called invariant with respect to a transformation B � X � B if

f�B x� � f�x�� x � X� ���	�

Equivalently� a B which satises Equation ���	� for some f is invariant with respect
to f � Given a representation f � the set of all transformations B which are invariant
with respect to f is called the invariance class of f � Hence� changes of a feature
value x caused by transformations that are invariant to f will not change the feature
descriptor f�x��

The concepts equivariance and invariance in the context of computer vision were rst
described by Wilson � Knutsson ���� and are further developed by Wilson � Spann
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����� We conclude from the previous denition that the prominent properties of a
representation f are dened by its equivariance and invariance classes� The following
is a presentation of two feature representations� The presentation includes comments
on how compatibility� complementarity� equivariance and invariance are implemented�

����� Vector representation

In the vector representation� rst described by Granlund ����� are the features values
mapped to vectors� feature vectors� of some xed dimensionality� The representation
includes an explicit certainty measure of the represented feature value� The mapping
is dened in such a way that the direction of a vector corresponds to the feature
value and the norm corresponds to the certainty of the represented feature value�
A short vector indicates low certainty and vice versa� For this representation to be
meaningful� the principles of compatibility and complementarity are assumed� The
complementarity is implemented by mapping incompatible or maximally dissimilar
feature values to vectors having opposite directions� i�e� to x and �x respectively�
Consequently� the average of two maximally dissimilar descriptors vanishes� For the
case of two�dimensional feature vectors� it will sometimes prove convenient to treat
the feature vectors as complex numbers�

The most prominent example of how the vector representation may be used is for
representation of local orientation in images� is given by Granlund ���� and Knutsson
��
�� For each neighbourhood in the image� some procedure determines the dominant
orientation and a certainty of this value� The certainty is usually based on a measure
of local one�dimensionality of the neighbourhood� An example of such a procedure
will be described later on� The result of this procedure is a complex number z� corre�
sponding to a two�dimensional vector� Hence� the estimated orientation is described
by arg�z� and the certainty is described by jzj� The standard representation for ori�
entation is presented in Figure ���� which also shows how di�erent orientations are
mapped to arg�z�� Note that arg�z� is twice the angle of the represented orientation�
which the assures compatibility� Furthermore� two orientations that are orthogonal
are mapped to descriptors of opposite directions� This is in accordance with the
principle of complementarity� For obvious reasons� the vector representation of local
orientation is referred to as the double angle representation�

The representation of local orientation serves as an example of equivariance and in�
variance� First of all� it should be noted that the procedure which extracts feature de�
scriptors from local neighbourhoods will assume nothing but local one�dimensionality
of the neighbourhood� i�e� the neighbourhood may contain a line or an edge or any�
thing of well�dened orientation� If the orientation of the neighbourhood changes�
e�g� by rotating the neighbourhood� then the feature vector rotates as well� and with
twice the speed� Hence� rotation of the neighbourhood by an angle � and rotation of
the feature vector by an angle �� is a pair of transformations that are elements of the
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equivariance class of the double angle representation� Ideally� these are the only pair
of equivariance transformations relative to the double angle representation of local
orientation� which means that any transformation of the neighbourhood which is not
a rotation is an invariant transformation� In any practical implementation� however�
is the descriptor equivariant with respect to other transformations as well� e�g� the
norm of the signal� its frequency content� etc�

As the vector representation implements compatibility and complementarity� it is
suitable for averaging� As was mentioned� the compatibility assures that whenever
a set of feature vectors that describe approximately the same feature value are aver�
aged� the corresponding average descriptor represents an average of the feature values�
When adding a set of vectors� it is evident that the sum is of maximal norm only if
the vectors have the same direction and� vice versa� the more di�erent directions the
vectors have� the shorter the sum is� For the vector representation� this implies that
if the descriptors correspond to dissimilar feature values� the length of their average is
relatively small� As an extreme case� the average of the maximally dissimilar vectors
x and �x is �� This corresponds to complete uncertainty of the average orientation�

arg�z�

Figure ��� The standard double angle representation of local orientation�
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The vector representation has been used successfully also as a representation of for
local frequency� N�app�a � Granlund �	�� and Haglund ��	�� and for circular symmetries�
Big�un ����

����� Tensor representation

When it comes to representation of multi�dimensional orientation� the vector repre�
sentation is insu�cient for dimensions greater than two� at least for two reasons� Let
us assume that we want to represent the orientation of a line L passing through the
origin in a three�dimensional space� using a feature vector x� First� there are innitely
many lines which are maximally dissimilar to L� all lying in a plane perpendicular to
L� Hence� there is no unique choice for what orientation should be represented by
�x� Second� it is desirable to have a representation which is capable of describing the
orientation of both lines and planes in a local three dimensional neighbourhood and
that can distinguish between the two cases� The vector representation can not do this
in any obvious way�

A linear mapping from a real vector space E to itself corresponds to a tensor� here
denoted T� If the mapping has eigenvectors ek � E� constituting an orthogonal basis
for E� and each ek has a real eigenvalue �k� the T is symmetric� Vice versa� any
symmetric T corresponds to a linear mapping with the above properties� It should
be noted that the eigenvectors of the linear map are not unique and that it is more
appropriate to describe the map in terms of eigenspaces� where each eigenspace is a
linear subspace of U containing eigenvectors of one and the same eigenvalue� The
eigenspaces together with their corresponding eigenvalues is called the eigensystem of
the tensor� In the following� T is always assumed to be real� symmetric and positive
semidenite� The tensor T can then be written

T �
mP
k��

�keke
�
k� �����

where e�k is the transpose of the eigenvector ek� each �k � � and m is the dimension�
ality of U �

The tensor representation maps feature values to a real� symmetric and positive
semidenite feature tensor in such a way that the eigensystem of the tensor re�
�ects characteristic properties of the feature� This representation was developed by
Knutsson �	�� for the representation of local three�dimensional orientation� It can
be used to represent the orientation of e�g� lines or planar structures in a multi�
dimensional neighbourhoods� and the representation also indicates which type of
structure a neighbourhood contains� Consider representation of local three�dimen�
sional orientation as an example� The tensor is then written as

T � ��e�e
�
� � ��e�e

�
� � ��e�e

�
�� �����
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where �� � �� � �� � �� It is the relative magnitudes of the eigenvalues which indi�
cates if the neighbourhood contains a line� a plane or if it is isotropic� Three extreme
cases are presented below�

�� � �� � �� � �� This corresponds to the isotropic case� i�e� the neighbourhood
has no oriented structure�

�� � �� � �� � �� This corresponds to a line�like structure� i�e� the neighbour�
hood is constant on parallel lines� The orientation of the lines is given by the
eigenvector e��

�� � �� � �� � �� This corresponds to a plan�like structure� i�e� the neighbour�
hood is constant on parallel planes� The orientation is given by e� which is a
normal vector of the planes�

The tensor representation is continuous which follows directly from how the orienta�
tions of lines and planes are mapped to the eigensystem of T� Not only will continuous
changes of orientation correspond to continuous changes of T but also a continuous
change from e�g� the line to the plane case will be continuously represented� Hence�
the tensor representation is compatible with respect to the feature values� Compared
to the vector representation� complementarity is implemented in a di�erent way as
follows� Consider two tensors for three�dimensional orientation that represent two
perpendicular orientations� according to

T� � e�e
�
� and T� � e�e

�
�� �����

where e� is orthogonal to e�� The tensors are elements of a vector space� U � U��
on which a scalar product can be dened in terms of the scalar product on U � It is
then a simple exercise to show that the orthogonality of e� and e� implies that T�

and T� are orthogonal as well� Hence� complementarity is implemented by means of
orthogonality� Note� that the average of positive semidenite tensors is again positive
semidenite� The average of T� and T� does not vanish� as in the case of the vector
representation� but amounts to

Taver �
�
� �T� �T�� �

�
� e�e

�
� �

�
� e�e

�
�� �����

The feature tensor Taver represent the plane case� where the plane has a normal
orientation perpendicular to e� and e��

B�arman ��� has applied the tensor representation also to descriptors of local curvature�
of curves as well as of surfaces� in two� three� and four dimensions�
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��� FEATURE EXTRACTION

There are many methods for feature extraction and only a few of the most common
will be presented here� In fact� the main part of this presentation is devoted to a
specic extraction method which later is generalized in order to t a particular signal
and feature representation� presented in following chapters�

The extraction method used is of course depending on the signal and feature rep�
resentation chosen for a specic signal� If a spatial representation of the signal is
used� the features values of the corresponding signal function are often extracted
by convolution operations� in some cases followed by non�linear combinations of the
convolution results� For example� if partial derivatives are the interesting features�
convolution kernels which approximate di�erential operators can be dened� The
convolution result will then be an image in which each point contains the estimated
partial derivatives with respect to spatial coordinates� In some cases� it may be the
magnitude of the gradient of the signal function which is the interesting feature� im�
plying that the resulting image is dened by non�linear operations on the estimated
partial derivatives in� The same approach can be used for extraction of e�g� local
orientation of an image� This operation will be thoroughly reviewed later on�

A linear representation of the signal� on the other hand� implies that the features
in most cases are the coordinates of the signal vector with respect to a basis of the
signal space� or a linear subspace thereof� Feature extraction� in this case� implies the
computation of an inner product between the signal vector and each vector in the the
dual base� Sometimes� the coordinates are further processed e�g� by a classier� It
should be noted� that convolution implies an inner product in the signal space� taken
locally at each neighbourhood� see Granlund ��
�� This is thoroughly discussed by
Westin ��	� who explores methods that compensate for non�orthogonal bases of the
signal space�

����� The ORIENT�algorithm

Granlund ���� describes an algorithm which generates a vector description of local
orientation in images� By means of anisotropic lters of Gabor type� the energy
of the local spectrum� corresponding to an image neighbourhood� is measured in a
xed number of orientations� By comparison� the feature vector is determined by
nding the orientation of maximal energy� This algorithm was later developed by
Knutsson ��
�� who used so�called quadrature lters with special angular functions in
the Fourier domain as a means to construct the feature vector directly from the lter
outputs� The latter algorithm is here referred to as the ORIENT�algorithm� A thor�
ough understanding of its inherent properties will be important for the generalization
to be dened in the following chapters and� therefore� a detailed presentation of the
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ORIENT�algorithm is included here� The algorithm is local� i�e� it operates on an
image neighbourhood of some specic size� and is conceptually executed for all such
neighbourhoods of the image� The result is again an image where each point contains
a complex number� corresponding to a two�dimensional vector� which describes the
local orientation of the corresponding neighbourhood according to the double angle
representation presented in Section ������ The complex number is computed by tak�
ing the inner product between each neighbourhood and a number of lter kernels�
followed by non�linear operations on the results� In practice� the inner products are
implemented as convolutions between the input image and the lter kernels�

The following presentation is based on Granlund � Knutsson ����� Section ����� and
Chapter �� We will assume that the neighbourhood under consideration contains a
linear structure with a well�dened orientation� In fact� the neighbourhood is assumed
to be constant on parallel lines and have a variation according to some one�variable
function h in the direction perpendicular to these lines� Such functions are called
simple� Let f be a spatial function corresponding to a simple image neighbourhood�
which means that

f�x� y� � h�x� n�� �����

where

x �

�
x

y

�
���
�

and  n � R
� is a normalized vector that is perpendicular to the lines of constant value

of f � The Fourier transform of f is

F �u� v� � �� H�u� n� �line�n �u�� ������

where H is the one�dimensional Fourier transform of h� and �line�n is an impulse func�
tion that is zero everywhere except on a line through the origin being parallel to  n�
Hence� the Fourier transform of f lies on a line in the Fourier domain� a line which is
perpendicular to the lines of constance in the spatial domain� and the variation along
the line is given by the Fourier transform of h� It should be noted that the relation
between f and F implies that when the spatial function f rotates� corresponding to
a rotation of  n� then the impulse line in the Fourier domain rotates as well� More
precisely� it rotates by the same speed and in the same direction as  n does�

For reasons discussed in Section ������ an appropriate descriptor of local two�dimen�
sional orientation is a two�dimensional vector z which rotates with twice the speed
of  n� The ORIENT�algorithm is a mapping between the function f and z such that
a rotation of f by an angle � corresponds to a rotation of z by an angle ��� The
ORIENT�algorithm is� in fact� a whole class of algorithms which di�er in number
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of lters used� their shape� and what type of non�linear operations are made on the
ltering results� All of them are based on the employment of directed quadrature
lters� which are dened as follows� A quadrature lter g has a Fourier transform�
G� that vanishes on a half�plane in the Fourier domain and is non�zero on the other
half�plane� The half�planes are dened by a vector  m � R

� that is perpendicular
to the border between the half�planes and points into the half�plane on which G is
non�zero� This means that G is characterized by the following condition

G�u� �

�
arbitrary function of u u�  m � ��

�  u�  m � ��
������

Here� we will consider quadrature lters that are polar separable in the Fourier do�
main� according to G�u� � G��juj� �G �u� u�� where u � juj  u� The directional function
G �u is given by

G �u� u� �

�
� u�  m��  u�  m � ��

�  u�  m � ��
������

The radial function G� can be chosen quite arbitrary without a�ecting the principal
properties of the presented algorithm� As a general rule� however� it is the frequency
content of the signal which determines G�� and the uncertainty principle will restrict
the choice of this function in any practical implementation of the lter� Knutsson
��
� uses so�called lognormal functions as the radial part of the quadrature lters and
shows that these functions have certain advantageous properties�

Given the function f and a quadrature lter g� the lter response u is given by

u �

�Z
��

�Z
��

F �u� v�G�u� v� dudv� ����	�

and it is a simple exercise to prove that this results in

u � C ei� � n�  m�� ������

where C � R only depends on H and G�� and where �� in addition� also depends on
 n and  m� Hence�

juj � C � n�  m��� ������

In the following� four quadrature lters of the above type are used� The lters� de�
noted gk� where k � �� �� �� 	� all have the same radial function G� but di�erent
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direction vectors  mk� according to

 mk �

�
cos k�

�

sin k�
�

�
� k � �� �� �� 	� ������

Setting

 n �

�
cos �

sin �

�
� ������

then gives the following lter responses

uk � C ei�k � n�  mk�
� � C ei�k cos��� � k�

� � ������

and� nally

jukj � C cos��� � k�
� �� ����
�

The following presents two ways in which the four lter response magnitudes jukj can
be combined into a complex number z� corresponding to a two�dimensional vector z�
such that the argument of z rotates with twice the speed relative to  n� Set

z� �
�P

k��
e
k�i
� jukj� ������

This gives

z� � ju�j� i ju�j � ju�j � i ju�j �

� C
�
cos� � � cos��� � �

� � � i
�
cos��� � �

� �� cos��� � ��
� �
��

�

� C
�
cos� � � sin� � � i

�
cos��� � �

� �� sin��� � �
� �
��

�

� C
�
cos �� � i cos��� � �

� �
�
� C �cos �� � i sin ��� � C e�i� ������

Hence� the linear combination of Equation ������ result in a descriptor of local ori�
entation according to the double angle representation� Note that the norm of z� is
invariant of � and that the norm is a homogeneous linear function of the norm of f �

The second variant of the ORIENT�algorithm uses jukj� according to

z� �
�P

k��
e
k�i
� jukj�� ������
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Using simple trigonometry� this results in

z� � ju�j� � i ju�j� � ju�j� � i ju�j� �

� C�
�
cos� � � cos��� � �

� � � i
�
cos��� � �

� �� cos��� � ��
� �
��

�

� C�
��

cos� � � cos��� � �
� �
� �

cos� � � cos��� � �
� �
�
�

� i
�
cos��� � �

� � � cos��� � ��
� �
� �
cos��� � �

� �� cos��� � ��
� �
��

�

� C�
��

cos� � � sin� �
� �
cos� � � sin� �

�
�

� i
�
cos��� � �

� � � sin��� � �
� �
� �
cos��� � �

� �� sin��� � �
� �
��

�

� C� e�i� ����	�

Hence� also z� behaves according the the double angle representation of local orienta�
tion� and has a norm that is invariant to x� Note that the norm of z� is a homogeneous
quadratic function of the norm of f �

As feature descriptors are z� and z� quite similar� the only di�erence being the relation
between their norms and the norm of f � However� from a computational point of view
are the two feature extraction algorithms quite di�erent� The lter responses uk� given
according to Equation ����	�� can be seen as scalar products between f and gk�

uk � h f j gk i� ������

from which follows that

jukj� � h f j gk i h gk j f i� ������

and� nally�

z� � h f j
�

�P
k��

j gk ih gk j
�
j f i� ������

Consequently� the feature descriptor z� can be seen as a homogeneous second order
expression of the signal f �

z� � h f jX j f i� ������
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where X is a second order mapping given by

X �
�P

k��
j gk ih gk j� ������

The descriptor z�� on the other hand� can not be written as a polynomial function
in f � In any practical implementation will the function f and the quadrature lters
gk be elements of nite dimensional vector spaces which means that X in these cases
corresponds to a complex matrix� Second order mappings from signal to descriptors
will appear later on� in Chapter 	� when algorithms for feature extraction based on a
particular signal representation are discussed�

As mentioned� the two algorithms that are reviewed here are only examples of how
the ORIENT�algorithm can be implemented� Knutsson ��
� proves that any direc�
tional function of the type � n�  m��l is feasible for integers l � �� provided that suf�
ciently many lters are being used� The ORIENT�algorithm is not restricted to
two�dimensional local orientation� Knutsson �	�� uses a direct generalization of Equa�
tion �������

T �
rP

k��
Mk jqkj� ����
�

to obtain a tensor T for representation of local orientation in two� three and four
dimensions� The number of lters� r� and the tensors Mk are then specic for each
dimension�

Phase invariance

The previous discussion shows that the resulting descriptors� z� and z�� both are
feasible descriptors of local orientation� In addition to this� however� there is one
important property of the ORIENT�algorithm which deserves mentioning� The main
reason for employing quadrature lters in the ORIENT�algorithm is that the resulting
descriptor is phase invariant� This is illustrated by the following discussion� Let the
function h that is used to dene the simple function f according to Equation ������
have narrow relative band�width� This means that h can be written approximately
as

h�x� � cos��x� 	�� ���	��

for some spatial frequency �� A formal denition of phase is given in Section ��	 and
for this particular signal is 	 the corresponding phase� Evidently� for 	 � � or 	 � �

is f an even function� and for 	 � �
� and 	 � ��

� is f an odd function� For this signal
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can the lter responses be written as

uk � C e�i� cos��� � k�
� �� ���	��

where the sign of the exponent is opposite that of  n�  mk� and C is independent of 	�
Consequently� all jukj are invariant with respect to 	 which then applies to z� and z�
as well� Hence� the resulting feature descriptors of the ORIENT�algorithm are phase
invariant for a signal which has narrow band�width� For simple signals in general�
however� the norm of the descriptors has a phase dependence� The following chapters
provide a denition of phase which correspond precisely to phase for simple functions
of narrow relative band�width� and feature extraction algorithms which produce phase
invariant descriptors are presented�

��� THE PURPOSE OF THIS WORK

This introductory chapter begins with a presentation of image hierarchies� in partic�
ular multiresolution and feature hierarchies� It was pointed out that in the case of
a multiresolution hierarchy� all levels are equipped with a coordinate system which
denes spatial relations for the elements of all signals� For the case of a feature hi�
erarchy� however� only the lower levels can be expected to have well�dened spatial
relations� The spatial relations enable us to dene features to extract from the vari�
ous levels� It is claimed that also non�spatial or non�geometrical features have to be
allowed� in particular for solving complex image processing tasks� which motivates the
introduction of the feature hierarchy� In order to do so� however� some type of signal
representation that is not based on spatial relations must be established� In addition
to this� a more precise denition of signal features is needed along with a processing
strategy which will t both the hierarchical framework and the signal representation�

Two signal representations have been presented� The spatial representation is the
one we normally use for signal processing� both for time�variable signals� e�g� audio�
or radio signals� or images which have two spatial variables� The spatial represen�
tation implies a signal function and the extracted features are then often dened as
various properties of this function� e�g� partial derivatives� There is� however� no gen�
eral method for dening what features which are of interest for such a function and
therefore further assumptions are needed regarding the interpretation of the signal
function in order to dene the features� The linear representation� on the other hand�
is a non�spatial representation� However� it is claimed to be inappropriate as a general
representation of non�spatial signals for two reasons� The rst is its general inability
to re�ect a simple behavior of a signal in a simple representation� i�e� we can not be
sure that a simple signal is linearly represented by a small basis� Simple signal means
in this context that it has a small degree of freedom� The second reason is related to
the interpretation of the coordinates of the signal vector as features� In practice� the
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coordinates themselves are not that important which implies that the features must
be dened in some other way� The conclusion is that neither the spatial nor the linear
signal representation is appropriate as a candidate for a general signal representation
of non�spatial signals�

Two feature representations has been presented� the vector representation and the
tensor representation� Both of them implement the principles of compatibility and
complementarity� the last property in di�erent ways� Neither of them� however� has
any explicit relation to a signal representation� It is claimed that a useful signal
representation must embed also a feature representation which in a natural way will
dene features of interest to extract from the signal� This implies that there should
be a tight relation between the signal and feature representations used� The last
section of this chapter was devoted to a particular feature extraction procedure called
the ORIENT�algorithm� It is based on the spatial signal representation and the
vector representation of features� Hence� the ORIENT�algorithm makes a connection
between a particular signal representation and a particular feature representation� In
order to employ this algorithm in a feature hierarchy� however� it must be generalized
to allow for signals that are not represented by means of signal functions�

The purpose of this work is to present a non�spatial signal representation which is
intended to t a hierarchical processing scheme� It is based on the signal vector space
but does not utilize the linear representation of the signal vector in any explicit way�
The new signal representation embeds also a feature representation which implies that
features can be dened in a natural way without further assumption or interpretation
of the signal� It is proved that a generalization of the ORIENT�algorithm can be
used for the feature extraction process� Both versions of the ORIENT�algorithm
previously presented are generalized� but the lead to two quite di�erent approaches in
terms of feature extraction� The second variant� that gives the descriptor z� according
to Equation ������� leads to equivariant mappings� These mappings are power series
that map the signal to a descriptor such that one operator group dened for the signal
and another operator group dened for the descriptor equivaries� The rst variant�
that gives the descriptor z� according to Equation ������� leads to a generalization
of the concept of quadrature lters� These generalized quadrature lters are dened
in terms of properties of the signal� rather than in terms of their appearance in the
Fourier domain� By generalizing also the concept of phase� it is shown that phase
invariant feature descriptors can be obtained�



�
AN OPERATOR REPRESENTATION

The goal which has been set out by the previous chapter is to nd a signal represen�
tation with the following characteristics�

The representation should not rely on any a priori dened spatial relationship�

The signal representation must embed a feature representation�

According to the previous chapter� these two demands rule out both the spatial and
the linear representation� Without any ordering or linear structure� a new type of
framework must be established in order to allow for representation of general signals�
To dene this new representation� a characterization of general signal features is
made� It is shown that under certain conditions� the features may be dened in such
a way that there is a strong relation between changes of the signal and its features�
A general representation which re�ects this situation will be dened� embedding an
explicit feature representation� By investigating the mathematical properties of a
particular class of this representation it is possible to dene a generalized phase for
the signal�

��� DEVELOPMENT OF AN OPERATOR

REPRESENTATION

The following presentation introduces one assumption after another regarding the
structure of the signal and of its variation� It should be noted that the motivation
behind these assumptions may be seen as more or less well�founded in each case� but
the main motivation of them all is that they lead to a particularly useful mathematical
formalism� Consequently� no claims are made that the resulting representation is able
to describe any type of signal� As will be apparent in the following� however� quite
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general signals will t the resulting representation� both of spatial and non�spatial
nature�

The signal space

In the following presentation� a reference to a signal always assumed that the signals is
an element of a vector space� This vector space is called the signal space� denoted V �
and an element of V is denoted v� Furthermore� V is assumed to be of nite dimen�
sionality� dimV � n� However� this restriction should not be seen as a fundamental
condition for the following results to be correct� Most of them can be generalized to
a V which is a Hilbert space� e�g� L��R��� By introducing this restriction� though� a
large part of the presented theory can be formulated in terms of basic matrix algebra�
a feature which most probably makes the theory much easier to comprehend� Hence�
the basic ideas that are presented can be generalized to Hilbert spaces� but the pre�
sented formalism is adapted to the nite dimensional case� As examples of signals
that are vectors of the above type� consider an audio signal which is sampled at n
points or an image neighbourhood of size n � m � m pixels� In fact� most signals
which are processed by digital computers are of this type� since computers can not
represent continuous functions�

The assumed vector nature of our signal v does not imply that we have to describe
v with respect to a specic coordinate system� If the signal correspond to n samples
of an audio signal� it is easy to conceive v as a vector in R

n where the k�th sample
is the coordinate of the k�th basis vector� However� this only implies that we have
chosen a particular basis� namely that for which the basis vectors are those signals
that are one in the k�th sample point and zero everywhere else� We could equally
well have chosen an other set of basis vectors� resulting in a new set of coordinates�
Regardless of how the basis is chosen� however� the signal v is the same� This is of
course basic facts from linear algebra� but it is sometimes necessary to recall that a
vector space� and linear operations on it� need no basis to be well�dened� Only when
it comes to numerical computations of signal data which are made on the coordinates
of the signal� a basis has to be introduced� Hence� the following presentation is made
without any explicit reference to a basis of V � even though bases occasionally are
introduced in order to exemplify the results�

The signal space V is a complex vector space� and it is a complexi�cation of two real
vectors spaces VR and VI � both of the same dimensionality as V � i�e� V � VR 	 VI �
Consequently� each element v � V can be decomposed

v � vR � vI �����

where vR � VR and vI � VI � These two components can in a natural way be
considered as the real and imaginary parts of v� Consequently� if v � VR then v is
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real and otherwise complex� However� it should be noted that for specic choices of
basis are the corresponding coordinates of a real vector not real� Complex conjugation
of v � V is dened in the obvious way as

!v � vR � vI � �����

The signal space V is furthermore assumed to be equipped with a scalar product
which makes concept like orthogonal� unitary� Hermitian and anti�Hermitian well�
dened and� importantly� that VR are VI are orthogonal subspaces of V �

The reason for dening V as complex in the above way is that we need to consider
elements of V which can not be dened if V is real� in particular the eigenvectors of
anti�Hermitian mappings from V to itself� since these eigenvectors can not be elements
of VR� If V is dened as a complex vector space in general� without the subspaces
VR and VI � the concept of complex conjugation is not well�dened� In any practical
implementation� numerical or computational� the elements of V can be represented in
a simple manner by an ordered set of two vectors� one for the real part vR and one for
the imaginary part vI � Vector addition and multiplication by complex scalars then
follows usual rules of complex algebra� Benn � Tucker �	� presents an introduction
to complexication of real vector spaces�

In the following it is assumed that all signals are real� i�e� are elements of the subspace
VR� But it should be noted that a signal v is not just any arbitrary element of VR 
 V �
To understand this assertion� consider an image� or an image neighbourhood� that
constitutes the signal� In both cases� some images or local structures are more likely
and interesting than others� An arbitrary element of V will most probably not look
like a natural image� not even on a local scale� and represents noise� The signals
that really are of interest lies in a subset of V � which in general is not a subspace�
Consequently� references to a signal v not only implies that v lies in V � but also that
v lies in the subset of feasible signals�

What is a feature�

In the previous chapter� the concept of a feature was used frequently and without any
proper denition of what it means� This works since most readers have an intuitive
association to e�g� �things which are of interest to measure in an image in order to
make a useful description of it�� And� of course� this is what we in general mean by a
feature� at least in the context of image processing� This pseudo�denition� however�
only moves the problem to describing �what is interesting to measure�� Therefore� a
more constructive denition is needed� In this section we will develop a denition of
features for a general signal� a signal that not necessary is related to images�
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To establish an intuitive denition of features� we may ask ourselves why features are of
interest to measure� To take a concrete example� why do we measure local orientation
in images" Obviously� the main reason is that the local orientation of an image
neighbourhood is not necessary the same compared to that of another neighbourhood
of the same image� or compared to that of the same neighbourhood but at an other
time� If all images are such that their local orientation is the same wherever and
whenever it is measured� we simply would not have to measure it� The constance of
local orientation would then simply be a law of Nature� However� the local orientation
of an image is� in fact� variable� and may therefore be of interest to measure� For
features in general� we conclude that the main reason for our interest in them is
precisely that they vary� in some way or another� both over di�erent instances of the
signal and over time for one and the same instance�

The above characterization allows for quite a broad range of di�erent features� In
the case of images� local orientation is not the only type of feature which t this
description� Also spatial frequency� phase� curvature� and optic �ow are features
which are of interest to measure at a local scale simply because each of them� in
general� will give a di�erent value each time it is measured� On a more global scale�
we may for the same reason be interested in features such as number of objects� object
type� or geometric relations between the objects�

Even though this discussion does not o�er a formal denition of features in general�
at least it points out an important and intrinsic aspect of their nature� We will use
this important characterization of features and see that� under certain conditions� it
can be brought into a mathematical form�

In the following� we restrict the discussion to features which corresponds to contin�
uous variations of the signal� This will� of course� exclude some interesting features�
e�g� �number of objects�� On the other hand� it means that some mathematical tools
will be available� introduced later on� The continuity referred to here is with respect
to some type of variable which often is time or the spatial coordinates of an image�
The continuity of v does not imply that we have to observe v making continuous
changes� or that two instances of v necessary are related by a continuous transition�
It rather means that continuous variations of v must be well�dened and that� if we
so chose� are able to consider arbitrary small variations of the signal�

Features and operators

Having realized that features are related to variations of the signal� it is natural to
make a correspondence between features and transformations of the signal� In this
context a transformation can be seen as mapping M � V � V � Later on� we will
assume these transformations to be linear but� from a general point of view� they can
be of any type� We will be concerned with sets of transformations and� in particular
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with a set M which consist of the smallest number of transformations such that a
variation of the signal� from v� to v�� can be written

v� �Mx�v��� ���	�

for some Mx � M � Note that Mx depends on v� and v� and that Mx may not
be unique for a specic pair of signals� The index x should not been seen as a
scalar variable� though in some cases it can� but rather as an abstract index which
ranges over the elements of M � The elements of M are in the following referred to
as operators� making a distinction between transformations in general and operators
which are dened as elements of the set M �

To give an example of operators� consider a signal that corresponds to three�dimen�
sional image volumes which contain one planar structure� One prominent feature of
this signal is the orientation of the plane� The di�erence in orientation between two
planes can be expressed as a three�dimensional rotation� rotating one plane into the
other� It should be noted that in this particular case� the rotations are not unique
and� in fact� there are innitely many rotations that will do the job for any pair of
planes� For this signal� we conclude that M � SO�	�� Another example of a feature is
spatial position and the corresponding set of operators is then the translation group�

The introduction of the setM has an important implication which is that its elements
are objects in their own right� and they can be studied without any reference to what
they transform� i�e� the signal� This study becomes particularly interesting when some
structure can be introduced on M and its elements� The rest of this chapter does
precisely that�

Operators and groups

The rst structure to be introduced on M is the assumption of M being a group�
Just to clear things out� M is a group if there exists a mapping 
 with the following
properties�

�� 
 � M �M � M � For M��M� � M � the image of � M� � M� � under 
 is
written M� 
M��

�� 
 is associative� which means that for all M��M��M� � M it is the case that
�M� 
M�� 
M� �M� 
 �M� 
M���

	� There exists a unique element M� � M such that M� 
M � M 
M� � M for
all M �M � M� is called the identity element of the group

�� For every M � M there is a unique element M�� � M such that M 
M�� �
M�� 
M �M�� M

�� is called the inverse of M�
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As has already been mentioned� the set of rotations and translations both form groups
under the usual operator composition� In fact� most features can be dened in terms
of a corresponding operator group� e�g� local frequency� curvature� It should be noted�
however� that there are features that does not t into this description� An example
is the feature �object type� for which the set of possible operators does not seem to
form a group� at least if the set of possible objects is unrestricted�

Continuous operator groups

In the following� the operator group that corresponds to a specic signal is assumed
to be continuous group� In this context� the continuity relates both to the operators
M � M � and to M itself� Each operator M � M is assumed to be a continuous
mapping V � V � an assumption which in turn relies on continuity being well�dened
on V � Furthermore� it is assumed that also M is a set for which continuity can be
established� e�g� by introducing a metric� In the following presentation M will be a
subset of V �V �� the set of linear mappings V � V � This vector space can be given a
metric which is inherited from V and consequently used for establishing the meaning
of continuity�

A more precise formulation of the properties assumed so far for M is that M is a
Lie group� A Lie group have exactly the above characteristics� it is a di�erentiable
manifold which also is a group� Consequently� the following presentation can just as
well be made in terms of Lie theory and� in fact� in a way it is� The operator groups
that soon are introduced are dened in terms of so�called Lie derivatives and an
operator exponential mapping� characteristic for Lie theory� is introduced� However�
since this presentation can be made by means of basic algebra� occasionally with the
aid of some tensor algebra� explicit references to Lie theory has been omitted� For an
introduction to Lie theory� see e�g� Olver �	���

The continuity of M is in the following established by assuming that there is a con�
tinuous function M � Rp �M � which maps onto M � This means that any M �M is
the image of some x � R

p� and that any continuous variation of x � R
p corresponds

to a continuous variation of M � M � Consequently� each element M � M can be
written as

M �M�x�� x�� � � � � xp� �����

for some x�� x�� � � � � xp � R� The set M is dened such that for each conceivable
variation of the signal� from v� to v�� there is anM �M that satises Equation ���	�
and which is described by Equation ������ Hence� the relation between v� and v� can
be expressed as

v� �M�x�� x�� � � � � xp��v��� �����
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This equation describes how two specic instances of the signal are related by some
element of M � But since the parameters x�� � � � � xp generates the whole of M � we can
keep v� xed in Equation ����� and let these parameters vary� generating the signal

v � v�x�� x�� � � � � xp� �M�x�� x�� � � � � xp� �v��� �����

Given the above assumptions� it is not clear that the set of signals that are dened
by Equation ����� will be all signals of interest for a specic problem� It can be the
case that not all conceivable signals can be described by this equation for a xed v�
or it may be the case that� for some values of x�� x�� � � � � xp�v falls outside the set
of interesting signals� Therefore� a nal assumption regarding the structure of the
signals and their variation is made�

Operator representation

We assume that it is possible to nd a v� � V � called the reference signal� and an
operator group M with the above characteristics� such that

v � v�x�� x�� � � � � xp� �M�x�� x�� � � � � xp� �v�� �����

describes precisely all signal instances which are if interest� Equation ����� is referred
to as an operator representation of the signal v� It means that when we want to
describe� talk about� or otherwise represent the signal� it is done according to Equa�
tion ������ For signals which can be represented by functions� e�g� an audio signal� this
representation is of course only an alternative� For non�spatial signals� however� it
may be the only useful representation available� For both types of signals� however� it
should be noted that this signal representation also embeds a feature representation�
This representation is implicit in that there need not be any direct correspondence be�
tween the features of the signal and the parameters xk � As will be demonstrated later
on� however� provided that the operator group M can be ascribed certain properties�
both feature descriptors and corresponding feature representations follows naturally�
Consequently� the signal features and the operator group are closely related� In the
following� the parameters xk are called feature parameters�

It should be noted that the presented operator representation must not be seen as a
strict description of the signal� In some cases are signal noise an important property
of the signal� which means that the above signal representation must be extended to
describe the noise as well� This can be made by employing an operator group which
describes also the variations of v caused by the noise� For example� the parameters xk
can be stochastic variables� Alternatively� v� can be a stochastic variable� or a term
which accounts for the noise can be added to the right hand side of Equation ������
Furthermore� we will in the following sometimes violate Equation ����� and assume
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that the reference signal v� in fact is variable� Hence� the operator representation
must be seen as a framework rather than an exact description of the signal�

��� LINEAR OPERATOR GROUPS

Having dened an operator representation of signals� according to Equation ������
which is quite general in that only continuity is assumed for the operator group� we will
make further restrictions in order to get access to even more powerful mathematical
tools� First� the following presentation assumes that all elements of M are linear
mappings from V to itself� i�e� M 
 V � V �� Given a coordinate system of V � each
M �M can be represented by a matrix which is denoted M� too�

The exponential mapping

Furthermore it is assumed that the mapping M � Rp � M is of a particular type�
namely given by the exponential mapping according to

M�x�� x�� � � � � xp� � ex�L��x�L������xpLp � �����

where Lk � V � V �� Set

L � x�L� � x�L� � � � �� xpLp� ���
�

which then gives M � eL for each M � M and some values of the parameter
x�� � � � � xp � R� The exponential mapping can be dened in terms of the familiar
Taylor series

eL �
�

�#
L� �

�

�#
L� �

�

�#
L� � � � � � ������

where L� � I and L� � L L� etc� Curtis ��� shows that this series is convergent for
any L � V � V �� Since the entire operator group M is given by the right hand side
of Equation ������ the operators Lk are referred to as the generators of the group�

In Lie theory it is shown that the generators of a particular group are closely related
to the partial derivatives ofM with respect to the parameters xk� In particular� if M
is a one�parameter group such that each of its elements can be written

M�x� � exL� ������
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then

d

dx
M � LM� ������

Furthermore� if M is a commutative group� i�e�

M� 
M� �M� 
M�� ����	�

for all M��M� �M � then

d

dxk
M � Lk M� ������

Not all groups are commutative� where SO�	� is a prominent example of a group that
lacks commutativity� In general� the generators that correspond to a particular group
M have to be established by means of a deeper knowledge of the properties of M �
An important consequence of the introduction of the exponential mapping is that the
signal representation of Equation ����� can be written as

v � v�x�� x�� � � � � xp� � ex�L��x�L������xpLp v�� ������

The following proposition will prove handy later on� Let X�Y � V �V �� and assume
that X and Y commute� i�e� XY � YX� Then

eX eY � eX�Y� ������

Curtis ��� presents a proof of this proposition�

Orthogonal operator groups

In the following� a particular interest is spent on orthogonal operator groups� The
reason is twofold� First� there are many groups that correspond to feature variations
and which are orthogonal� where rotations in R

� and R
� are two simple examples�

Taking images as examples� any type of transformation of an image� or image neigh�
bourhood� which does not change the norm of v can be modelled as orthogonal trans�
formations� The second reason is that there is a strong correspondence between real
anti�Hermitian operators and orthogonal groups� which is illustrated by the following�
Let H � V � V � be an anti�Hermitian operator� i�e� H� � �H� Then

eH
�
eH

��
� eH eH

�

� eH e�H � eH�H � e� � I� ������
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which proves that eH is a unitary operator� Consequently� anti�Hermitian opera�
tors serve as generators of unitary groups� So� why are anti�Hermitian operators so
interesting" The following shows that their eigensystem can be given a precise char�
acterization� in the same way as for Hermitian operators� and that the eigensystems
of the group generators re�ect much of the interesting properties of the corresponding
group� As will be demonstrated in Chapter 	 it is even possible to design procedures
which maps the signal to an appropriate feature descriptor once the eigensystems of
the corresponding group generators are known�

The characterization of an anti�Hermitian operator is� as mentioned� quite similar
to that of an Hermitian operator� and we will in particular be interested in anti�
Hermitian operators which are real� meaning that they are closed on VR� For an
anti�Hermitian operator H it is the case that

It is possible to nd a unitary basis of eigenvectors corresponding to H�

The eigenvalue of the eigenvector e is i�� where � � R� Hence� the eigenvalues
of H are imaginary�

If� in addition to being anti�Hermitian� H also can be assumed to be real it follows
that

All eigenvectors ofH come in complex conjugated pairs� e and !e� except for those
eigenvectors which have corresponding eigenvalues equal to zero� Furthermore�
the eigenvalues of e and !e come in complex conjugated pairs as well�

Nordberg �	�� presents a thorough treatment of the eigensystem corresponding to an
anti�Hermitian operator� A result of the above characterization is that the eigenvec�
tors can be ordered relative to the index k such that

H �
m��P
k��

i �k �eke
�
k � !ek!e

�
k� � ������

where m is the number of non�zero eigenvalues corresponding to H� This can also be
written

H � EDE�� ����
�

where E is a unitary operator that holds the eigenvectors of H in its columns and D
is a diagonal operator that hold the corresponding eigenvalues� It is an easy exercise
to prove that

eH � E eD E�� ������
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and that eD is a diagonal operator with diagonal elements ei�k � Consequently� for
an anti�Hermitian operator H can the exponential mapping be computed by means
of the corresponding eigensystem� Equation ������ can also be written

eH �
nP

k��
ei�k eke

�
k� ������

from which follows immediately that

exH �
nP

k��
ei�kx eke

�
k� ������

A signal which can be represented by a one�parameter orthogonal operator group can
then be written as

v � v�x� � exH v� �
nP

k��
ei�kx eke

�
kv�� ����	�

Since the signal is real� also H can be assumed to be real� which implies that the
corresponding operator group� given by Equation ������� is orthogonal�

One�parameter orthogonal operator groups

The transformation of the signal made by a one�parameter orthogonal group can
be given a simple interpretation in terms of the eigensystem of the corresponding
anti�Hermitian group generator� Hence� consider a signal which can be represented
according to

v � v�x� � exH v�� ������

for some real and anti�Hermitian H� Consider the subspace of V which is spanned by
the eigenvectors ofH that have corresponding eigenvalues equal to zero� According to
Equation ����	�� the projection of v� into this subspace is invariant to the parameter
x� i�e� the signal v has a component

nP
k�m��

eke
�
k v�� ������

which is constant with respect to x� where m is the number of eigenvectors with non�
zero eigenvalue� On the other hand� Equation ����	� also contains terms which are
not constant� According to the above� these terms can be paired as�

ei�kx eke
�
k � e�i�kx !ek!e

�
k

�
v�� ������
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As ek and !ek are normalized and mutually orthogonal they can be written as

ek �
�p
�
�ak � i bk� �

!ek �
�p
�
�ak � i bk� � ������

where ak �bk are two real� normalized and orthogonal vectors� Equation ������ can
then be written

ei�kx

�
�ak � ibk��a

�
k � i b�k� �

e�i�kx

�
�ak � ibk��a

�
k � i b�k� �

cos�kx �aka
�
k � bkb

�
k� � sin�kx �akb

�
k � bka�k� ������

or� in matrix notation�	

 j j
a b

j j

�
A�

cos�kx � sin�kx
sin�kx cos�kx

�
a

b


� ����
�

Hence� each pair of terms in Equation ����	�� corresponding to a non�zero �k� trans�
forms the signal according to a plane rotation in the two�dimensional subspace of VR
that is spanned by ak and bk� The speed of the rotation relative to x is given by �k�

Periodic orthogonal operator groups

There is a class of one�parameter orthogonal groups which is given particular attention
in the following� namely that consists of groups that are periodic with respect to the
parameter x� According to Equation ����	�� this is the case if and only if all �k are
commensurable� i�e� there is some real h �� � such that h�k � Z for all k� Since
the group is invariant to scaling of its corresponding generators the group generator
corresponding to a periodic one�parameter group can be assumed to have eigenvalues
of type i�� where �k � Z� Such generators are called normalized�
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��� PHASE

Phase can be dened in di�erent ways� but usually it is derived from the so�called
analytic signal of a one�dimensional real function� Let f � R � R� and dene

fHi�x� �
�

�

�Z
��

f���

� � x
d�� ���	��

The function fHi is called the Hilbert transform corresponding to f � The analytic
signal corresponding to f � denoted fA� is then dened as

fA�x� � f � i fHi� ���	��

The analytic signal fA is complex and can be written as

fA�x� � jfA�x�j ei arg�fA	x
�� ���	��

It is the argument of fA that is used to dene the phase 	 corresponding to f � Hence�

	�x� � arg�fA�x��� ���		�

For signals with narrow relative band�width� the phase corresponds to position and
can be used to dene local maxima or minima of the signal� Granlund � Knutsson
���� presents an extensive discussion on analytic signals and their correspondence to
phase� see Section ��� and Chapter �� The following is an attempt to generalize the
concept of phase to signals that are not dened as spatial or temporal functions�
Instead� phase is dened in terms of properties of certain operator groups� using the
operator representation introduced in this chapter�

Consider a signal which can be represented by a periodic orthogonal operator group
according to

v � v�x� � Q�x� v� � exH v�� ���	��

for some anti�Hermitian matrix H� The periodicity of the group implies that H can
be chosen to be normalized� i�e� its eigenvalues are of the type

i�� � � Z� ���	��

Furthermore� since H is anti�Hermitian� it can be decomposed by its eigensystem as

H � EDE� ���	��
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for some unitary E� holding the eigenvectors of H� and a diagonal D� holding the
corresponding eigenvalues� The matrix E is unitary which means that the eigenvectors
of H form an orthogonal basis for V � Since the eigenvalues of H are characterized by
Expression ���	��� the corresponding eigenvectors can be divided into two classes as
follows� One class contains all eigenvectors for which the corresponding � is even� and
the other contains all eigenvectors for which � is odd� The two classes are represented
by the matrices Eeven and Eodd which hold the eigenvectors of each class in their
columns� Hence� if there are r even and s odd eigenvectors �r � s � n�� then Eeven

is an n � r matrix and Eodd is an n � s matrix� Let Deven be an r � r diagonal
matrix holding the even eigenvalues corresponding to the eigenvectors of Eeven and
let Dodd be an s � s diagonal matrix holding the odd eigenvalues corresponding to
the eigenvectors of Eodd� This implies

H � EevenDevenE
�
even �EoddDoddE

�
odd� ���	��

The partitioning of the eigenvectors induces a partitioning of V � the signal space�
Dene

Veven � the subspace of V that is spanned by Eeven�
���	��

Vodd � the subspace of V that is spanned by Eodd�

Hence� Veven and Vodd are linear subspaces of V � Veven 	 Vodd� The elements of
Veven and Vodd are termed even and odd� respectively� Furthermore� it must be the
case that veven � vodd when veven is even and vodd odd� From this follows that any
v� � V can be expressed as

v� � veven � vodd� veven � Veven� vodd � Vodd� ���	
�

where veven and vodd are unique� We refer to veven and vodd as the even and odd
component of v�� respectively�

Given the above partitioning of V � the operator group can be partitioned into two
groups� one that transforms the elements of Veven and one that transforms the elements
of Vodd� Dene

Heven � EevenDeven E
�
even�

Hodd � EoddDodd E
�
odd� ������

which implies that Heven and Hodd both are anti�Hermitian and� therefore� generate
orthogonal groups� These two groups are used to dene

v�even�x� � exHeven veven�
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v�odd�x� � exHodd vodd� ������

which means that v�even�x� � Veven and v�odd�x� � Vodd for all x� Consequently� the
signal can be written

v�x� � v�even�x� � v
�
odd�x�� ������

This means that if the signal v is decomposed into its even and odd parts� these parts
transforms according to Equation ������ with respect to the parameter x� We will
now introduce the phase of v as a measure of how even or odd v is� by dening an
angle �	�x� as

cos �	�x� �
jv�even�x�j
jv�x�j and sin �	�x� �

jv�odd�x�j
jv�x�j � ����	�

and � � �	�x� � �
� � The angle �	�x� is referred to as the �rst quadrant phase of v�

or FQ�phase for short� From the previous discussion follows that the FQ�phase of
v�x� is constant with respect to x and that the value of �	 is a function of v� and
the eigensystem of H only� Evidently� the FQ�phase indicates the amount of even
and odd components of v� �	 � � corresponds to v being even� �	 � �

� corresponds
to v being odd� and �	 � �

� corresponds to v containing equal proportions of even
and odd components� etc� With this denition of phase� made without any reference
to spatial or temporal coordinate systems� the following presents a discussion on its
implications�

Consider the two operator groups that are generated byHeven andHodd� respectively�
Both generators are normalized and� consequently� both groups are periodic� However�
since Heven has imaginary even eigenvalues only� the period of the corresponding
operator group is �� rather than ��� Hence�

v�even��� � veven� ������

On the other hand� since Hodd has imaginary odd eigenvalues only� it must be the
case that

v�odd��� � �vodd� ������

And� nally�

v��� � veven � vodd� ������

This relation implies a sort of half�order periodicity of the operator group generated
by H� in addition to its original periodicity� The group is therefore referred to as
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being sesquiperiodical� It should be noted that any one�parameter orthogonal group
that is periodic has this property�

We are now in a position to extend the signal representation dened by Equa�
tion ������ to represent variations of the FQ�phase as well� This means that a sec�
ond transformation group must be established� The transformation groups used for
representing the signal are orthogonal and it is therefore natural to use orthogonal
transformations also for the FQ�phase� Choose two unit vectors  veven � Veven and
 vodd � Vodd and let

v�� � a � veven cos��  vodd sin��� ������

i�e� jv��j � a� Dene the n� � matrix F and �� � matrix R as

F �

	

 j j

 veven  vodd
j j

�
A � R�	� �

�
cos	 � sin	
sin	 cos	


� ������

and let

v��	� � FR�	� F� v��� ����
�

Thus� v� is no longer a xed element of V � but rather a variable vector which depends
on the parameter 	� Simplication of Equation ����
� gives

v��	� � a � veven cos�	� �� �  vodd sin�	� ��� ������

From this equation it is immediately clear that when 	 changes� v��	� will rotate in
the two�dimensional subspace of V spanned by  veven and  vodd� Thus� 	 is closely
coupled to the FQ�phase �	� When 	 varies� �	 will vary with the same speed but not
necessary in the same direction� Furthermore� it is possible to write

FR�	�F� � e�H� � ������

where

H� �  vodd  v�even �  veven  v�odd� ������

and� nally�

v��	� � e�H� v��� ����	�
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We will refer to 	 as the phase of v�� while keeping in mind that 	 depends on the
specic choice of  veven�  vodd and �� To describe a signal vector which has a phase 	
and feature coordinate x� the following representation will suit our purposes

v�x� 	� � exH v��	�� ������

With Equation ����	� inserted� this gives

v�x� 	� � exH e�H� v��� ������

What we may hope for� is that changes of the parameters x and 	 may be described
in terms of a ��parameter transformation group according to

v�x� 	� � exH��H� v��� ������

Unfortunately this is not possible� and the reason is that H and H�� in general� does
not commute� This is demonstrated by the following discussion� The anti�Hermitian
matrix H� has two eigenvectors

e� �
�p
�
� veven � i  vodd� and e� �

�p
�
� veven � i  vodd�� ������

with eigenvalues i and �i respectively� while all other eigenvectors have eigenvalue
zero� It can be shown that H and H� commute if and only if they share all their
eigenvectors� see e�g� Lancaster �	��� Consequently� only in the case when  veven and
 vodd are chosen such that e� and e� both are eigenvectors of H� will H and H�

commute� In general this may not have to be the case and� therefore� Equation ������
is not a valid description of v�

Phase vs Features

The previous discussion may suggest that the FQ�phase should be left constant� There
are� however� signals for which the FQ�phase varies and for which the operator rep�
resentation is appropriate� To sort out the incompatibility between the parameters x
and 	� the feature parameter and the phase� we may then use the following interpre�
tation of their relation� First� we introduce a conceptual di�erence between the two
parameters� As before� x will be a feature value corresponding to an operator group�
The phase on the other hand� must be treated as a special type of signal property
which should not be thought of as a feature� using the denition of a feature estab�
lished in the previous sections� In fact� considering the above derivation� we may even
assert that to each feature� that can be represented by an orthogonal and periodic
operator group Q� there is a corresponding phase� Hence� the phase of a signal is not
a feature but something dened in terms of a feature� It should be noted that this
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discussion relies on the operator group generated by H being orthogonal as well as
periodic� Otherwise� the FQ�phase can not be dened�

The distinction between features and their phase may seem irrational and needs some
comments� Consider a signal f�t� which is function of one variable� e�g� of time�
and assume that f has small relative band�width� Clearly then� the phase of f �
dened according to Equation ���		�� will indeed be an interesting feature to talk
about� In this case� however� we may equally well consider position as the interesting
feature since variation of the phase will correspond to shifts along the temporal axis�
Variations of position are represented by the group of translations along the temporal
axis� a group which is encompassed by the operator representation of this chapter�
in particular if f is sampled at nitely many points and the shifts are made cyclic�
The eigenvectors of the shift group are then complex one�dimensional waves with an
integer number of periods in the sampling interval� This means that and the two
spaces Veven and Vodd are spanned by these eigenvectors� with even and odd number
of periods� respectively� Hence� if we consider position as a feature� represented by
the shift group� we may dene a corresponding FQ�phase according to the discussion
in this section� This FQ�phase will then describe if the signal contains an even or odd
number of cycles� Hence� in this particular case the usual phase and the FQ�phase are
not the same thing� The usual phase is a feature� corresponding to the shift group�
and the FQ�phase corresponds to a property of the signal which probably is of no
interest�

If we instead consider a signal which is a neighbourhood of a two�dimensional image
and assume that it contains a linear structure of some orientation� it is possible to
construct an FQ�phase that corresponds to the usual concept of local phase� To see
this� consider the operator group Q that consists of two�dimensional rotations� This
implies that the signal feature is local orientation� Clearly� this group is cyclic and
orthogonal� in particular when dened on functions of two continuous variables� The
eigenvectors of this operator group are polar separable functions which have angular
functions of the type ei�	 � where  is the angular coordinate and � � Z� The two
spaces Veven and Vodd are then spanned by the functions for which � is even and
odd� respectively� However� in this case will an even or odd � correspond to an
eigenvector which is even or odd also when seen as a spatial function relative to
a spatial coordinate system with the origin at the centre of rotation� Hence� the
elements of Veven are even both relative to the eigenvalues of the rotation group and
relative to a spatial interpretation� The corresponding is true for the subspace Vodd�
Consequently� the FQ�phase will measure how even or odd� in both these senses� a
signal is�

The distinction between features and phase has one major consequence� When the
phase of the signal is allowed to vary� a sesquiperiodicity of the operator group is intro�
duced� Consider a signal v � v�x� 	� for some xed values of x and 	� Conceptually�
we will regard all v as having the same feature value x when 	 varies� According to
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the previous discussion then� x � x� and x � x� � � must then be equated for all
	� Using the representation according to Equation ������ and allowing 	 to vary� the
feature coordinate x should consequently be measured modulo �� rather than modulo
��� This is precisely the situation which arises when we want to measure the local
orientation of a linear structure� Though the orientation is well dened for spatially
even and odd structures� even structures are identical to a rotated version already
after half a turn� while odd structures need a whole turn to do the same thing� The
orientation of both even and odd structures� on the other hand� will be the same after
half a turn� Hence� the orientation should be measured modulo � rather then modulo
�� with respect to the rotation angle� These ideas were introduced by Granlund �����
and the FQ�phase can been seen as a tool to generalize the concept of features and
phase to a more general type of signal than just spatially represented signals�

Complex Phase

During this discussion we have assumed that the signal under consideration is real�
One way to get around the incompatibility between the feature value x and the
corresponding phase 	 is to extend the signal vectors to the complex domain� This
method is used e�g� in electrical engineering� automatic control and physics where a
real signal is transformed into a complex signal which then is much easier to represent�
Typically� this is done by forming the analytic signal� described previously� The
actual signal is then the real part of the new complex signal� We will here use the
same trick in order to reach a useful representation of a signal which is subject both
to a one�parameter transformation group that corresponds to a feature and another
transformation group that changes the phase� Sticking to the convention that the real
part of the signal is the interesting signal� an arbitrary imaginary term may be added
to the right hand side of Equation ������� By choosing a complex reference signal vC
in a cunning way�

vc � v����� i v��
�
� �� ������

it follows that

vc � a ei� � veven � i  vodd�� ����
�

Variation of the real part of vc� according to Equation ������� will then correspond to
multiplication by the factor ei�� A complex reference signal with variable phase can
then be dened as

vc�	� � ei� vc� ������

and the signal is written

v�x� 	� � exH vc�	� � exH ei� vc� ������
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In this context we may write e�i� � e�i�I and� since the operator I commutes with
any other matrix� nally

v�x� 	� � exH�i�I vc� ������

The result of this approach is that the phase corresponds to a complex variable i	
and� furthermore� that the phase comes to equal terms with the signal feature� In
fact�

 Q�x� 	� � exH�i�I ����	�

is a two�parameter homomorphism which maps R
� � U�n�� Furthermore� the

sesquiperiodicity of the operator group that is generated by H implies that

v�x � �� 	� � e	x��
H� i�I ei� a � veven � i  vodd� �

� exH� i�I ei� a � veven � i  vodd� ������

However� since it is the real part of v that is of interest� we may equally well consider
its complex conjugate

!v�x� �� 	� � exH� i�I e�i� a � veven � i  vodd� �

� exH� i	����
I vc ������

Hence� adding � to the feature value of v will change the phase phase from 	 to
��	 � ���� and the feature value remains the same� This is in agreement with the
above discussion which claims that x should be measured modulo � rather than ���

Phase and multi�parameter groups

So far� only signals of one feature� corresponding to one�parameter groups� have been
considered� To extend this presentation to operator groups of multiple parameters�
let us consider the division of V into a real and an odd subspace� This was made�
quite arbitrary� by considering the eigenvectors of the group generator and their corre�
sponding eigenvalues� Instead of distinguishing between even and odd eigenvalues� we
could equally well have made a distinction between eigenvalues that are prime num�
bers and those that are not� Presumably� however� this latter categorization would not
have made any success in terms of practical results� As a general approach� though�
the FQ�phase can be dened according to Equation ����	� once the two subspaces
corresponding to Veven and Vodd are established� This can be made in various ways
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and� here� we will only consider operator groups that are homomorphic to SO�	�� the
group of three�dimensional rotations�

In Section 	���	 the SO�	� group is considered in some detail and� in particular� the
concept of irreducible bases are mentioned� Without going into any details� each such
basis have a weight l� and contains �l�� basis vectors� Each such basis spans a �l��
dimensional subspace of V which� in addition� is invariant to rotations� If V is the set
of three�dimensional functions� it can be shown that the elements of an irreducible
basis of even weight is even also in the spatial domain� and correspondingly for odd
functions� Consequently� the concept of even and odd functions can be transfered to
the weights of irreducible bases� By dening Veven as the subspace of V that is spanned
by irreducible bases of even weight� and correspondingly for Vodd� the FQ�phase of
Equation ����	� will have a well�dened interpretation in terms of evenness�oddness
in the spatial domain�
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�
ALGORITHMS FOR FEATURE

EXTRACTION

This chapter presents a number of algorithms for extraction of signal features� The
algorithms are based on the operator representation developed in the previous chapter�
Section 	�� begins by deriving su�cient conditions for a mapping� from signal v to
descriptor v� to be equivariant with respect to operator group dened for v and u�
The conditions are expressed in terms of the two group or� more precisely� in terms of
their group generators� Both one�parameter groups and multi�parameter groups are
considered� Section 	�� considers a special case of equivariant mapping� homogeneous
second order mappings� It is demonstrated how the results of Section 	�� can be
applied to feature descriptors that are either two�dimensional vectors or tensors of
order two or three� In particular� it is shown how phase invariant descriptors are
constructed� On the other hand� Section 	���� discussed how to construct descriptors
which exhibit equivariant both with respect to some feature and to the corresponding
phase� Given the results presented in Section 	��� invariant can be seen as a special
case of equivariant mappings where the operator group of the descriptor corresponds
to the identity operator� Invariant mappings� which for example can be used for
invariant pattern recognition� are discussed in Section 	�	� In Section 	��� nally� a
di�erent approach to feature extraction is discussed� This algorithm is a generalization
of the quadrature lter based algorithm by Knutsson ��
�� presented in Section ������

��� EQUIVARIANT MAPPINGS

The main themes of this chapter nding functions that map a signal to a descriptor
such that the descriptor equivaries with the signal in some specic way� To be more
precise� assuming that the signal transforms according to some known operator group
and that the same is true for the feature descriptor� what functions will map the
signal to the descriptor such that the two operator groups correspond" An example
of this situation is nding mappings from two�dimensional image neighbourhoods to
a feature vector� according to Section ������ such that a two�dimensional rotation of

��
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the neighbourhood by an angle � corresponds to a rotation of the feature vector by an
angle ��� An example of such a mapping� from signal to descriptor� is then given by
the ORIENT�algorithm described in Section ������ With this view� a feasible mapping
does not simply map a signal to a descriptor� it will in e�ect map an operator group
to another operator group� Clearly then� if both these two groups are dened a priori�
not any mapping will do� In the following� su�cient conditions will be derived for a
mapping which allows for the two groups to be equivariant� Such mappings are called
equivariant with respect to the two group� The following presents a characterization
of equivariant mappings� in terms of su�cient conditions given by the two groups�

����� One�parameter groups

Let V be the signal space and let U denote the vector space of descriptors� Both spaces
are assumed to be of nite dimensionality� dim V � n and dimU � m� Furthermore�
the signal is assumed to be feasible for an operators representation by means of a
one�parameter operator group� Hence�

v � v�x� � exL v�� v � V� �	���

where L is the generator of the operator group� L � V � V � The descriptor u � U is
assumed to be representable by operators too� according to

u � u�x� � ex
�L u�� �	���

where �L is the generator of that operator group� �L � U � U � In this derivation� no
further assumptions are made regarding the group generators L and �L� Let f denote
a mapping f � V � U � and consider the problem of characterizing f such that

f�v� � u�  f�exL v�� � ex
�L u�� �x � R� �	�	�

Clearly� it must be the case that f�v�� � u�� but what other conditions can f satisfy
in order for Equation �	�	� to be true" To nd such conditions� f�v� � U is assumed
to be such that each of its coordinates can be expanded into a power series in the
coordinates of v� given a basis for U and V � respectively� Hence�

f i�v� � pi� � pi�
j v
j � pi�
jk v

j vk � � � � �	���

This expression will now be reformulated in a more abstract� but also more manage�
able form� using tensors� Each term in the right hand side of Equation �	��� is a
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multi�linear expression in V	k
� where

V	k
 � V � V � � � �� V� �z �
k

� �	���

Parentheses are being used to indicate that k is an index whose range does not relate
to the dimensions of V or U � Each set of coe�cients pk
��� correspond to a k�th order
covariant tensor on V � with k indices that match the k indices of an element in V	k
�
In addition to these k indices� each of the coe�cient sets must have one index cor�
responding to the index of f�v� � U and one more index which indicates the order
of that term� Using abstract indices� the power series of Equation �	��� can now be
written

f b�v� � �P	�
�
b � �P	�
�

b
a v

a � �P	�
�
b
bc v

a vc � � � � �	����

where P	k
 � �V	k
�
� � U � Set

v	k
 � v � v � � � �� v� �z �
k

� v	k
 � V	k
� �	���

which results in

f b�v� � �P	�
�
b � �P	�
�

b
a �v	�
�

a � �P	�
�
b
bc �v	�
�

bc � � � � �	���

Evidently� all k indices of v	k
 are matched by k indices of the tensor P	k
� which

implies that these indices may be grouped into one index� ranging from � to nk� With
this in mind� it will prove convenient to dene v	�
 � �� and write

f b�v� � �P	�
�
b
a �v	�
�

a � �P	�
�
b
a �v	�
�

a � �P	�
�
b
a �v	�
�

a � � � � �

�
�P
k��

�P	k
�
b
a �v	k
�

a� �	�
�

where the abstract index b has a range that varies with k according to the above� In
the following� the tensor based representation of the power series in Equation �	�
� is
used for nding su�cient conditions for f to be an equivariant mapping relative to
the two group� These conditions are expressed in terms of the tensors P	k
�

Next in turn is an extension of the operator representation of v to a corresponding
representation for v	k
� By denition� the group generator L is such that

d

dx
v � L v� �	����

which means that L gives the local direction in which v moves when x increases�
Hence� if the linear operator L	k
 � V	k
 � V	k
 can be found� giving the local direction
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in which v	k
 moves when x increases� it is possible to write

v	k
 � v	k
�x� � exL�k� �v	k
��� �	����

where

�v	k
�� � v� � v� � � � �� v�� �z �
k

� �	����

Leibniz� rule gives

d

dx
v	k
 � ��L v� � v � � � �� v� � �v � �L v�� � � �� v� � � � ��

� �v � v � � � �� �L v�� � �	��	�

Clearly� the right hand side of Equation �	��	� is a linear mapping V	k
 � V	k
� giving
the derivative of v	k
 with respect to x� This is the wanted mapping L	k
� which thus
is dened according to

L	k
 v	k
 � ��L v�� v � � � �� v� � �v � �L v� � � � �� v� � � � ��

� �v � v � � � �� �L v�� � �	����

With L	k
 dened in this way� Equation �	���� is satised� Note that

L	k
 � V	k
 � �V	k
�
�� �	����

and therefore L	k
 is a tensor with k contravariant and k covariant indices� Using the
same trick as above again� and grouping these two sets of indices into two indices�
each of range � � � � nk� it follows that

d

dx
�v	k
�

a � �L	k
�
a
c �v	k
�

c� �	����

where L	�
 � �� Before continuing� note that in the same way as for v� it must be the
case that

d

dx
ub � �Lbd u

d� �	����

All tools and tricks� necessary for the following presentation� have now been devel�
oped� The problem we want to solve is can now be formulated as follows� How can f

be given a characterization� in terms of the tensors P	k
 that dene its power series�
such that u � f�v� for all x� when v and u are represented as in Equations �	���
and �	���" One way of deriving such conditions is taken from Calculus� in which it is
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shown that two di�erentiable functions� f�v�x�� and u�x� are identical if and only if

d

dx
f�v�x�� �

d

dx
u�x� �	����

for all x� and

f�v�x��� � u�x�� �	��
�

for some x�� Solving Equation �	��
� rst� for example using x� � � gives the obvi�
ous condition u� � f�v��� To solve Equation �	����� Equations �	���� and �	���� is
inserted� The left hand side of Equation �	���� is

d

dx
f b�v� �

d

dx

�P
k��

�P	k
�
b
a �v	k
�

a �
�P
k��

�P	k
�
b
a

d

dx
�v	k
�

a �

�
�P
k��

�P	k
�
b
a �L	k
�

a
c �v	k
�

c� �	����

and the right hand side is

d

dx
ub � �Lbd u

d� �	����

This means that Equation �	���� can be rewritten as

�P
k��

�P	k
�
b
a �L	k
�

a
c �v	k
�

c � �Lbd u
d� �	����

which must hold for all x� Substitution of u in the left hand side of Equation �	����
by the power series of f � given by Equation �	�
�� results in

�P
k��

�P	k
�
b
a �L	k
�

a
c �v	k
�

c � �Lbd

�P
k��

�P	k
�
d
a �v	k
�

a� �	��	�

or

�P
k��

�P	k
�
b
a �L	k
�

a
c �v	k
�

c �
�P
k��

�Lbd �P	k
�
d
a �v	k
�

a� �	����

Furthermore� again from Calculus� each term in a power series is a linearly indepen�
dent basis function� which means that if Equation �	���� is to be true for all v� then

�P	k
�
b
a �L	k
�

a
c �v	k
�

c � �Lbd �P	k
�
d
a �v	k
�

a �	����

for each k and all x� This can be reformulated as�
�P	k
�

b
a �L	k
�

a
c � �Lbd �P	k
�

d
c

�
�v	k
�

c � �b� �	����
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From this follows immediately that a su�cient condition for a feasible f is given by

�P	k
�
b
a �L	k
�

a
c � �Lbd �P	k
�

d
c � �bc� �	����

a condition that must be valid for each k� corresponding to a term in the power ex�
pansion of f � The unknown of Equation �	���� is P	k
� and by rewriting this equation
as �

�
b
d �L	k
�

a
c � �Lbd �

a
c

�
�P	k
�

d
a � �bc� �	����

and by dening

�L	k
�
a
b
c
d � �

b
d �L	k
�

a
c �

� �L	k
�
a
b
c
d � �Lbd �

a
c � �	��
�

each P	k
 can be characterized by

�
�L	k
�

a
b
c
d � � �L	k
�

a
b
c
d

�
�P	k
�

d
a � �bc� �	�	��

Note the use of a comma sign between the indices which separates the index cor�
responding to U from that corresponding to V	k
� A simpler formulation of Equa�
tion �	�	�� is

Lequ
	k
 P	k
 � �� �	�	��

where

Lequ
	k
 � L	k
 � �L	k
� �	�	��

The last two equations are the main result of this section� and the following presents
some comments on their implications�

First� the Lequ
	k
 is a bijective and linearly on the space of k�order coe�cient� and the

tensor P	k
 must lie in its null space in order to be correspond to a feasible term
in the power series of f � In some cases� these P	k
 can be found by considering the

eigensystems of L and �L� In the general case� the null space is found by an SVD of
Lequ
	k
 � The dual vectors of the singular values that vanish will span the subspace of

the coe�cient space from which feasible P	k
 can be chosen�

Second� Lequ
	k
 consists of two terms� one that is given by the operator group of the

signal and the other that is given by the operator group of the descriptor� It should
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be noted that both terms are linear expressions in the group generators L and �L�
respectively�

Third� since each P	k
 is an element of �V	k
�
��U � and Lequ

	k
 is a bijective mapping on

that space� it can be used to generate an operator group by means of the exponential
mapping

e
xLequ

�k� � �	�		��

According to Equation �	�	��� it must be the case that

e
xLequ

�k� P	k
 � P	k
 �	�	��

for all x� which means that P	k
 is invariant to this group� A characterization of a
feasible P	k
 is then that it is invariant to the operator group of Expression �	�		��
and since these P	k
 dene a function f which allows equivariance between the signal
group and the descriptor group� Lequ

	k
 is called the equivariant generator relative to L

and �L�

Finally� the above derivation results in conditions that are su�cient but not necessary
necessary for f to satisfy f�v� � u�

����� Multi�parameter operator groups

Having derived su�cient conditions for a feasible f in the case of a one�parameter
operator group that represents v� this result can be generalized to more complex
operator groups� Let the operator group of the signal have p independent generators
L��L�� � � � �Lp� according to

v � v�x�� x�� � � � � xp� � ex� L��x� L������xp Lp v�� �	�	��

A feature descriptor� equivarying with all these parameters xl should have a similar
structure� The descriptor is therefore assumed to be represented as

u � u�x�� x�� � � � � xp� � ex�
�L��x�

�L������xp
�Lp u�� �	�	��

Again� we ask how can the function f � V � U be characterized when f�v� � u for
all x�� x�� � � � � xp"� To nd conditions that f can satisfy� the p parameters xl are given
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a representation in terms of norm and direction in a p�dimensional space�

x �

	
BBB


x�
x�
���
xp

�
CCCA � x � jxj�  x �

x

x
�

	
BBB


 x�
 x�
���
 xp

�
CCCA � �	�	��

The signal and the descriptor can then be written

v � ex��x� L���x� L�������xp Lp� v��

u � ex��x�
�L���x�

�L�������xp
�Lp� u�� �	�	��

If f�v� � u for all values of the parameters xl� this must in particular be the case
when  x has some xed value� and only x � jxj varies� Hence� let  x assume some xed
values� and set

L � L� x� �  x� L� �  x� L� � � � ��  xp Lp�

�L � �L� x� �  x� �L� �  x� �L� � � � ��  xp �Lp� �	�	
�

This means that the signal and the descriptor can be written

v � exL v��

u � ex
�L u�� �	����

For this specic choice of  x� we want to characterize f when f�v� � u for all x" This
problem is dealt with in Section 	����� where it is shown that a su�cient condition
is that� if f can be written as a power series according to Equation �	�
�� then each
tensor P	k
 must satisfy

Lequ
	k
 P	k
 � �� �	����

where

Lequ
	k
 � L	k
 � �L	k
� �	����

In Section 	���� it was argued that both L	k
 and �L	k
 are linear functions of L and
�L� respectively� and since L and �L in turn are linear combinations of Ll and �Ll� these
linear combinations are carried all the way to the equivariant generator Lequ

	k
 � Hence�

each pair of group generators Ll and �Ll will correspond to a k�th order equivariant
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generator

Lequ
	k
l
 �

�L	k
l
 �L	k
l
 �	��	�

which then gives

Lequ
	k
 �  x� Lequ

	k
�
 �  x� Lequ
	k
�
 � � � ��  xp Lequ

	k
p
 �	����

For each k� the tensor P	k
 must satisfy Equation �	����� However� if f is to be
equivariant with respect to the groups of the signal and of the descriptor� this must
be true for any  x� Hence� P	k
 must solve

Lequ
	k
l
 P	k
 � �� �	����

for any l � �� � � � � p�

To summarize� for a signal and descriptor that are represented by operators where
each operator group is generated by p independent generators� the above discussion
shows that the tensor P	k
 must lie in the null space of p linear mappings Lequ

	k
l
�

Hence� the p�parameter case results in a system of p equations that P	k
 must satisfy�
It should be noted that

Lequ
	k
l
 � �V	k
�

� � U � �
�V	k
�

� � U
�p

�	����

is a linear mapping� which means that an SVD of it will reveal the subspaces that
contains the feasible solutions�

��� FEATURE EXTRACTION USING

SECOND ORDER EXPRESSIONS

In the Section 	�� su�cient conditions were derived for quite a general function f to
map the signal v to a descriptor u such that a specic operator group of the signal
corresponds to a specic operator group of the descriptor� In this section we will
consider a special case of the function f � homogeneous second order mappings� This
means that

P	�
 � P	�
 � P	�
 � P��� � � � � � �� �	����

and only P	�
 is non�zero� The main reason for this interest in second order mappings
is that they represent the simples possible functions that can accomplish phase in�
variant descriptors� A linear function f will inevitably exhibit variation with respect
to phase� dened in Section ��	� However� by choosing P	�
 appropriately� it has the
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possibility of mapping v to a descriptor u such that the latter has no variation with
respect to phase� Typically� this is accomplished by letting P	�
 include two terms�
one term that exclusively maps the even part of the signal to a descriptor ueven� and
one term that exclusively maps the odd part of the signal to a descriptor uodd� such
that both these descriptors are equal and transform in the same way as u does� Con�
sequently� the phase will introduce a factor cos� 	 to ueven and a factor sin� 	 to uodd�
which then sum to unity in the descriptor ueven � uodd�

The operator groups considered in the following are all orthogonal and compact�
Hence� the corresponding group generators H are anti�Hermitian� In Section 	�����
second order maps are applied to a signal that is represented by a one�parameter
orthogonal group� mapping it to a two�dimensional vector� or complex number� such
that the vector represents the parameter� It is shown that the coe�cients of the
second order mapping can be represented by a matrix that is described using the
eigensystem of H� rather than solving an SVD problem� In Section 	����� the vector
representation is extended to tensors� and similar results are presented� Section 	���	
extends the presentation even further to multi�parameter groups and exemplies the
theory with SO�	��homomorphic operator groups� In all following sections� particular
attention is paid to second order mappings that result in phase invariant descriptors�

����� One�parameter groups and vector

representation

Assume that the signal under consideration can be represented as

v � v�x� � exH v�� �	����

where H is anti�Hermitian� Furthermore� it is assumed that the operator group is
compact andH is normalized� The compactness of the group means that it is periodic
with respect to x� and this parameter can therefore in a simple way be represented by
a two�dimensional vector that rotates with some speed � relative to x� To make the
following presentation less messy� the two�dimensional descriptor vector is represented
by a complex number z�

z � ei�x� �	��
�

This descriptor can� we assume� be given by a homogeneous second order expression
in the signal v� Since these second order mapping are in one�to�one correspondence
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with the set of n�n matrices� where n � dimV � each such expression can be written

z � v� X v� �	����

for some matrix X� If the assumption is correct� it should be possible to determine�
at least for some values of �� which matrices X that satises

v��x� X v�x� � e�ix� �	����

In the following� necessary conditions for � and su�cient conditions for X are estab�
lished� This is made rst by using Equation �	���� as starting point and compare the
conditions with those given in Section 	�����

Inserting Equation �	���� into Equation �	���� gives

v�� e
�xH X exH v� � ei�x� �	����

Di�erentiation of left and right hand side of this equation� with respect to x� gives

v�� e
�xH � X H�H X � exH v� � i � ei�x� �	��	�

Inserting Equation �	���� into Equation �	��	� gives

v�� e
�xH � X H�H X� i �X � exH v� � �� �	����

It is immediately clear that a solution of Equation �	���� is given by any X solving
the following equation

X H�H X � �X�H� � i �X� �	����

Equation �	���� can also be derived using the more general results of Section 	�����
by considering Equation �	�	�� for k � �� Since dimU � �� where U is the descriptor
space� no index is used for the descriptor elements� Instead of using the index grouping
trick of Section 	����� all indices of tensors are written explicitly� Thus

Lab �Ha
b �

�L � i �� �P	�
�ab � Xab� �	����

This gives�

�L	�
�
ab
cd � Ha

c �
b
d � �

a
c H

b
d�

�L	�
 � i �� �	����
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and� nally�

�L	�
�
ab

cd
 � �L	�
�

ab
cd � Ha

c �
b
d � �

a
c H

b
d�

� �L	�
�
ab

cd
 � i � �

a
c �

b
d� �	����

The commas to the right of the indices above indicate that there are no indices for
the descriptor� Inserted into Equation �	�	��� this results in

�Ha
c �

b
d � �

a
c H

b
d�Xab � i �Xcd� �

Xcb H
b
d �H

a
c Xad � i �Xcd� �	��
�

Instead of using a tensor notation in terms of abstract indices� Equation �	��
� can
be written in terms of the coordinates of H and X with respect to some basis of V �
These coordinates will then correspond to plain matrices� also denoted H and X� The
way in which the indices of Equation �	��
� are combined� then leads to the following
matrix equation

XH�H� X � i �X� �	����

Equation �	���� follows from the anti�Hermicity of H�

Finding solutions of Equation �	���� is called the commutator eigenvalue problem
which is thoroughly described in Nordberg �	��� Here� only the solution is presented�

X �
nP

k��

nP
l��

ckl ek e
�
l � �	����

where

ckl �

�
� if �l � �k �� �

arbitrary constant if �l � �k � �
�	����

and ek are eigenvectors ofH with corresponding eigenvalues i�k� From this solution� it
is evident that i� can only assume a value which is a di�erence between two eigenvalues
of H� at least for non�zero X� The normalization of Hensures that � is an integer but
it is important to note that it is the transformation property of v� described by the
eigenvalues of H� which restricts the possible values of �� If for example H has only
odd eigenvalues� implying Vodd � V � this means that � must be even� There are in
general several pairs of eigenvalues which have the same di�erence� implying that the
set of all solutions X in Equation �	���� is an r�dimensional linear subspace of the
vector space that consists of complex n�nmatrices� r being the number of eigenvalue
pairs which have di�erence i��
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We have thus shown that for a signal� which is represented according to Equa�
tion �	����� � must be chosen as a di�erence between two eigenvalues of H� Fur�
thermore� let fe�k� e�k � k � �� �� � � � � rg be a set of r pairs of eigenvectors of H� such
that ��k � ��k � �� Then� for arbitrary coe�cients ck�

X �
rP

k��
ck e�k e

�
�k� �	��	�

is the only type of solution to Equation �	����� Indeed� insertion of this solution in
Equation �	���� gives

z � v�� e
�xH

�
rP

k��
ck e�k e

�
�k

�
exH v� �

�
rP

k��
ck v

�
� e

�xH e�k e
�
�k e

xH v� �

�
rP

k��
ck v

�
� e

�i��kx e�k e
i��kx e��k v� � �	����

�
rP

k��
ck e

i	��k���k
x v�� e�k e
�
�k v� � ei�x

rP
k��

ck v
�
� e�k e

�
�k v� �

� ei�x v�� X v� � rei	�x�	
�

where

rei	 � v�� X v�� �	����

Hence� the magnitude of z is invariant with respect to x and is a function only of v�
and the coe�cients ck� The argument of z� on the other hand� varies linearly with
respect to x� and the speed is given by ��

It is clear that the resulting feature descriptor of this algorithm is equivariant to the
length of v or more precisely� the magnitude of z is proportional to the square of the
length of v�

Phase invariance

So far� no use has been made of the phase concept derived in Section ��	� The main
result of that section was that if the FQ�phase of the signal is allowed to change� the
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signal may be represented as

v�x� 	� � exH v��	�� v��	� � a � veven cos	�  vodd sin	�� �	����

where  veven � Veven and  vodd � Vodd are two unit vectors� Furthermore� the feature
coordinate x should be measured modulo � instead of modulo �� for a normalized
H� The only di�erence between Equation �	���� and Equation �	���� is that v� in the
latter case is a function also of 	� The solution given by Equation �	��	� is therefore
valid also for phase varying signals� We will now nd solutions which result in a
feature descriptor z that transforms with respect to x according to Equation �	��
�
and� in addition� is phase invariant� Inserting Equation �	���� into Equation �	����
gives

z � a� ei�x � v�even cos	�  v�odd sin	� X � veven cos	�  vodd sin	� �

� a� ei�x
�
 v�even X  veven cos

� 	�  v�odd X  vodd sin
� 	�

� v�even X  vodd �  v�odd X  veven� sin	 cos	� � �	����

� a�

� ei�x �� v�even X  veven �  v�odd X  vodd��

� v�even X  veven �  v�odd X  vodd� cos �	�

� v�even X  vodd �  v�odd X  veven� sin �	� �

Phase invariance of z is equivalent to �z
�� � � for all 	� This implies

��
�

 v�even X  veven �  v�odd X  vodd � ��

 v�even X  vodd �  v�odd X  veven � ��
�	����

In Section ��	� the eigenvectors of H where partitioned into two classes� even and
odd� According to the general solution of the commutator eigenvalue problem� X is
a linear combination of outer products between eigenvectors of H� Each term in this
linear combination must be of one of the following four types

eeven
�e
�
even
�� eodd
�e

�
odd
��� �z �

A

eeven
�e
�
odd
�� eodd
�e

�
even
��� �z �

B

�	��
�

where eeven
� and eeven
� are even eigenvectors and eodd
� and eodd
� are odd eigen�
vectors of H� For the sake of this discussion� the two leftmost types are labeled A and
the two rightmost labeled B� Each eigenvector of H has the eigenvalue i�� where �
is an even integer for an even eigenvector and an odd integer for an odd eigenvector�
Since i� is the di�erence between two eigenvalues� it must be the case that X is a
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linear combination of type A terms or type B terms but never a mix since this would
make it impossible to nd a value for �� If X is a linear combination of type B terms�
however� it must be the case that

 v�even X  veven �  v�odd X  vodd � �� �	����

since  veven and  vodd are even and odd vectors respectively� If Equations �	���� and
�	���� are inserted into Equation �	���� the result is z � �� Hence� for the case of
X being a linear combination of type B terms� only trivial feature descriptors are
possible� If X is a linear combination of type A terms� it must be the case that

 v�even X  vodd �  v�odd X  veven � �� �	����

In this case it is possible to write X � Xeven �Xodd� with

Xeven �
revenP
k��

ceven
k eeven
�
k e
�
even
�
k �	����

and

Xodd �
roddP
k��

codd
k eodd
�
k e
�
odd
�
k� �	��	�

where eeve
�
k � eodd
�
k are reven even eigenvector pairs and eodd
�
k� eodd
�
k are rodd
odd eigenvector pairs for which

�even
�
k � �even
�
k � �odd
�
k � �odd
�
k � �� �	����

According to Equation �	����� the coe�cients ceven
k� codd
k can no longer be chosen
arbitrarily� Instead they must be chosen such that

 v�even Xeven  veven �  v�odd Xodd  vodd� �	����

which is the same as

revenP
k��

ceven
k  v�even eeven
�
k e
�
even
�
k  veven �

roddP
k��

codd
k  v�odd eodd
�
k e
�
odd
�
k  vodd� �	����

The descriptor is then

z � a� ei�x  v�even Xeven  veven � a� ei�x  v�odd Xodd  vodd� �	����
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����� One�parameter groups and tensor

representation

In this section� the results of Section 	���� are extended to feature descriptors that are
tensors rather than two�dimensional vectors or complex numbers� Hence� the signal
is again assumed to be feasible for a representation according to Equation �	�����
For the moment� the descriptor u is simply an element of the vector space U � which
is assumed to be of dimensionality greater than one� Further on� however� some
structure is imposed on u in order for it to t a certain feature representation� the
tensor representation discussed in Section ������ Furthermore� the operator group
corresponding to the descriptor is assumed to be orthogonal� thereby re�ecting the
same property of the operator group that corresponds to the signal� This seems
natural since there is no obvious reason why the norm of u should depend on the
feature value x� On the contrary� in many applications are the norm of u rather a
measure of certainty of the statement regarding the value of x� see Section ������ and
since that certainty is independent of x� juj should not depend on this parameter�

The orthogonality of the operator group that corresponds to the descriptor implies
that u can be written

u � u�x� � ex
�H u�� �	����

for some anti�Hermitian �H� Since we are interested in homogeneous second order
mappings from v to u� the results of Section 	���� are considered for k � �� This
means that each coordinate of u� with respect to some basis in U � is given by second
order expression in v� Each such expression� indexed by j� then corresponds to a
matrix Xj � which means that

uj � v� Xj v� �	��
�

where j � �� � � � �m� and m � dimU � Using abstract indices� this can be written

ua � Xa
bc v

b vc� �	����

Furthermore�

Lab �Ha
b �

�Lab � �Ha
b � �	����

which implies that

�L	�
�
ab
cd � Ha

c �
b
d � �

a
c H

b
d�

��L	�
�
a
b � �Ha

b � �	����
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and

�L	�
�
a
bc
d
ef � �

a
d �L	�
�

bc
ef � �

a
d �H

b
e �

c
f � �

b
e H

c
f ��

� �L	�
�
a
bc
d
ef � �Ha

d �
b
e �

c
f � �	��	�

The parameter tensor P	�
 is

�P	�
�
a
bc � Xa

bc� �	����

All variables that goes into Equation �	�	�� are now established� resulting in�
�L	�
�

a
bc
d
ef � � �L	�
�

a
bc
d
ef

�
�P	�
�

d
bc � �aef ��

�
a
d H

b
c �

c
f � �

a
d �

b
e H

c
f � �Ha

d �
b
e �

c
f

�
Xd

bc � �aef � �	����

Hence� any Xd
bc which solves Equation �	���� will map v to u such that Equations

�	���� and �	���� both are valid� Note that Xd
bc corresponds to a set of m matrices�

each mapping v to a corresponding coordinate of u according to Equation �	��
��

Having derived a characterization of feasible tensors Xd
ef � we will consider a partic�

ular type of feature descriptor� In Section ������ it was discussed how second order
tensors can be used to represent local orientation� This representation� introduced by
Knutsson �	��� use a second order tensor T� dened as

T � n n�� �	����

where n is a unit vector that denes the local orientation� As an example� the tensor
representation can be used for three�dimensional image volumes in order to represent
the local orientation of planar structures� where n is a normal vector of the plane�
Conceptually� the orientation tensor can be seen as an outer product of local gradients
of the image function� This means that T is a second order covariant tensor relative
to E � R

q � a Euclidean space of dimensionality q� where q � � for two�dimensional
image� q � 	 for image volumes� etc� Using abstract indices� the tensor T can be
written

Tab � na nb� Tab � �E �E��� �	����

In the following u � T� which implies that U � �E � E��� Instead of the descriptor
vector u� we will consider the tensor T� and nd second order mapping from the signal
v to T such that T transforms according to some operator group�
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If the tensor can be assumed to be used for representation of local orientation� the
operator group that corresponds to the tensor can be established quite easy as fol�
lows� The signal is transformed by a one�parameter group� Equation �	����� and can
therefore be exemplied by a two�dimensional image neighbourhood� The correspond�
ing operator group is then two�dimensional rotations of such a neighbourhood� This
means that E � R

� and n is a two�dimensional vector which shall transform in the
same way as the local gradient of the neighbourhood does� This transformation is
described by the group of two�dimensional rotations on R

�� Hence� both the opera�
tor group of signal and that of n correspond to two�dimensional rotations� but they
should not be confused� The operator group of the signal is dened on the vector
space of image functions� in any practical case corresponding to a discrete grid of
nite sample points� The operator group of the n� on the other hand� is dened on
R
�� From the previous discussion follows that

n � n�x� � ex
�H n�� �	����

where  H is the generator of the operator group corresponding to rotations on R
��

The tensor T can now be written

T � ex
�H n� n

�
� e

�x �H � ex
�H T� e

�x �H� T� � n� n
�
�� �	��
�

To nd the operator group of T� the descriptor is di�erentiated with respect to x�
giving

d

dx
T �  H ex

�H T� e
�x �H � ex

�HT� e
�x �H  H �  HT�T  H� �	�
��

Using abstract indices this corresponds to

d

dx
Tab �  Hc

a Tcb �Tad
 Hd
b �

�
 Hc
a �

d
b � �

c
a
 Hd
b

�
Tcd� �	�
��

taking into account that  H is anti�Hermitian� The generator of the operator group
that correspond to T� denoted �H� is by denition the linear mapping that maps T to
its derivative with respect to x� which means that

�Hab
cd �  Ha

c �
b
d � �

a
c
 Hb
d� �	�
��

and� nally�

T � T�x� � ex
�H T�� �	�
	�

Returning to Equation �	����� we see that by changing the contravariant index of X
to two covariant indices� because of the descriptor having two covariant indices rather
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than one which is contravariant� and employing the �H dened by Equation �	�
���
the matrices X are characterized by being solutions to�

�
a
e �

b
f H

c
g �

d
h � �

a
e �

b
f �

c
g H

d
h �  Ha

e �
b
f �

c
g �

d
h � �

a
e
 Hb
f �

c
g �

d
h

�
Xcd
ab � �gh
ef � �	�
��

As has already been mentioned� feasible matrices X can be found by making an SVD
of the linear mapping

�
a
e �

b
f H

c
g �

d
h � �

a
e �

b
f �

c
g H

d
h �  Ha

e �
b
f �

c
g �

d
h � �

a
e
 Hb
f �

c
g �

d
h� �	�
��

and consider the subspace spanned by the dual vectors for which the corresponding
singular values vanish� This subspace contains all X that can map v to T� according
to

Tij � vk Xkl
ij v
l� �	�
��

when the transformations of the signal and of the tensor is described by Equations
�	���� and �	��
�� respectively�

In this particular case� when both groups are orthogonal and of one parameter� an
alternative approach to making an SVD is to dene the set of feasible matricesX from
the eigensystem of H and  H� similar to the result of Equation �	��	�� The matrices
X are described by the tensor

Xab
cd � �V	�
�
� � �E �E��� �	�
��

Let the eigenvectors of H and  H be denoted ek and  ek� respectively� A basis for the
vector space corresponding to X is then given by �ek e

�
l �� � ep  e

�
q �� where k� l � �� � � � n�

and p� q � �� �� Hence�

X �
P

k
l
p
q
ckl
pq �ek e

�
l �� � ep  e

�
q � �	�
��

for some� yet undetermined� coordinates ckl
pq � Inserting the right hand side of Equa�
tion �	�
�� into Equation �	�
��� the result is

P
k
l
p
q

ckl
pq ��l � �k �  �q �  �p� �ek e
�
l �� � ep  e

�
q � � �� �	�

�

where i�k is the eigenvalue of ek� and i �k is the eigenvalue of  ek� Since the set of all
�ek e

�
l �� � ep  e

�
q � constitutes a basis� Equation �	�

� is satised if and only if

ckl
pq �

�
� if �l � �k �  �q �  �p �� �

arbitrary constant if �l � �k �  �q �  �p � �
� �	�����
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Note the similarity between Equations �	���� and �	������ The tensor X can now be
written as

X �
rP

k��
cr �e�
k e

�
�
k�� � e�
k  e

�
�
k� �	�����

where r is the number of coordinates ckl
pq which are allowed to be non�zero according
to Equation �	������ and e�
k� e�
k�  e�
k and  e�mk are the factors in the corresponding
basis vector�

Phase invariance

To obtain phase invariant solutions to the above tensor algorithm� we will follow the
same steps as in Section 	����� here resulting in a somewhat schematic presentation�

First� the signal is written according to Equation �	���� which describes its phase
dependence� Second� the terms in the right hand side of Equation �	����� can be
divided into sixteen cases by considering whether four eigenvector factors are even
or odd� Only eight of these cases can give non�zero coe�cients ckl
pq according to
Equation �	������ as there need to be an even number of both even and odd factors�
Third� for only four of these eight cases are the rst two factors� related to the signal
v� of equal type� Only terms of these four cases will give a T that is phase invariant
and non�zero� X is thus written

X � Xeven �Xodd �	�����

where

Xeven �
revenP
k��

�
ceven
even
k �eeven
�
k e

�
even
�
k�� � eeven
�
k  e

�
even
�
k��

�ceven
odd
k �eeven
�
k e
�
even
�
k�� � eodd
�
k  e

�
odd
�
k�

�
�	���	�

and

Xodd �
roddP
k��

�
codd
even
k �eodd
�
k e

�
odd
�
k�� � eeven
�
k  e

�
even
�
k��

�codd
odd
k �eodd
�
k e
�
odd
�
k�� � eodd
�
k  e

�
odd
�
k�

�
�	�����

Phase invariance is then obtained when

�Xeven�kl
pq �veven�
k �veven�

l � �Xodd�kl
pq �vodd�
k �vodd�

l �	�����
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An example

The following is an illustration of the somewhat abstract feature extraction algorithm
which is presented in this section� As usual� it is assumed that the signal can be
described as

v�x� � exH v� �	�����

where H is anti�Hermitian and normalized� Furthermore� just to make the example
simple� it is assumed that H has eigenvalues

��i� �i� �� i� �i �	�����

Let the corresponding eigenvectors be denoted e��� e��� e�� e�� e�� The eigenvectors
are not normalized� but rather with norm such that

e�kv� � �� e�k v � e�k e
xH v� � ei�kxe�k v� � ei�kx� �	�����

The tensor T� representing the signal feature� will in this example be represented by
a �� � matrix and it transforms as

T�x� � ex
�H T� e

�x �H� �	���
�

where

 H �

�
� �

�� �

�
� �	�����

Curtis ��� presents a derivation of this group generator which correspond to two�

dimensional clock�wise rotation of a vector in R�� The eigenvalues of  H are  ��� � �i
and  �� � i� with corresponding eigenvectors

 e�� �

� �p
�

�ip
�

�
�  e� �

� �p
�

ip
�

�
� �	�����

According to the results of Section 	����� any second order mapping that maps v to T
is represented by a tensor X that satises Equation �	�
��� Expanding X according
to Equation �	�
�� allows the solutions to be described by Equation �	������ In this
example� only solutions that are given by the eigenvectors e��� � � � � e� are of interest�
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which implies that ckl
pq must be zero except for the following sixteen cases

c����
���� c����
���� c� �
���� c� �
����

c� �
���� c���
�� � c���
�� � c� �
�� �

c� �
��� c�� �
��� c�� �
��� c����
� �

c����
� � c� �
� � c� �
� � c� �
� ��

�	�����

Hence�

X �
P
kl
pq

ckl
pq �ek e
�
l �� � ep  e

�
q � �

�
P
kl

ckl
���� �ek e
�
l �� � e��  e

�
��� �

P
kl

ckl
�� � �ek e
�
l �� � e��  e

�
�� � �	���	�

�
P
kl

ckl
� �� �ek e
�
l �� � e�  e

�
��� �

P
kl

ckl
� � �ek e
�
l �� � e�  e

�
���

By computing the expressions

v�  Xpq v �
P
kl

ckl
pq v
� ek e

�
l v �	�����

for all p and q� the descriptor tensor T can be written

T � v�  X�� �� v �  e��  e��� � v�  X�� � v �  e��  e���
�	�����

� v�  X� �� v �  e�  e��� � v�  X� � v �  e�  e���

To nd expressions for the elements of T� the following expansions are handy

M�� �

�
� �

� �

�
�

�

�
� e��  e

�
�� �  e��  e

�
� �  e�  e

�
�� �  e�  e

�
��

M�� �

�
� �

� �

�
�

�

�i
� e��  e

�
�� �  e��  e

�
� �  e�  e

�
�� �  e�  e

�
��

�	�����

M�� �

�
� �

� �

�
�

�

�i
�� e��  e��� �  e��  e

�
� �  e�  e

�
�� �  e�  e

�
��

M�� �

�
� �

� �

�
�

�

�
� e��  e

�
�� �  e��  e

�
� �  e�  e

�
�� �  e�  e

�
��
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which gives

 e��  e
�
�� �

�

�
�M�� � iM�� � iM�� �M���

 e��  e
�
� �

�

�
�M�� � iM�� � iM�� �M���

�	�����

 e�  e
�
�� �

�

�
�M�� � iM�� � iM�� �M���

 e�  e
�
� �

�

�
�M�� � iM�� � iM�� �M���

and� nally

T �
�

�
�v�  X���� v � v�  X�� � v � v�  X� �� v � v�  X� � v�M���

�
i

�
�v�  X�� �� v � v�  X�� � v � v�  X� �� v � v�  X� � v�M�� � �	�����

i

�
��v�  X�� �� v � v�  X�� � v � v�  X� �� v � v�  X� � v�M���

�
�

�
�v�  X�� �� v � v�  X�� � v � v�  X� �� v � v�  X� � v�M���

The individual elements of T are thus given by

T�� �
�

�
�v�  X���� v � v�  X�� � v � v�  X��� v � v�  X� � v�

T�� �
i

�
�v�  X���� v � v�  X�� � v � v�  X��� v � v�  X� � v�

�	���
�

T�� �
i

�
��v�  X���� v � v�  X�� � v � v�  X��� v � v�  X� � v�

T�� �
�

�
�v�  X���� v � v�  X�� � v � v�  X��� v � v�  X� � v��

Equation �	���
� gives an explicit description of how each element of T is calculated
as a second order expression in v�

To see that the resulting T in fact transforms as intended� we insert Equation �	�����
into Equation �	����� and take into account that all ckl
pq are zero except those listed
in Expression �	������ This gives

v�  Xpq v �
P
kl

ckl
pq e
i	�l��k
x �	�����
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and

v�  X�� �� v �
P
kl

ckl
�� �� � C����

v�  X�� � v � e��ix
P
kl

ckl
�� � � e��ix C�� �
�	�����

v�  X� �� v � e�ix
P
kl

ckl
��� � e�ix C���

v�  X� � v �
P
kl

ckl
� � � C� ��

Inserting these expressions into Equation �	���
� results in

T�� �
�

�
�C�� �� � e��ixC�� � � e�ixC��� � C� ��

T�� �
i

�
�C�� �� � e��ixC�� � � e�ixC��� � C� ��

�	�����

T�� �
i

�
��C�� �� � e��ixC�� � � e�ixC� �� � C� ��

T�� �
�

�
�C�� �� � e��ixC�� � � e�ixC��� � C� ���

which is the same as

T � ex
�H T� e

�x �H� �	���	�

where

T��
� �
�

�
�C�� �� � C�� � � C��� � C� ��

T��
� �
i

�
�C�� �� � C�� � � C��� � C� ��

�	�����

T��
� �
i

�
��C�� �� � C�� � � C� �� � C� ��

T��
� �
�

�
�C�� �� � C�� � � C��� � C� ���

For a given T�� the coe�cients Cpq are given by

C���� �
�

�
�T��
� � i T��
� � i T��
� � T��
��

C�� � �
�

�
�T��
� � i T��
� � i T��
� � T��
��

�	�����

C� �� �
�

�
�T��
� � i T��
� � i T��
� � T��
��

C� � �
�

�
�T��
� � i T��
� � i T��
� � T��
���
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This simple example illustrates how to nd feasible second order mappings from v

to T that transform in accordance to Equation �	���
�� and it demonstrates that
the resulting tensor in fact transforms properly� The signal of this example is ve�
dimensional� and the operator group is a simple one�parameter group� but is should
be evident from the presentation how to extend the situation to a signal of higher
dimensionality� with a corresponding H that has more eigenvalues�

����� Operators homomorphic to SO���� and
tensors

In this section we will continue to exemplify how operators can be used to nd second
order expressions which constitute a tensor that serves as a feature descriptor� In
the last section� the operator group was quite simple� a one�parameter group� which
applies e�g� to two�dimensional rotations� Here� we will consider more complicated
operator groups� those homomorphic to three�dimensional rotations or SO�	��

First it must be established what homomorphic with SO�	� means� Any such opera�
tor group can be written

ex�H��x�H��x�H� � �	�����

where the generators H��H� and H� are anti�Hermitian and normalized� Conse�
quently� the corresponding operator group is orthogonal and compact� Furthermore�
the group generators must satisfy

�H��H�� � �H�

�H��H�� � �H� �	�����

�H��H�� � �H��

Since the generators for three�dimensional rotations around the x� y and z axes vali�
date Equation �	������ the above applies to SO�	�� However� we will not make any
further assumptions regarding the operator group� which means that any group ho�
momorphic to SO�	� can be used as well� For further details on the SO�	� group� see
e�g� Lenz �		�� Having established the operator group� the signal is written

v � v�x�� x�� x�� � ex�H��x�H��x�H� v�� �	�����

Next� we turn to the feature descriptor� As in the previous section� we assume that
a tensor T is used as descriptor� according to Equation �	����� The di�erences are
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that here is dimE � 	� and that bn now transforms according to the group of three�
dimensional rotations� From the previous discussion it follows that

n � n�x�� x�� x�� � ex�
�H��x�

�H��x�
�H� n� �	���
�

where  H��  H� and  H� are generators of the rotation group in R�� This implies that

T � T�x�� x�� x�� � ex�
�H��x�

�H��x�
�H� T� e

�	x� �H��x�
�H��x�

�H�
� �	��	��

The generators of the operator group corresponding to T are found by di�erentiation
with respect to x�� x� and x�� respectively�

d

dx�
T �  H� T�T  H��

d

dx�
T �  H� T�T  H�� �	��	��

d

dx�
T �  H� T�T  H��

We are now in position to use the results developed in Section 	����� which describes
equivariant mapping from one multi�parameter group to another� As usual� p � ��
From the previous discussion it follows that

�L	�
�
a
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b ��L	�
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ab
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Let P � X and considerEquation �	���� for p � 	� Then any feasible X must satisfy
the three equations�
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simultaneously� These equations can be combined into one� according to Equa�
tion �	����� which then characterizes feasible mappings X�
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An example

Having derived a system of equations which a feasible X can solve in order to map
the signal v to the desired descriptor tensor T� the following illustrates� with a simple
example� what solutions that will result�

For operators homomorphic to SO�	�� the concept of eigenvectors is inappropriate
since there is no vector which maps to itself under an arbitrary rotation� Instead�
we can consider irreducible invariant bases� Each such basis span a subspace of the
signal space which is invariant to an arbitrary rotation� and� in addition� of smallest
possible dimension� It can be shown that in the case of SO�	� homomorphic groups�
each irreducible invariant basis is characterized by its weight l� which is a integer
or half an integer� and that the dimension of the corresponding invariant subspace is
�l��� In the case of three�dimensional rotations� these bases are often called spherical

harmonics� and denoted Y m
l � where l is the corresponding weight and m � �l� � � � � l�

See Lenz �		� for an introduction to these concepts� For the sake of simplicity� we
will in this example consider the subspaces of the signal space V which are spanned
by irreducible invariant bases of weight �� � and �� with dimensionality �� 	 and ��
respectively� These are here denoted

y��

y��� y�� y��

y��� y��� y�� y�� y���

�	��	��

As generators  H��  H� and  H�� we use

 H� �

	
BB


� � �

� � ��
� � �

�
CCA  H� �

	
BB


� � �

� � �

�� � �

�
CCA

 H� �

	
BB


� �� �

� � �

� � �

�
CCA �	��	��

which corresponds to rotations around the x� y and z axes� respectively� Set

b� �

	

 �

�
�

�
A b� �

	

 �

�
�

�
A b� �

	

 �

�
�

�
A � �	��	��
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which is an invariant basis to the rotation group of R�� Using the same approach as
in Equation �	�
��� but employing the rotation invariant basis instead of ek and the
vectors bk instead of  ek� the tensor X can be expanded as

X �
�P

p��

�P
q��

�P
k��

�P
l��

kP
m��k

lP
n��l

ckl
mn
pq �y
k
m �yln�

��� � ep  e
�
q � �	��	��

The invariant property of the bases ylm and bp implies that

Hk y
l
m �

lP
r��l

ak
lm
r y
l
r

�	��	��

 Hk bp �
�P

r��
bk
p
r br�

which uniquely denes the coe�cients ak
l
m
r and bk
p
r� By lettingX be expressed as
Equation �	��	��� Equation �	��		� can then be rewritten an equation which describes
how the coordinates c� of X in the above basis� are related to the coe�cients a and b�

Solutions

In following� we will make a brief characterization of the solutions for the case when
the operator group dened by H��H� and H� are three�dimensional rotations on
a three�dimensional function space� e�g� L��R��� The signal space V can then be
considered as a sampled and possibly spatially truncated version of this function
space� To allow practical interpretations� we will assume that the reference signal v�
has a phase dependence according to

v� � v��	� � veven cos	� vodd sin	� �	��	
�

where veven and vodd is a spatially even and odd signal� respectively� Furthermore� it
is assumed that the spatial representation of both veven and vodd is zero everywhere
except on a line through the origin� with a direction vector � n� where

 n �

	

 n�

n�
n�

�
A � �	�����

The reason for this assumption is to simplify the following expressions and their
interpretation� and it should be noted that v� in general can be arbitrary� With these
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assumption made� the irreducible invariant bases ylm can be chosen such that

�y���
� v � � � cos	

�y����
� v � n� � sin	

�y���
� v � n� � sin	

�y���
� v � n� � sin	

�y����
� v � � n� n� � cos	 �	�����

�y����
� v � n� n� � cos	

�y���
� v � �� n�� � n�� � n��� � cos	

�y���
� v � n� n� � cos	

�y���
� v � �n�� � n��� � cos	�

An SVD of the mapping that maps X � �V � V �� � �E � E�� to the corresponding
triple product space� Equation �	��		�� using the basis dened above� reveals that
the mapping has a null space of dimensionality fteen� and the following is a list
which brie�y describes fteen linearly independent basis tensors of this null space in
�V � V �� � �E �E�� and their interpretation in terms of the resulting T� The tensor
T has been calculated using Equation �	������ It should be noted that any linear
combination between these solutions is� again� a valid solution�

Basis basis tensor X� is given by

X� � �y�� �y
�
��

��� � e�  e
�
� �  e�  e

�
� �  e�  e

�
�� �	�����

and results in T � I cos� 	� This is a second order expression only in the basis of
weight zero� Basis tensor X� is given by

X� � �y��� �y
�
���

�� � y�� �y
�
��

� � y�� �y
�
��

��� � e�  e
�
� �  e�  e

�
� �  e�  e

�
�� �	���	�

and results in T � I sin� 	�
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Basis tensor X� is given by
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�
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���
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and results in T � �  n  n� sin� 	� Basis tensor X� is given by
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and results in T � �� The last three solutions are all second order expressions only
in the basis of weight one� Basis tensor X is given by
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and results in T � �  n  n� cos� 	� Basis tensor X� is given by
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and results in T � ���  n  n� � � I� cos� 	� Basis tensor X� is given by
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and results in T � �� The last three solutions are second order expressions only in
the basis of weight two�
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Basis tensor X� is given by
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and results in T � ���  n  n� � � I� cos� 	� Basis tensor X� is given by
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and results in T � �� The last two solutions are second order expressions in the bases
of weight zero and two� Basis tensor X�� is given by
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and results in T � � �p q� � q p�� cos	 sin	� where p�q are two unit vectors in R�

such that  n�p�q is a right orthonormal basis�
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Basis tensor X�� is given by
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and results in T � �� The last two solutions are second order expressions in the bases
of weight zero and one� Basis tensor X�� is given by
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and results in T � � �p q� � q p�� cos	 sin	�
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Basis tensor X�� is given by
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and results in T � � �p q� � q p�� cos	 sin	�
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Basis tensor X�� is given by
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� � y�� �y������� � e�  e
�
���

� ���y�� �y���� � y�� �y����� � 	 �y�� �y
�
��

� � y�� �y������
�	�����

�� �y��� �y���� � y�� �y�������� � e�  e
�
���

� �� �y�� �y
�
��

� � y�� �y������ � �y�� �y
�
���

� � y��� �y������� � e�  e
�
���

� ��y�� �y
�
��

� � y�� �y������ 	 �y�� �y
�
��

� � y�� �y������

�	 �y��� �y
�
���

� � y��� �y�������� � e�  e
�
���

� �� �y�� �y
�
��

� � y�� �y������ � �y��� �y
�
��

� � y�� �y�������� � e�  e
�
���

� ��	 �y�� �y����� � y��� �y������ �y��� �y
�
��

� � y�� �y�������

�	 �y��� �y���� � y�� �y�������� � e�  e
�
��

and results in T � ��
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Basis tensor X� is given by

X� � ��� �y�� �y���� � y�� �y����� � 	 �y�� �y
�
���

� � y��� �y�������  e�  e
�
��

� ��	 �y�� �y����� � y��� �y������

�� �y��� �y
�
���

� � y��� �y�������  e�  e
�
��

� �� �y�� �y
�
��

� � y�� �y������ � �y��� �y
�
���

� � y��� �y�������  e�  e
�
��

� ��y�� �y
�
��

� � y�� �y������ 	 �y�� �y
�
��

� � y�� �y������

�� �y��� �y
�
��

� � y�� �y�������� � e�  e
�
���

� ��� �y�� �y����� � y��� �y������ �y�� �y
�
��

� � y�� �y������
�	�����

�	 �y�� �y���� � y�� �y������� � e�  e
�
���

� ���y�� �y���� � y�� �y����� � 	 �y�� �y
�
��

� � y�� �y������

�	 �y��� �y����� � y��� �y�������� � e�  e
�
���

� ��� �y�� �y���� � y�� �y����� � � �y�� �y
�
���

� � y��� �y������� � e�  e
�
���

� �	 �y�� �y
�
���

� � y��� �y����� � �y��� �y
�
��

� � y�� �y�������

�	 �y��� �y
�
��

� � y�� �y�������� � e�  e
�
���

� ��� �y�� �y���� � y�� �y����� � � �y��� �y
�
��

� � y�� �y�������� � e�  e
�
��

and results in T � �� The last four solutions are second order expressions in bases of
weight one and two�

It should be noted that these solutions are not just abstract formulas� Each of them
describes how the elements of T� in the basis ek� are given by second order expressions
in v� As example� consider the solution X��� It shows that a feasible tensor is given
by

T�� � �T�� � v� y�� �y
�
��

� v � v� y�� �y
�
��

� v�

T�� � �T�� � v� y�� �y
�
��

� v � v� y�� �y
�
��

� v� �	�����

T�� � �T�� � v� y�� �y
�
���

� v � v� y��� �y
�
��

� v�

and T�� � T�� � T�� � ��
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A summary of the above fteen basis vectors in the solution space of VX shows
that the resulting tensors can be divided into three categories� First those which
are obtained from second order expressions in the bases of weight zero or two only�
Consequently� these tensors contain a factor cos� 	� In this category there are three
possible resulting tensors I�  n  n� and �� The second category are those obtained from
second order expressions in the basis of weight one only� These tensors contain a
factor sin� 	� The three possible resulting tensors in this category are� again� I�  n  n�

and �� The third category are those obtained from second order expressions in the
bases of weight one and either zero or two� Consequently� these tensors contain a
factor cos	 sin	� and the two possible resulting tensors are p q� � q p� and ��

According to the above is T� as it is dened in Equation �	���� is not the only
possible tensor that transforms according to Equation �	��	��� The identity tensor I
is invariant to any rotation operator which is applied to it from both left and right�
and is therefore a valid descriptor in that it transforms properly� even though it will
not give any information regarding the parameters xk� The third category above gives
tensors of type pe � q� � q p�� which corresponds to the anti�Hermitian tensor

p q� � q p� �

	
BB


� n� �n�
�n� � n�

n� �n� �

�
CCA � �	�����

Since  n�p�q is a right orthonormal basis� also this tensor transforms correctly� Finally�
there are solutions which results in the zero tensor �� It should be noted that this
solution is a combination of all matrices Xpq being anti�Hermitian and that v is
assumed to be real� If v was not restricted to the real part of V � then non�zero
tensors T can be described for these solutions�

Phase invariance

Clearly� any linear combination of the above solutions is also a valid solution� which
implies that we can obtain a phase invariant tensor simply by adding solutions of the
rst and second category appropriately� and get tensors I and  n n� with no dependence
on phase�

����� Phase equivariant tensor algorithm

The two algorithms for feature extraction discussed in Sections 	���� and 	���� provide
phase invariant solutions� resulting in a vector or tensor representation of the feature
that does not depend on the phase of the signal� For some applications� this is
clearly a desirable property of the descriptor� e�g� in the case of representation of
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local orientation � However� if we can construct a descriptor which equivaries with
both the feature and the phase such that the feature value and the value of the phase
can be determined� this type of descriptor may be equally useful� The goal of this
section is to construct such a tensor descriptor which� in addition� can be turned into
a phase invariant descriptor in a simple manner�

As usual� we assume that the signal v can be represented as

v � v�x� � exH v�� �	���
�

Furthermore� we will� for the moment� assume thatH� the normalized generator of the
operator group that transform the signal� has eigenvalues ���i and ��i with corre�
sponding eigenvectors e�� e�� !e�� e� and !e�� Instead of using normalized eigenvectors�
the eigenvectors have a norm such that

e�k v � e� exH v� � ei�kx � e�k v� �

�
ei�kx � cos	 if �k even�

ei�kx � sin	 if �k odd�
�	�����

and

!e�k v � !e� exH v� � e�i�kx � !e�k v� �

�
e�i�kx � cos	 if �k even�

e�i�kx � sin	 if �k odd�
�	�����

This gives

�
� �ek � !ek�

� v � �
� �ei�kx � e�i�kx� � cos��kx�� �	�����

and

�
�i �ek � !ek�

� v � �
�i �e

i�kx � e�i�kx� � sin��kx�� �	���	�

We will now construct two 	�	 tensors� T� and T�� which will be a feature descriptor
of the even and odd part of the signal� respectively� First� we dene T� according to

T� �

	
BB


� ��e� � �
�e� � �

�!e��
� v �� �

�ie� �
�
�i!e��

� v �

�� �
�ie� �

�
�i!e��

� v � ��e� �
�
�e� �

�
�!e��

� v �

� � e�� v

�
CCA �

�

	
BB


�
� � �

� cos �x � �
� sin �x �

� �
� sin �x

�
� � �

� cos �x �

� � �

�
CCA cos	 �

�	�����
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�

	
BB


�� cos� �x � cosx sinx �

� cosx sinx �� sin� �x �

� � �

�
CCA cos	 �

� �I� n n�� cos	�

where

n �

	

 cos �x

sin �x
�

�
A �	�����

The second tensor� T�� is dened as

T� �

	
BB


� � �� �
�ie� � �

�i
!e��

� v

� � � ��e� �
�
�!e��

� v

� �
�ie� � �

�i!e��
� v �� �

�ie� � �
�i!e��

� v �

�
CCA �

�

	
BB


� � � sinx

� � cosx

sinx � cosx �

�
CCA sin	 � �	�����

� �p q� � q p�� sin	�

where

p �

	

 � sinx

cosx
�

�
A q �

	

 �

�
�

�
A � �	�����

Note that T� is Hermitian� T� is anti�Hermitian and that n�p�q is an ON�basis for
R
�� Set

T � T� �T� � �I� n n�� cos	� �p q� � q p�� sin	 �	�����

The tensor T carries an equivariant description of both the feature and the phase�
To see this� T is factorized as

T � Q�x�T��	�Q
��x� �	���
�
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where

Q�x� �

	
BB


cosx � sinx �

sinx cosx �

� � �

�
CCA �	�����

and

T��	� �

	
BB


� � �

� � �

� � �

�
CCA cos	�

	
BB


� � �

� � �

� �� �

�
CCA sin	� �	�����

which implies that T transforms equivariant to the feature� However� since T��	�
transforms equivariant to phase� so will T as well� Before we continue� it should be
noted that T is given by linear operations on the signal v� rather than second order
expressions as in the previous algorithms�

Having obtained a suitable descriptor of feature and phase� we will see that T can
be brought into a phase invariant form simply by a multiplication by its conjugate
transpose� Thus�

TI � TT� � �T� �T�� �T� �T�� �

� T�
� �T�

� �T� T� �T� T� �

� �I� n n� � �n n�� cos� 	� ��p p� � q q�� sin� 	� �	�����

�T� I� I T�� cos	 sin	 �

� �I� n n�� cos� 	� �I� n n�� sin� 	 � I� n n��

Clearly� TI is phase invariant and it is also the case that

TI � Q�x�TI
� Q
��x� �	���	�

where

TI
� �

	
BB


� � �

� � �

� � �

�
CCA � �	�����
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which implies that TI transforms in the same way asT does with respect to x� Finally�
it should be noted that TI is obtained from second order expressions in v�

The above presents an algorithm which from linear expressions in the signal produces
a tensor T equivariant to both feature and phase� However� the linearity is not the
main issue� it is rather the fact that T contains an Hermitian part that depends on
cos	 and an anti�Hermitian part that depends on sin	 which is of interest� Since

cos	 � cos	�cos� 	� sin� 	�k sin	 � sin	�cos� 	� sin� 	�k �	�����

for integers k� we can therefore expect T� and T� can be obtained by odd order
expressions in v� For example� consider the third order expression

�e�k v��e
�
l v��e

�
m v� � ei�kx ei�lx ei�mx f�k� l�m� �

�	�����
ei	�k��l��m
x f�k� l�m��

where f�k� l�m� is a third order expression in cos	 and sin	� If all ek� el� em are even
eigenvectors� then f�k� l�m� � cos� 	 and we may chose precisely those eigenvectors
for which

�k � �l � �m �

�
� and
��� �	�����

respectively� The corresponding third order expressions in v can then be used to
construct a tensor

T�� � �I� n n�� cos� 	� �	�����

However� if the eigenvectors are chosen such that one is even and the other two are
odd� then f�k� l�m� � cos	 sin� 	� and we may chose precisely those eigenvectors
which satises Equation �	������ The corresponding third order expressions in v can
then be used to construct a tensor

T��� � �I� n n�� cos	 sin� 	� �	���
�

and� nally�

T� � T�� �T
��
� � �I� n n�� cos	� �	�����

Similarly we can construct the T� tensor from third order expressions of two even
and one odd eigenvector in combination with three odd eigenvectors� In this case the
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eigenvectors should be chosen such that

�k � �l � �m � ��� �	�����

The tensor T � T� � T� can thus be constructed from a homogeneous third order
expressions in the signal v� The phase invariant tensor TI � T T� will then be a
homogeneous sixth order expression in v�

Evidently� the same procedure can be applied for any odd order� resulting in a tensor
T where each of its elements is a homogeneous odd order expression in v� For any
odd number we can therefore construct a tensor T� each being unique with respect
to how it is constructed� but also all being equal in their equivariance property with
respect to the feature and the phase� Hence� any linear combination of these T will
transform in the proper way� implying that there are an innite number of inhomoge�
neous odd order implementations of T which can be used� As a consequence of this
discussion we need no longer assume that H� the generator of the operator group�
has eigenvalues ���i���i� It is su�cient that the eigenvalues satisfy e�g� Equations
�	����� and �	����� for a third order expression or corresponding equations for higher
odd order expressions� Regardless of how T is constructed� using the above technique�
the phase invariant tensor TI is constructed from even order expressions in v�

Application to �D operators

The preceding discussion can be applied to the case when the operator group is ho�
momorphic to SO�	� as well� as case that is discussed in Section 	���	� A result of
that discussion is that the solution space has� for a particular set of bases �of weight
�� �� and ��� fteen dimensions� If we examine the presented basis of the solution
space it is clearly the case that

�

��
��X� �X�� �	�����

will give as resulting tensor T � �I� n n�� cos� 	� Furthermore� we see that

�

�
X�� �	���	�

will give T � �p q� � q p�� cos	 sin	� It should be noted that X��X� and X�� all
employ the basis of weight zero in the corresponding expression for T� As seen in rst
line of Equation �	������ however� this basis contributes only with a factor cos	 to
the corresponding tensor� Therefore� if the factor y�� is omitted from these solutions�
the resulting tensor T will be the same except for a factor cos	� Each solution will
then correspond to a �rst order mapping from v to T� Let Y��Y� and Y�� denote
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the corresponding linear expressions for the elements of T� This means that that

�

��
��Y� �Y�� �	�����

will give a resulting tensor

T� � �I� n n�� cos	� �	�����

Similarly�

�

�
Y�� �	�����

will give a tensor

T� � �p q� � q p�� sin	� �	�����

Hence� we have arrived at the same Hermitian and anti�Hermitian tensors T� and T�

as in Equations �	����� and �	����� and set

T � T� �T�� �	�����

According to Section 	���	 both T� and T� and consequently also T must transform
according to Equation �	��	�� with respect to x and like

T � �I� n n�� cos	� �p q� � q p�� sin	 �	���
�

with respect to the phase 	� Furthermore� a phase invariant tensor TI� can be ob�
tained as

TI � TT� �	��
��

��� INVARIANT MAPPINGS

In the preceding sections� a number of algorithms for extraction of features have been
presented� These algorithms aim at generating a feature descriptor that equivaries
with the operator group corresponding to the signal� In some applications� however�
we want to compute expressions which does not depend on the these transformations�
and thereby obtain descriptors which are invariant with respect to the operator group
corresponding to the signal� Using the results derived in Section 	��� invariance can be
seen as a special case of equivariance� namely �L � �� since this causes the descriptor
to invariance with respect to the operator group that transforms the signal� Hence�
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invariant mappings f � from signal to descriptor� is obtained by solving

Lequ
	k
 P	k
 � � �	��
��

for Leqk � L	k
� For each k� this equation gives su�cient conditions for a coe�cient
tensor P	k
 to dene a k�order term of an invariant mapping f �

Here� we will consider polynomial maps in v that result in a scalar� and a signal that
is transformed by an orthogonal operator group� For the one�parameter case� the
signal is then described as

v � v�x� � exH v�� �	��
��

The following is a brief discussion on how to derive mappings� of various order� that
are invariant with respect to the parameter x� Let us begin by rst order expressions�
which means that P	�
 is an element of V �� Using the eigenvectors of H as a basis�
P� is written

P	�
 �
P
k

ck ek �	��
	�

where ek is an eigenvector of H with corresponding eigenvalue i�k� Furthermore�
L	�
 �H� which means that feasible solutions are given by

L	�
 P	�
 � � � P
k

ck H ek � i
P
k

�k ck ek � � �	��
��

from which follows that

ck �

�
arbitrary constant �k � �

� otherwise
�	��
��

Consequently� P	�
 is an arbitrary linear combination of the eigenvectors whose corre�
sponding eigenvalues equal zero� As an example of this type of rst order expression�
consider the operator group that performs cyclic shift on a one�dimensional interval
of n samples� Evidently� a signal which is constant in the interval �a DC�signal� is
an eigenvector of H with corresponding eigenvalue equal to zero� Furthermore� the
scalar product between this eigenvector and v must be constant with respect to shifts�
which is in agreement with the above result�

We proceed to second order expression and expand P	�
 as

P	�
 �
P
kl

ckl ek � el �	��
��
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which gives

L	�
 P	�
 �
P
kl

ckl �H ek � el � ek �H el� �
�	��
��

� i
P
kl

��k � �l� ckl ek � el

and� nally�

ckl �

�
arbitrary constant �k � �l � �

� otherwise
�	��
��

Consequently� P	�
 is an arbitrary linear combination of tensor products ek � el for
which �k � �l � �� It should be noted that if an eigenvector ek has a corresponding
eigenvalue i�k� then the eigenvector !ek has a corresponding eigenvalue �i�k� Hence�
any pair of eigenvectors ek� !ek� can be employed to obtain second order invariant
expressions� For �k �� �� it must be the case that ek�C n� and we write

ek � ak � i bk !ek � ak � i bk �	��

�

where a�b � Rn� This gives

ek � !ek � ak � ak � bk � bk � i �bk � ak � ak � bk�� �	�����

The corresponding second order expression is then

�a�k v�
� � �b�k v�

�� �	�����

which implies that the second order invariant expressions simply are the energy of v
in the two�dimensional subspace of V spanned by the vectors ak�bk� Again� this is
no surprise since the action of operator group on v is simply to rotate the projection
of v in this subspace an angle �kx� the norm or energy of the projection is preserved�

From the preceding follows directly that a third order invariant expression is obtained
by any P	�
 which can be written

X �
P
klm

cklm ek � el � em �	�����

where

cklm �

�
arbitrary constant �k � �l � �m � �

� otherwise
�	���	�
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Generalizations to higher order expressions are made in the obvious way� It should
be noted that the invariant expressions derived here in general are complex�

The derivation of invariant expressions is not restricted to signals which are of one�
parameter type� according to Equation �	��
��� Section 	���� presents a treatment
with operator groups of p parameters� and it was shown that the tensorsP	k
 can solve
a system of p equations in order by dene a feasible mapping� Taking operator groups
homomorphic to the SO�	� group as an example� this means that p � 	 and that the
equation is dened by the three generators H��H� and H�� dened in Section 	���	�
Using the irreducible bases of weight zero� one and two� dened in Section 	���	� this
system of equations can be solved for di�erent k� The only st order expression is�
not surprisingly�

f��v� � �y���
� v� �	�����

There are three second order invariant expressions

f��v� � ��y���
� v� ��y���

� v��

f��v� � ��y����
� v� ��y����

� v� � ��y���
� v� ��y���

� v� � ��y���
� v� ��y���

� v��
�	�����

f��v� � 	 ��y����
� v� ��y����

� v� � �� ��y����
� v� ��y����

� v��

� ��y���
� v� ��y���

� v� � 	 ��y���
� v� ��y���

� v� � �� ��y���
� v� ��y���

� v��

This is not surprising either� since these three expressions describe the energy of v
in the subspaces of V spanned by the three bases� respectively� The factors 	� ��
and � in the last expression stem from the fact that the basis of weight two is not
normalized properly� If we continue to third order invariant expressions� it turns out
that� with only these three bases� the only three expressions that are invariant with
respect to the operator group are the rst order invariant expression multiplied by
each of the second order invariant expressions�

��� GENERALIZED QUADRATURE FILTERS

The lters used in the two versions of the ORIENT�algorithm presented in Sec�
tion ����� are quadrature lters� The characteristic property of these lters� seen
as spatial functions� is that they vanish on a half�plane in the Fourier domain� To
be useful for extraction of e�g� local orientation� however� these lters must also have
specic angular functions in the Fourier domain� Only then can the corresponding
feature descriptor be computed in a simple way� and the quadrature property re�
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sults in the descriptors being phase invariant� This section generalizes the concept of
quadrature lters to the case where the signal of interest can be represented by an
orthogonal one�parameter group� In this context� a generalized quadrature lter is
then a vector which gives the same type of scalar product for the signal vector v�x�
as the lters gk of Section ����� do� These scalar products are

uk � � n� nk�
� e�i�� k � �� �� �� 	� �	�����

where the sign of the exponent is opposite that of  n� nk� As mentioned in Section ������
other types of angular functions and number of lters are possible� and this illustrates
a particular choice for  n � R

�� If � is the positive angle between the x��axis and  n�
then

 n� nk � cos�� � k�

�
�� �	�����

Hence� the real and imaginary parts of uk are

Re�uk� � � n� nk�
� cos	 � cos��� � k�

�
� cos	

Im�uk� � �� n� nk�� � sign � n� nk� sin	 � �	�����

� � cos��� � k�

�
� � sign

�
cos�� � k�

�
�

�
sin	�

Both these functions of � are periodic� of period � and �� respectively� Therefore�
they can be expanded into two Fourier series of period ��� the rst series being nite
and the second innite� Thus

Re�uk� �

�
�

�
�

�

�
e�i

k�
� e�i� �

�

�
ei

k�
� e��i�

�
cos	�

Im�uk� � �
�
�

�

�P
r��

sin r�
� odd�r�

r�r� � ��
�e�i

kr�
� eir� � e

ikr�
� e�ir��

�
sin	� �	���
�

where odd�r� is a function which maps odd integers to unity and even integers to
zero� Hence� Im�uk� contains non�zero terms only for odd r and the coe�cients of
each term decreases as r���

For the rest of this section we assume that the signal under consideration is a one�
feature signal with variable phase� According to Section ��	� such a signal can be
represented as

v�x� 	� � exH v��	�� v��	� � a � veven cos	�  vodd sin	�� �	�����
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where H is the group generator and  veven � Veven and  vodd � Vodd are two unit
vectors� Let er be an eigenvector of H with corresponding eigenvalue i�r� Then

e�r v�x� 	� � e�r e
xH v��	� � e�rix e�r v��	�� �	�����

For an even eigenvector� eeven
r� and an odd eigenvector� eodd
r� this amounts to

e�even
r v�x� 	� � a e�even�rix e�even
r  veven cos	� �even
r even integer�
�	�����

e�odd
r v�x� 	� � a e�odd�rix e�odd
r  vodd sin	� �odd
r odd integer�

Assume for moment that eigenvector er has eigenvalue ir� where r is an integer� Com�
paring Equation �	���
� with Equation �	����� and equating � with x� it is evident
that

Re�uk� �
�
a

�
�
�
e��v	x
�

e�� �veven

� �
�e
�i k�� e��v	x
�


e�� �veven
� �

�e
i k��

e�
��v	x
�

e�
��

�veven

�
�

� �
a

h
�
�

�
e�� �veven

e�� �
�
�e
�i k�� �

e�� �veven
e�� �

�
�e

i k�� �
�e�� �veven

!e��

i
v�x� 	�

�	���	�

Im�uk� � � �
a

�
�
�

�P
r��

sin r�
� odd	r


r	r���
 �e�i
kr�
�
e�rv	x
�

e�r �vodd

� e
ikr�
�

e�
�rv	x
�

e�
�r

�v
odd

�

�
�

� � �
a

�
�
�

�P
r��

sin r�
� odd	r


r	r���
 �e�
ikr�
�

�
e�r �vodd

e�r � e
ikr�
�

�
�e�r �vodd

!e�r �

�
v�x� 	��

Or� in a simpler form

Re�uk� �
�
a f

�
even
k v�x� 	��

�	�����
Im�uk� �

�
a f

�
odd
k v�x� 	��

where

feven
k � �
�

�
e� �veven

e� �
�
�e

i k�� �
�e�� �veven

e� �
�
�e
�i k�� �

e�� �veven
!e��

�	�����

fodd
k � �
�

�P
r��

sin r�
� odd	r


r	r���
 �ei
kr�
�

�
�e�r �vodd

er � e
�ikr�

�
�

e�r �vodd
!er��

Hence� the functions Re�uk� and Im�uk� for k � �� �� �� 	� can be constructed as an
inner product between the signal vector and the vectors feven
k and fodd
k respectively
�the factor �

a disregarded�� It should be noted that feven
k and fodd
k are linear com�
binations of even and odd eigenvectors� respectively� and that they are real� Hence�
provided that ����i are eigenvalues of H� we can construct the vectors feven
k and
with their use compute the functions Re�uk� exact� To construct the vectors fodd
k�
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however� H would have to have eigenvalues ir for any odd r� which of course can not
be the case for an n�nH� Therefore� the function Im�uk� can only be approximated to
an accuracy which depends on the number of odd eigenvalues of H� The larger set of
odd eigenvalues that H possesses� the more accurate approximation� However� since
the coe�cients decreases as r��� a reasonable good approximation can be obtained
by using the rst two or three terms in the series�

According to the previous discussion� we may write

uk � Re�uk� � i Im�uk� �
�
a �feven
k � i fodd
k�

� v�x� 	�� �	�����

or

uk � �
a f

�
k v�x� 	� �	�����

where

fk � feven
k � i fodd
k� �	�����

Hence� the complex vector fk serves the same purpose as the quadrature lter gk in
Section ������ Therefore� we will use the term generalized quadrature �lter for fk� It
should be noted� though� that the complex vectors fk are not dened in terms of
properties of a spatially related Fourier domain� as was the case for gk� but instead
in terms the transformation group which changes the signal v� represented by H�

Provided that H has appropriate eigenvalues� as dened above� and that the approx�
imation of Im�uk� is su�ciently accurate� it must be the case that

jukj � a
q
cos��k�� � x� cos� 	� cos��k�� � x� sin� 	 �

�	���
�
� a cos��k�� � x��

proving that jukj is independent of the phase 	� A feature descriptor z may be now
be constructed in exactly the same way as for the original algorithm

z � ju�j � ju�j� i �ju�j � ju�j�� �	�����

which according to the presentation in Section ������ results in

z � a e�ix� �	�����

a feature descriptor of the signal feature which is invariant to the signal phase�
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�
ESTIMATION OF GROUP

GENERATORS

This chapter presents methods for estimation of group generators of one�parameter
groups� The methods are exemplied by considering a specic signal� an image neigh�
bourhood with varying local orientation� and estimating the group generator corre�
sponding to the two�dimensional rotation group in di�erent ways�

��� ESTIMATION PROCEDURES

In the following� it is assumed that the signal under consideration can be represented
by a one�parameter operator group� meaning that the signal can be written

v � v�x� � exL v�� �����

where L is the corresponding group generator� For the moment nothing is assumed
regarding the structure of L� and the problem which is addressed in this chapter is
how to compute L� given instances of the signal v� Section ����� presents a method for
obtaining L which is based on solving a least squares problem� If the operator group
is restricted to be orthogonal� corresponding to an anti�Hermitian group generator
H� Section ����� presents a method for computing H called solving the orthogonal

Procrustes problem� Section ����	 discusses the relations between H and C� the cor�
relation matrix of the signal� Finally� in Section ����� it is shown how H can be found
from an entity called the instantaneous generator of the signal�

���
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����� Solving a least squares problem

Consider a signal which is represented according to Equation ������ Di�erentiation of
v with respect to x then gives

d

dx
v � L v� �����

or

dx L v � dv� ���	�

This implies that the group generator is a linear mapping L � V � V � that gives the
local direction in which v moves when x increases� Hence� if two sequences of signals
can be found with one sequence� A� consisting of arbitrary instances of v�x�� and the
other sequence� B� contains the corresponding di�erentials dv�x�� then dx L can be
dened as the linear mapping that maps vk � A to dvk � B� From a practical point
of view� dx as well as the elements of B can not be innitesimally small� but they
can� at best� be made su�ciently small to dene an L that is su�ciently accurate�
By replacing di�erentials by nite di�erences� Equation ���	� becomes

$xk Lvk � $vk � vk � A� $vk � B� �����

To obtain an approximation of L� a least squares problem is formulated as follows�
Find the L that minimizes � when

� � E

� ���� Lvk � $vk
$xk

�����
�

�����

and the expectation value is taken over some set of signal instances� The solution to
this problem can be written

L � E � vk v
�
k �
��

E

�
vk

$v�k
$xk

�
� �����

The matrix inverse is taken in the subspace of V that is spanned by the eigenvectors
with non�zero eigenvalues corresponding to E � vk v

�
k �� the correlation matrix of the

signal�

����� The orthogonal Procrustes problem

For the special case when the operator group is orthogonal� the corresponding group
generator�H� can be found using an alternative approach called solving the orthogonal
Procrustes problem� see Golub � van Loan ����� In this case� the group generator is
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estimated indirectly by rst nding the orthogonal operator

Q�$x� � e�xH� �����

for some value of $x� For a xed value of $x� Q�$x� maps v�x� to v�x � $x��
Once Q�$x� is established� the generator H can be found by means of a logarithm
mapping� according to

H �
�

$x
logQ�$x�� �����

The orthogonal Procrustes problem can be formulated as follows� Find the orthogonal
operator Q�$x� which minimizes � when

� � E

h
j v�x �$x��Q�$x� v�x� j�

i
� ���
�

The solution is given by an SVD of

E � v�x� v�x �$x� � � ������

i�e� nd operators U� S and V� where U and V are orthogonal and S is diagonal� real
and positive� such that

U SV� � E � v�x� v�x �$x� � � ������

Then

Q�$x� � UV� ������

gives the least squares solution of the orthogonal Procrustes problem� It should be
noted that� apart from assuming that the operator group is orthogonal� this approach
relies on all instances of v�x� and v�x �$x�� used in the computation of the above
expectation value� having the same value for $x� On the other hand� compared to
the procedure of Section ������ this approach will give an exact value of Q�$x� as well
as of H� provided that an operator representation of the signal is valid� In practice�
however� some care must be observed since H is obtained from an operator logarithm
which� in the same way as for the scalar logarithm� is multiple�valued� Furthermore�
numerical computations of the operator logarithm are often more reliable the closer
Q�$x� is to I� corresponding to a smaller value of $x�

Instead of using a logarithm� a su�ciently small value of $x implies that the Taylor
series of the operator exponential function can be approximated by

Q�$x� � e�xH � I�$xH� ����	�
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which then gives

H � Q�$x� � I
$x

�
UV� � I

$x
� ������

����� The correlation matrix

In the case of compact orthogonal groups� the eigenvectors of the group generator H
can be given some characterization by considering the correlation matrix of the signal

C � E � v v� � � ������

Assuming that

v � v�x� � exH v� �
nP

k��
ei �k x ek e

�
k v�� ������

where �k � Z� and that C is an expectation value over x � ��� ���� where x has a
uniform probability� the correlation matrix is

C � E

� P
k

ei �k x ek e
�
k v� v

�
�

P
l

e�i �l x el e
�
l

�
�

�
P
k
l

E
�
ei 	�k��l
x

�
ek e

�
k v� v

�
� el e

�
l �

�
P
k
l

��k�l ek e
�
l �e

�
k v�� �v

�
� el�� ������

For the case that H has non�degenerate eigenvalues� i�e� the eigenvalues are distinct�
��k�l can be replaced by �kl and C is then

C �
P
k
l

�kl ek e
�
l �e

�
k v�� �v

�
� el� �

P
k
ek e

�
k j v�� ek j� � ������

Hence� H and C have the same eigenvectors� Furthermore� the eigenvalue of ek with
respect to C is

j v�� ek j� � ����
�

But the eigenvectors of a real and anti�Hermitian H come in complex conjugated
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pairs� ek and !ek� and since v is real it must be the case that

j v�� ek j� � j v�� !ek j� � ������

This implies that ek and !ek both have the same eigenvalue� j v�� ek j� relative to C�
Consequently� any linear combination between ek and !ek is� again� an eigenvector of
C� with the same eigenvalue� This means that the two real vectors

ek � !ek
�

and
ek � !ek

�i
������

are eigenvectors of C� both with an eigenvalue described by Expression ����
�� To
summarize� for the case of a compact and orthogonal group� with a group generatorH
having distinct eigenvalues� it will share eigenvectors with C� the correlation matrix
of the signal� Furthermore� the eigenvalues of C must come in pairs� each pair sharing
the same eigenvalue� except for the eigenvector whose eigenvalue relative to H is zero�
It should be noted that C carries no information regarding the eigenvalues of H�

����� The instantaneous generator

When the operator group is both compact and orthogonal� the corresponding group
generator H can be found by computing the instantaneous generator� HI� dened as

HI � HI�x� �
dv

dx
v� � v dv�

dx
� Hv v� � v v� H� ������

Clearly� HI is anti�Hermitian� and it is also the case that

HI v � j v j� dv

dx
� ����	�

since v� H v � � for an anti�Hermitian H� Let the expectation value be taken over
x � ��� ���� with uniform distribution� Then

E �HI � �
P
k
l

E
�
ei 	�k��l
x

�
i ��k � �l� �ek e

�
k v� v

�
� el e

�
l � �

�
P
k
l

��k�l i ��k � �l� �ek e
�
k v� v

�
� el e

�
l �� ������

Again assuming that all eigenvalues of H are distinct� this gives

E �HI � �
P
k

� i �k j v�� ek j� ek e�k ������

which shows that E �HI � andH share all their eigenvectors and that the corresponding
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eigenvalues are the same except for a factor

� j v�� ek j� ������

on each individual eigenvalue of E �HI �� Hence� if E �HI � can be found and its
eigenvectors can be computed� dividing each of its eigenvalues by the corresponding
value of Equation ������ will yield both the eigenvectors and the eigenvalues of H�
However� the factors which make the eigenvalues of E �HI � di�er from those of H are
precisely the eigenvalues of �C� Since C� too� shares eigenvectors with E �HI �� this
means that

H �
�

�
E �HI � C

�� �
�

�
C�� E �HI � � ������

It should be noted that this formula is equivalent to Equation ������

��� AN EXAMPLE

This section exemplies the procedures for estimation of the group generator from a
specic signal� presented in the previous section� It should be noted that the cho�
sen signal has many properties which are advantageous when estimating the group
generator� such as corresponding to a compact group� and that it has been chosen
mainly for making later comparisons between existing algorithms for feature extrac�
tion easier� The numerical values that are given can therefore not be considered as
representative for more general signals� The errors presented arise from approxima�
tions of di�erentials by nite values as well as from computational round�o� errors�
However� the following presents an outline for extraction of generators also for the
general case�

The signal which is considered corresponds to a neighbourhood of a two�dimensional
image� containing a linear structure which has various orientations� To make the
operator group more general� signal instances which are spatially even and odd� re�
spectively� are included� The signal is a sampled version of the continuous spatial
function

f���� ��� �
��P
k��

cos��k ��� cos�� �� sin��� 	�� ������

sampled over a �� � �� grid at integer values for ��� ��� This signal has a one�
dimensional variation along the orientation dened by the angle �� The orientation
� assumes the values

� � l �
��� � l � �� � � � 

� ����
�
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and 	 assumes the values � and �
� � This implies that the resulting signal instances

cover all possible orientations and are spatially either even or odd� The spatial fre�
quencies of the signal are dened as

�k � k �
�� � ���	��

which means that f contains frequencies in the range �
� to � �

� � all with equal weight�
Before sampling� the function f is multiplied by a window function

w���� ��� �

�
cos��

�

���
� �
�
� � � ����

� otherwise�
���	��

where � is the radial distance in pixels from the centre of the neighbourhood� This
window function is used in order to reduce the edge e�ects when the neighbourhood is
rotated� It will of course introduce a smearing in the Fourier domain which� however�
will not cause any severe problems� Figure ��� shows two examples of signal instances�
and Figure ��� shows the appearance of the spectrum of the sampled signal f � w�

Since the neighbourhood is of size ������ the signal space V is of dimensionality ����
The above values for � and 	 give ��� � � � ��� combinations� and two matrices�
A and B� both of size ���� ���� are dened by inserting each sampled instance of
f � w into their columns� However� the signals represented in the B matrix have an
orientation which di�ers from the corresponding signals in matrix A by a xed angle
$� � �

���� � Hence� the two matrices contain instances of the signal before and after
a spatial rotation of the neighbourhood by an angle �

���� �

Two�dimensional rotation is an orthogonal group� not only when dened on the two�
dimensional coordinate space� but also when dened on the function space L�R���
containing square integrable functions of two variables� Orthogonality is� in the latter
case� dened using the integral

Z
R

�

f�g dx� dx� � hf j gi ���	��

as a scalar product� Since the spectrum of the continuous functions that are sampled
is well below the Nyquist frequency� the signal v � V � too� can be assumed to be
represented by an orthogonal operator group when f rotates� Hence� v can be written

v � v��� 	� � e�H v��	�� ���		�

where the group generator H is anti�Hermitian� and 	 is either � or �
� �
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Figure ��� Two of the signal instances used for the estimation of a group generator

corresponding to the group of two�dimensional rotations�

Figure ��� The spectrum of a sampled version of f � w� a one�dimensional signal

times a window�
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We seek an H� generating a group that is able to transform v corresponding to the
spatial two�dimensional rotation group� The group should do this for both spatially
even and odd signals� implying that it can do so also for an arbitrary linear combina�
tion of even and odd signals�

Lest squares problem

According to the discussion in Section ������ an approximation of H can be found by
minimizing �� when

� � E

�
HA� B�A

$�

�
� ���	��

The solution of this problem is then given by

Hlsp �
�

$�
�AA���� A �B�A��� ���	��

Here� the rst practical problem arises% matrix inversion of a nearly singular matrix�
To circumvent this problem� a Karhunen�Loeve basis of the signal is established by
considering the dominant eigenvalues of C� the correlation matrix of the signal� and
the corresponding eigenvalues�

By selecting� quite arbitrary� the eigenvalues of C that are larger than �& of the
largest one� only �	 of them remain� Let the ���� �	 matrix E hold the correspond�
ing orthonormal eigenvectors in its columns� The signal v can now be projected into
the subspace spanned by the columns of E through multiplication by E�� Instead of
computing H in the space V � its corresponding generator in the subspace VE can be
computed from

HE � �E� AA� E��� E� A �B�A�� E� ���	��

without problems� The group generator H is obtained by projecting HE back into V
according to

Hlsp � EHE E
� ���	��

Of course� this corresponds to using the matrix pseudo inverse� but since the dimen�
sionality of the data can be reduced by a factor of ��� all further computations are
made in VE�

Since the operator group under consideration is assumed to be orthogonal� giving an
H that is anti�Hermitian� this hypothesis can be tested by computing the ratio h�
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Figure ��� The eigenvalues of C� the correlation matrix of the signal used in this

example�

dened as

h �

���Hlsp �H
�
lsp

���
F���Hlsp �H�

lsp

���
F

� ���	��

Hence� h is the ration between the Frobenius norms of the Hermitian and anti�
Hermitian part ofH� If everything works well� h should be small� and in this particular
case h � ������ and the general trend is that h becomes smaller the smaller $� is�
To reduce the e�ect of the Hermitian part� it is simply deleted by subtracting it

HLSP � Hlsp �
Hlsp �H

�
lsp

�
� ���	
�

It is this truly anti�Hermitian group generator that is used in the following�

Since the operator group is periodic� with period ��� the eigenvalues ofHLSP should be
i�k� with �k � Z� Figure ��� shows a plot of the imaginary parts of these eigenvalues�
The real parts vanish since HLSP is anti�Hermitian� As seen� the eigenvalues are of
the assumed type and� furthermore� each eigenvalue is distinct�

To see that HLSP really does the job of mapping A to B by means of the orthogonal
operator

e��HLSP � ������
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the relative error �r is computed� according to

�r � E

�
�
��� v�� �$�� � e��HLSP v���

���
j v��� j

�
� � ������

where v��� and v���$�� are taken from the columns of A and B� respectively� The
value of �r� together with corresponding standard deviation �r is found in Table ����
However� a good t between B and a transformed version of Aonly asserts that the
operator group can make small rotations fairly well� Therefore� Table ��� lists values
of �r and the corresponding �r also for rotation angles � � �

��� �
�
�� �

�
� � As seen� the

operator group does a good job for large rotations as well� This suggests that the es�
timated HLSP generates an operator group that su�ciently accurately describes what
happens to the signals f �w when the image neighbourhood rotates� In the following
chapter� the eigensystem of HLSP is used for implementing two di�erent algorithms
for extraction of the parameter �� here corresponding to local orientation� Before
that� however� other approaches for the estimation of H� as discussed in Section ����
will be considered and compared to the presented result�

The orthogonal Procrustes method

According to Section ������ the group generator H can� for the present signal� be
found by solving the orthogonal Procrustes problem� To do so� we nd orthogonal
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Figure ��� The imaginary part of the eigenvalues of H� the estimated group gen�

erator for the signal of this example�
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$� �r �r

�
���� ��� � ���� ��� � ����

�
��� ��� � ��� ��� � ����

�
�� ��� � ���� ��� � ���

�
� ��� � ���� 	�� � ���

Table ��� Relative error and its corresponding standard deviation of the signal

transformed by the operator group generated by H compared to the correct signal�

�� is the angle of rotation�

matrices U and V� and a diagonal� real and positive matrix S� such that

U SV� � AB�� ������

by means of an SVD� Then�

HProcrustes �
�

$�
logUV� ����	�

is the desired group generator� Since the signal is well�behaved and $� is relatively
small� this approach gives a generator which di�ers very little for Hlsp� In fact�

jHProcrustes �HLSP j
jHLSP j � ��� � ����� ������

Since $� is small� the solution of the orthogonal Procrustes can be estimated by

HProcrustes� �
UV� � I

$�
� ������

This estimate is also quite accurate� which is illustrated by

jHProcrustes� �HLSP j
jHLSP j � ����� and

jHProcrustes� �Hlsp j
jHlsp j � ��� � ��� ������

Using the correlation matrix

In Section ��� it was mentioned that indirect information regarding the group genera�
tor H can be obtained by considering C� the correlation matrix of the signal� For the
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case of H having distinct eigenvalues� it shares eigenvectors with C� and the eigenval�
ues of C come in pairs� except for the eigenvalue that corresponds to an eigenvector
which� relative to H� has eigenvalue zero� Furthermore� the eigenvalues of C are in
this case given by

j v�� ek j� � ������

To see that this is actually the case� the eigenvalues of C� in the subspace given by the
basis E� and the scalars given by Equation ������ are plotted in Figure ���� Note that
v� must be chosen such that 	 � � for ek corresponding to an even �k and 	 � �

�
for ek corresponding to an odd �k � As seen in the plot� there is a good correspon�
dence between the actual eigenvalues of C and the values given by Equation �������
To see that the eigenvectors of H and C correspond� the eigenvectors ek of H are
expressed in the basis E� where E contains eigenvectors of Cwith large eigenvalues�
The absolute values of coordinates of ek� in this basis� are shown in Figure ��� where
each column corresponds to a ek� As seen� the eigenvectors of both H and C come in
corresponding pairs� except for e� at the rightmost� which has eigenvalue zero relative
to H�

Summary

To summarize the above methods� implemented on the particular signal dened in
this chapter� we see that it does not make any signicant di�erence which one is used�
This is true at least when comparing the di�erent generators that result from these
methods� and assuming that the corresponding groups then are similar too�

The accuracy of the estimated generators are� however� valid only on a local scale
relative to the parameter �� Each eigenvalue of an estimated generator is only ap�
proximately i times an integer� which means that the corresponding group is not
exactly periodic� Let the eigenvalues of an estimated group generator be written

i�k � i �nk �$�k� ������

where nk � Z and $�k is the error of the corresponding eigenvalue� Ideally� the
operator group should equal I at � � ��m�m � Z� and the di�erence is

��� e��mH � I
���
F
�

s P
k

�� e��im 	nk���k
 � �
��� �

�

s P
k

j e��im��k � � j� ����
�

which� for su�ciently large values of m� will become substantially large� However� if
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the operator group under consideration is periodic� these e�ects can be compensated
for by always using a value for the parameter in the interval ��� ���� This means that
we should use ��� dened according to

�� � �mod ��� ������

as the parameter that controls the operator group� Alternatively� and if possible from
a practical point of view� the imaginary parts of the eigenvalues can be rounded o�
to integer values�
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Figure ��� The eigenvalues of C� crosses� and the corresponding value of
�� v�

�
ek
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Figure ��� The absolute value of the eigenvector matrix of H� each column corre�

sponds to an eigenvector� The eigenvectors are given in the basis E�
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�
EVALUATION OF ALGORITHMS FOR

FEATURE EXTRACTION

In the previous chapter� a group generator HLSP is estimated from a signal that
is a �� � �� image neighbourhood� containing a linear structure of various orienta�
tions� The feature of interest� for this signal� is local two�dimensional orientation�
and the following presents two practical implementations of algorithms that extract
a descriptor for this feature� Both implementations are based on the eigensystem of
HLSP� using either second order expressions of the signal� or constructing generalized
quadrature lters� In the rest of this chapter� H �HLSP�

��� USING SECOND ORDER MAPPINGS

In Section 	���� it was shown that a feature descriptor z�

z � ei�� �����

can be calculated from v � v��� as a second order mapping�

z � v� X v� �����

provided that X solves the commutator eigenvalue problem

XH�HX � i �X� ���	�

where H is the corresponding group generator� It was shown that X must be a linear
combination of outer products el e

�
k� where ek� el are eigenvectors of H� and that only

eigenvector pairs for which �l � �k � � are feasible� Furthermore� if z is to be phase
invariant� then � must be even� and the terms of X must be the outer products of two
even eigenvectors or two odd eigenvectors� The coe�cients of the linear combination
must� in this case� satisfy Equation �	���� to give a phase invariant z�

���
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In the following� we will chose � � �� which means that the argument of z rotates
with twice the speed of �� This is in agreement with the double angle principle
for representation of local two�dimensional orientation� see Section ������ This also
enables z to become phase invariant� which is a desirable property for a representation
of orientation� X is chosen to contain a minimum number of terms� i�e� one term for
the even part� and one term for the odd part of v� Hence�

X � ceven e�
even e
�
�
even � codd e�
odd e

�
�
odd� �����

where e�
even and e�
even are two even eigenvectors and e�
odd and e�
odd are two odd
eigenvectors of H� for such that

��
even � ��
even � ��
odd � ��
odd � �� �����

According to Figure ���� H has plenty of even and odd eigenvector pairs which satisfy
these conditions� We will� quite arbitrary� chose

��
even � �� ��
even � �� ��
odd � ��� ��
odd � �� �����

Let e�� e�� e�� and e� denote the corresponding eigenvectors� Phase invariance of z
is� according to Equation �	����� accomplished if the coe�cients ceven and codd are
chosen such that

ceven �v
�
�
even e�� �e

�
� v�
even� � codd �v

�
�
odd e��� �e

�
� v�
odd� �����

Here� v�
even and vo
odd can be chosen as the two elements in the matrix A� dened in
Section ���� for which � � �� and 	 � � and 	 � �

� � respectively� By setting ceven � ��
codd can be solved from Equation ������ which gives a z according to

z � v� X v � ceven �v
� e�� �e

�
� v� � codd �v

� e��� �e
�
� v� �

� ceven �v
� e�� �v

� e��
� � codd �v

� e��� �v
� e��

�� �����

However� since the signal is real� it must be the case that

v� e�� � �v� e��
�� ���
�

which means that z can be computed from linear combinations of v and the three
eigenvectors e�� e� and e� according to

z � ceven �v
� e�� �v

� e��
� � codd ��v� e��

��
�
� ������

Each eigenvector ek is an element of V � and can therefore be given a spatial repre�
sentation on a �� � �� grid� Using a discrete Fourier transform� they can also be
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Figure ��� Colour representation of the argument of complex numbers�

represented in the Fourier domain� Since the eigenvectors of H� except for e�� are
complex� both a spatial and a Fourier representation of them have to include magni�
tude as well as argument� Here� magnitude is rendered as intensity and argument is
rendered as colour according to Figure ���� Figure ��� shows the appearance of the
three eigenvectors in the Fourier domain� which has been over�sampled about thirty
times� The colour images show the Fourier transforms of the three eigenvectors� e�� e�
and e�� respectively� As seen� e� has a constant argument� The two eigenvectors e�
and e�� however� have a variation in their argument according to the functions � and
��� respectively� where � is the angular coordinate in the Fourier domain� In fact� a
comparison between the angular functions of the three eigenfunctions and the angular
functions �� � and �� gives a mean absolute error in the order of ���� radian� The
bottom right image shows a plot of the magnitudes of the transform of the three
eigenvectors along a line in the Fourier domain crossing the origin� As seen� the
magnitudes of all three lters are similar�

It should be noted that the above facts indicate that all three eigenvectors are polar
separable in the Fourier domain� This in turn means that they are polar separable
in the spatial domain� too� and that the angular variations in the two domains are
the same� The radial variations in the two domains are related through the Hankel
transform� These observations should not come as a surprise� since a spatial function
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1 512

Figure ��� The appearance of the three eigenvectors e��e� and e� in the Fourier

domain� Top left and right� and bottom left� complex representation of the three

eigenvectors� Bottom right� a plot of the magnitude of the three transforms along a

line crossing the origin� Red� green and blue correspond to e��e� and e�� respectively�
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which is polar separable and whose angular variation is eik	 � where  is the angular
coordinate in the spatial domain and k � Z� must be an eigenvector of the rotation
group� Hence� an alternative approach of nding the eigenvectors of H is to construct
a set of continuous functions that are polar separable� with angular variations eik	

for di�erent k � Z� If the radial function has been carefully chosen� making the
energy of the functions fall beneath the Nyquist frequency� they can be sampled� and
from any practical point of view� they will correspond to the eigenvectors ek� These
eigenvectors� dened as continuous functions with specic angular variations� were
introduced by Danielsson �
� for detection of local image features such as lines and
edges� and they are discussed in some detail also by Lenz �		��

To compute a feature descriptor z according to Equation ������� each instance of the
signal has to be linearly combined with the three eigenvectors vectors e�� e� and e��
Since the signal is an image neighbourhood and we want to do this operation over all
image neighbourhoods� this corresponds to a convolution between the input image and
the spatial representations of the eigenvectors� Prior to this� however� the eigenvectors
have to be mirrored in the origin to implement in a proper convolution� Furthermore�
the result of the convolutions can equally well be obtained by multiplications in the
Fourier domain� which is the approach that is used in the following� The result is
three complex valued images� g�� g� and g�� corresponding to the three eigenvectors
e�� e� and e�� The descriptor z� representing the local orientation of the input image�
is also a complex image� and it is computed� pointwise� according to the expression

�z � ceven g� � g�� � codd �g
�
��

�� ������

The performance of this algorithm is in Section ��� compared to that of a quadrature
lter based algorithm� To obtain comparable data� the magnitude of z is adjusted
according to

z �
�zp
j �z j ������

This compensates for the fact that the magnitude of z� dened by Equation ������� has
a quadratic dependence on the magnitude of v� as well as on the frequency transfer
functions illustrated in Figure ���� bottom right� In the following� it is this adjusted
descriptor which is referred to as the feature descriptor of this algorithm�

The image that is used for testing this second order algorithm is illustrated in Fig�
ure ��	� As seen it contains both various local orientations and various spatial fre�
quencies� Note also that the radial variation corresponds to a sinusoid� resulting in
a continuous phase variation� The frequency range of this image is approximately �

��
to �� and the variation is exponential with respect to the radial distance� Using this
image as input to the algorithm� Equations ������ and ������ give a z according to
the top image of Figure ���� using the colour representation of Figure ���� As seen�
the magnitude of z is depending on the local spatial frequency of the image� which
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Figure ��� Test image containing various local orientations� spatial frequencies and

continuously varying phase�

is quite natural considering the radial functions of the eigenvectors in the Fourier
domain� bottom right of Figure ���� On the other hand� j z j has no signicant depen�
dence on the local orientation� and is almost phase independent� which is illustrated
by the top gure of Figure ���� presenting a plot of j v j along a line crossing the
origin� Furthermore� the argument of z should be �� which� for this particular image�
is the same as �� and the top image of Figure ��� shows that this is correct�

The error in the orientation descriptor z can be measured in various ways� Here� an
error measure is dened as

�� �
�

�
cos��

�� P z e�� i 	
��P j z j ����	�

where both summations are taken over the entire image z� The value of �� gives
an error measure of the estimated local orientation angle that is independent of any
systematic error� For the above test image� the error is �� � ��
��� See Table ��� for
a comparison with the following algorithm� as well as for corresponding error when
the input image is corrupted by noise�
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Figure ��� The result of extraction of local orientation on the test image shown

in Figure ���� Top� Using a second order algorithm� Bottom� Using generalized

quadrature �lters�
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Figure ��� Plot of j z j along a line that crosses the origin� Top� Using a second

order algorithm� Bottom� Using generalized quadrature �lters�
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��� USING GENERALIZED QUADRATURE

FILTERS

Section 	�� presents an algorithm for feature extraction based on so�called general�
ized quadrature lters� These lters are complex vectors f � V � and for an operator
representation of the signal

v � v��� � e�H v�	�� ������

they are designed so that v� fk is a complex number uk� where

j uk j � cos��� � �k�� ������

It should be noted that a quadrature lter is not characterized by a variation with
respect to �� as described by the right hand side of Equation ������� but rather from
that j uk j is invariant to phase� The presentation in Section 	�� is based on using four
lters and �k � k�

� � k � �� �� �� 	� Furthermore� the design of the lters assumes that
the operator group of the signal is orthogonal and compact� The operator group con�
sidered in this chapter has these characteristics and� therefore� the theory presented
in Section 	�� can be used to design four generalized quadrature lters as linear com�
binations of the eigenvectors corresponding to H� the group generator estimated in
Section ���� A phase invariant feature descriptor z can then be computed as

z � j u� j � j u� j� i � j u� j � j u� j � ������

where the feature is the local orientation� given by the angle �� According to the
double angle representation which is described in Section ������ z represents the ori�
entation as

z � e� i � ������

Since H and its eigensystem is known� the four generalized quadrature lters fk� k �
�� �� �� 	 can be computed directly� using Equation �	����� which describes how the
real and imaginary parts of each lter are written as linear combinations of even and
odd eigenvectors er� where the eigenvalue corresponding to er is ir� r � Z� It should be
noted that the real part of each lter is a linear combination of the three eigenvectors
e��� e� and e�� and can be computed without problems� The imaginary part of the
lters� however� should ideally be an innite series� Since the odd eigenvectors of H�
in the subspace VE� only have eigenvalues in the range ��� to ���� this series has to
be truncated after r � ��� This implies that the imaginary parts of the generalized
quadrature lters only can approximate their ideal values� However� this will not
cause any severe problems�
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Figure ��� The spectrum of one the of generalized quadrature �lter f�� As seen� it

vanishes in a half�plane of the Fourier domain�

Each lter ek corresponds to a �� � �� grid which gives it a spatial representation�
Using a discrete Fourier transform� this representation can be considered in the Fourier
domain� The lters that result from Equation �	����� are designed to have spatial
representations that are Hermitian� i�e� a real even part and an imaginary odd part�
which means that their Fourier transforms are real� According to the denition of
quadrature lters� see Knutsson ��
�� a characteristic property is that they vanish on
a half�plane in the Fourier domain� It is this property that causes the magnitude of
lter responses to be phase invariant� Figure ��� shows one of the lters in the Fourier
domain and� as seen� the lter indeed vanishes on a half�plane�

The quadrature lter based algorithm has been tested on the image shown in Fig�
ure ��	� In the same way as in Section ���� the linear combinations between signal and
lters are implemented as convolutions� which are computed via the Fourier domain�
The result is four images qk� k � �� �� �� 	� The descriptor image z is then computed
according to Equation ������� pointwise� This complex valued image is shown at the
bottom of Figure ��� and� as seen� the argument of z is indeed �� as predicted by
the theory of Section 	��� The error� dened according to Equation ����	�� is for this
algorithm ���	� in terms of the local orientation� Bottom of Figure ��� shows a plot
of j z j along a line crossing the origin� It shows that the phase invariance of j z j is
fairly good and that its variation with respect to the spatial frequency agrees with
the lter shape depicted in Figure ����
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��� EFFECTS OF SIGNAL NOISE

To see that the two feature extraction algorithms degrade gracefully when the signal
contains noise� both algorithms are applied to the test image of Figure ��� when it
is corrupted by additive Gaussian white noise� with an SNR equal to �� dB and �
dB� respectively� The two test images are presented in Figure ���� Figure ��� shows
the result of the two algorithms applied to the �� dB SNR test image� and Figure ��

shows the result of the two algorithms applied to the � dB SNR test image� As seen�
the orientation estimates become more corrupted the more noise that is added to the
input image� Table ��� presents orientation error of z for the two algorithms� for
noise free data and for the two levels of noise� The error is computed according to
Equation ����	�� Knutsson ��
� presents errors measured by comparable procedures�
for a quadrature based algorithm where the lters are optimized for estimation of
local orientation� and designed primarily in the Fourier domain�

no noise �� dB � dB

Second order ��
�� ��� ���

Gen� quadrature ���	� ��� ���

Table ��� Orientation error for the two algorithms applied to the test image� with

no noise and with �	 dB and 	 dB SNR� respectively�

��� SUMMARY

The last two chapters have presented a step�by�step procedure which begins by es�
timating the group operator of a specic signal� and ends with two practical imple�
mentations based on an operator representation of this signal� It is demonstrated
that a generator that generates the operator group that corresponds to the signal can
be estimated with su�cient accuracy� It is also demonstrated that the eigensystem
of this group generator can be used for extraction of the interesting feature� in this
case local orientation� Furthermore� the resulting feature descriptor is fairly invariant
with respect to phase� However� it should be noted that the relative success of this
presentation does not rely on that the signal is an image neighbourhood� for which
spatial relations are well�dened� It is rather the ability of the signal to t the opera�
tor representation which accounts for the results� This means that any type of signal�
with or without spatial relations� that can be represented by means of operators� will
give similar results�
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Figure ��� Two test images corrupted by �	 dB� at the top� and 	 dB SNR� at the

bottom�
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Figure ��	 Results from the two algorithms applied to the test image corrupted by

noise at �	 dB SNR� the top image of Figure ��
� Top� Result from the second order

algorithm� Bottom� Result from the quadrature �lter based algorithm�
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Figure ��
 Results from the two algorithms applied to the test image corrupted by

noise at 	 dB SNR� the bottom image of Figure ��
� Top� Result from the second

order algorithm� Bottom� Result from the quadrature �lter based algorithm�
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The noise evaluation made in Section ��	 should not be seen as representative for
arbitrary signals� as each specic signal has its own noise model which then results in
di�erent errors of the feature descriptor� However� the above noise evaluation shows
that the two algorithms degrade gracefully� even when substantial amounts of noise
is added�
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�
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Chapter � presents a number of overviews and formulates a problem� First� hierar�
chical processing systems are presented� in particular multiresolution hierarchies and
feature hierarchies� Two signal representations� the spatial representation and the lin�
ear representation are presented� are then discussed followed by an overview on feature
representations� in particular the vector representation and the tensor representation�
The ORIENT�algorithm makes a connection between a spatial representation of an
image neighbourhood and the vector representation of local orientation� It is then
claimed that both the spatial representation and the linear representation are in�
appropriate for hierarchical image processing systems in general and� in particular�
for feature hierarchies� The reason is that we need to describe non�spatial and non�
geometrical features or properties of the input image� which then calls for non�spatial
representations� Using a linear representation� on the other hand� does not enable
us to describe and represent the signal features in an appropriate way� The problem
which is formulated is to nd a signal representation which is neither constrained by
a need of spatial relations� a for the spatial representation� nor as coarse and implicit
with respect to signal features a the linear representation�

Using the above problem as point of departure� Chapter � presents an approach that
results in a signal representation which is not based on spatial relations and which
embeds an implicit representation of the signal features� This is done by introducing
a number of assumptions regarding the structure of the signal and the way it changes�
First� the signal is assumed to be an element of a particular vector space� An explicit
correspondence between the features of the signal and transformations of the signal is
then made� By assuming that the transformations forms a continuous group of linear
operators� a Lie group� a signal representation is established according to

v � v�x�� x�� � � � � xp� � ex� L��x�L������xpLp v� �����

where the exponential mapping is used to describe the operator group� and the Lk
are generators of the group� In particular� if the operator group is orthogonal it has

�	�
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anti�Hermitian generators� and properties of the group can be expressed in terms of
the eigensystem of the generators� In the case of orthogonal one�parameter groups�
phase can be introduced in a natural way� corresponding to the usual concept of phase
for multi�dimensional signals�

Chapter 	 uses the operator representation of signals� dened in Chapter �� in order
to do signal processing� More precisely� it discusses equivariant mapping with respect
to operator groups of the signal and of a descriptor� and presents su�cient conditions
for a power series to dene an equivariant mapping� The discussion is developed in
some depth for homogeneous second order equivariant mappings� using either vectors
or tensors for representation of features� Finally� it is shown how the concept of
quadrature lters can be generalized to t the operator representation� and used to
extract signal features� The algorithms for extraction of features are� in particular�
discussed with respect to invariance to the phase dened in Chapter �� Furthermore�
a methods for obtaining feature descriptors that are equivariant with respect to both
features and phase are discussed�

The results derived in Chapter 	 relies on an explicit knowledge of the generators of the
corresponding operator groups� In Chapter �� it is shown that the group generators
can be estimated from the signal� at least if the operator group is a one�parameter
group� Di�erent ways of estimating the corresponding group generator is presented
and also implemented for a practical example� an image neighbourhood with di�erent
orientations�

Chapter � evaluates both two of the feature extraction algorithms presented in Chap�
ter 	 and one of the group generators that is estimated in Chapter �� The result is an
algorithm for estimation of local orientation� The rst algorithm is a simple second
order algorithm and the other algorithm is based on generalized quadrature lters�
The resulting descriptor of both algorithms is a descriptor of local orientation accord�
ing to the double angle representation� discussed in Section ������ Furthermore� both
algorithms are designed to result in a descriptor that is invariant with respect to the
phase of the signal� dened in Section ��	� It is shown that the resulting descriptor�
for both algorithms� does exhibit phase invariance also in practice and that the accu�
racy of the orientation estimate is comparable to the original ORIENT�algorithm by
Knutsson ��
�� even if noise is added to the signal�

After a short review of work by other authors that are related to the presentation� the
remaining part of this chapter contains a discussion on the validity of the operator
representation in the context of image processing� Then follows a discussion on various
aspects of the operator representation in the context of hierarchical image processing�
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Related work

The main topics of this presentation are representation of signals and features� feature
extraction and continuous operator groups� The presentation is based on work by
Granlund ���� and Knutsson ��
�� developed and revised by Granlund � Knutsson
����� which relate to information representation and feature extraction by means of
signal processing� One of the rst to use Lie groups in image analysis is Ho�man ����
who� from a perceptual point of view� inferred that continuous transformation groups
is a tool that the visual system of our brains can make use of and� he claims� it does�
Later Dodwell turned the mathematical framework proposed by Ho�man into a more
accessible form ��	�� see also ����� Both Ho�man and Dodwell use Lie groups in a
spatial context� e�g� to describe perceptual e�ects such as after images in terms of
transformation invariant patterns� and their work is based on a spatial or geometrical
interpretation of the image� Kanatani ���� uses Lie groups for three�dimensional shape
and motion analysis� e�g� do describe transformations of the image when the camera
rotates� Lenz �		� makes a group�theoretical approach to solving problems such as
image restoration� lter design� and motion analysis� Group theory has been used
in areas of signal processing other than image processing� where coding theory is the
most promient example� The results derived in coding theory are� however� usually
based in the signal being quantized and the corresponding groups being discrete� The
signal model that used in this presentation� i�e� the signal ia an element of vector
space and subject to transformation of operator groups� has been used by Slepian �	
�
as a means to dene so�called group codes for the Gaussian channel� Ingemarsson
���� consider so�called continuous codes by emplying continuous operator groups�

��� ON THE VALIDITY OF THE OPERATOR

REPRESENTATION

As mentioned already in Section ���� the operator representation that is developed in
Chapter � is not valid for any type of signal since there are a number of assumptions
made in order to arrive at the nal formulation� Equation ������ It is then certainly a
well�founded question to ask if there are any interesting signals that t this represen�
tation� We have already seen that image neighbourhoods and their local orientation
can t the operator representation� but are the other features and signals that can
come to consideration" This section addresses that question�

Yet another algorithm for estimation of local orientation�

The presentation made in the previous chapters uses local orientation in two and three
dimensions and the corresponding operator groups as standard examples of how the
representation can be implemented� both from a theoretical and practical point of
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view� It may� therefore� appear as if the suggested representation o�ers nothing new
but yet another algorithm for estimation of local orientation� To see that this is
actually not the case� it should be noted that any signal� with or without a spatial
representation� which can be represented by means of operators is a feasible signal
within this framework and� once a descriptor for its features has been established�
the corresponding equivariant mappings from signal to descriptor are characterized
by the results of Section 	���

As an example of a signal which is not an image neighbourhood� consider a signal that
is constituted by descriptors of image orientation corresponding to a set of adjacent
image neighbourhoods� Hence� this signal can be found one level up from the original
image in a feature hierarchy� If there is a straight line which passes through these
neighbourhoods� then all descriptors are the same� whereas if the neighbourhoods
e�g� contain a curved structure� then they are di�erent� Consequently� we may for
example establish an operator group which describes how the orientation descriptors
change when the curvature of the image structure varies� Curvature can be repre�
sented in various way� but once a descriptor for local curvature and a corresponding
operator group are established� the results of Section 	�� allows characterization of
mappings from the set of orientation descriptors to the curvature descriptor such that
the two operator groups correspond�

An example of such a mapping is given by B�arman ��� who considers descriptors
of local orientation� according to the vector representation in the shape of complex
numbers� The variation of the signal� i�e� of the orientation descriptors� is a dened as
a complex modulation by a plane wave and the corresponding operator group changes
the direction and frequency of this modulation� The curvature descriptor is a vector
that points in the direction of the modulation and has a norm that is proportional
to the frequency of the modulation� The corresponding operator group changes the
direction and norm of the vector� B�arman describes an algorithm� based on so�
called quasi�quadrature lters� that maps this signal to the descriptor equivariant�
However� he arrives at this algorithm by regarding the set of orientation descriptors
as a complex spatial function and draws conclusions from its transformation properties
in the Fourier domain�

Orthogonal operator groups

The previous chapters have considered orthogonal operator groups in particular� The
operator representation does� however� allow for non�orthogonal groups even though
some of the results that are derived assumes orthogonality� When the operator group
that corresponds to particular signal is orthogonal� this implies that norm of the
signal is constant of transformations of the operator group� Signals in general can
not be assumed to have this property and� consequently� non�orthogonal groups must
then be used� However� it should be noted that the norm of a signal often is of less
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importance than its direction in the signal space� If the norm of the signal doubles�
then we simply have �twice as much� of this signal but its other features are the same�
In some application we may even consider two signals as being equivalent if they have
equal direction in the signal space� In these cases can the signal be normalized and
orthogonal operator groups can be used to describe the variations of the signal� In
this case� it is natural to dene feature descriptors which� too� are transformed by
orthogonal operator groups� Should the the norm of the signal have to be described�
it can for example be re�ected in the norm of the descriptors� i�e� we let the norm
of the descriptor be equivariant with the norm of the signal but otherwise invariant
to any other variation of the signal� The feature descriptors z� and z� described in
Section ����� are of this type� their norms depend linearly or quadratically on the
norm of the neighbourhood but are invariant to the local orientation�

��� THE OPERATOR REPRESENTATION IN

HIERARCHICAL PROCESSING

SYSTEMS

In Chapter �� di�erent approaches for dening hierarchical processing system is pre�
sented� It is shown that the multiresolution hierarchy provides a homogeneous pro�
cessing structure since each individual level is generated basically in the same way�
i�e� by means of averaging and subsampling and� therefore� inherits the spatially re�
lations that are dened for the input image� Consequently� only spatial features are
likely to be successfully implemented in such a hierarchy� The feature hierarchy� on
the other hand� is dened in such a way that features� extracted and represented at
each level� are dened in terms of events at the next lower level� Spatial relations
are then likely to become more and more implicit and eventually disappear when
ascending through this hierarchy� Consequently� features can not be dened only in
terms of spatial relations and� therefore� some other framework of representation is
needed� The operator representation is developed with precisely this goal� to provide
a general framework for representation of signals and signal features when no spatial
relations are at hand�

����� Generalized convolution

In Section ����	� strategies for features extraction in hierarchical processing system
is discussed� and it is mentioned that the ordinary convolution operation can be
described such that each element of the output image is an inner product between
the corresponding neighbourhood of the input image and a lter kernel� We now
generalize this operation to the case of a feature hierarchy where no spatial relations
are at hand and� consequently� the concept of a spatial neighbourhood is meaningless�
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The operator representation asserts that we should regard the signal as a vector that
is transformed by a group of operators� Let us consider the set of all signals at some
level of a feature hierarchy� It does not seem likely that all individual signal elements
should be assembled into one �large� vector which then is suitable for the operator
representation� If we tried� the operator representation would have to include all
possible transformations of the image itself� Instead� smaller groups of signal elements
should be assembled into a number of signal vectors where each such vector ts the
operator representation with a reasonable small number of features parameters� In
fact� this approach denes a grouping strategy which may be an active process of the
system� i�e� look for sets of signal elements that each ts the operator representation�
or why not any other appropriate representation� and regard each set as a signal vector
which then is fed to some processing unit of that level� The processing unit can then
perform extraction of descriptors for the various signal features� Of course� each signal
element of a specic level may be a part of several such sets� At the lowest level of
the hierarchy� this grouping process should probably result in spatial neighbourhoods�
simply because we expect neighbourhoods to have these characteristics�

The signal vectors that result from the above grouping process can be seen as a natural
generalization of spatial neighbourhoods� From each such vector� descriptor of the
corresponding features are computed and the set of all such descriptors constitutes
the signal elements of the next higher level� As demonstrated in Chapter 	� feature
extraction within the framework of the operator representation can be performed
by a variety of algorithms� and several of them can be computed by means of the
inner product between the signal vector and some set of vectors that are given by
the operator group� These vectors can be the eigenvectors of a group generator� as in
Section 	����� a linear combinations of these eigenvectors� as in Section 	��� or vectors
of an irreducible invariant basis� as in Section 	���	� Having computed these inner
products� some type of non�linear operation� specic to each algorithm� follows� The
rst part of this process can then be described as a generalized convolution� using
signal vectors instead of spatial neighbourhood� The lter kernels are then replaces
by e�g� eigenvectors� If all signal vectors at a specic level can not be assumed to
have the same corresponding operator group� this implies that the kernels are then
not constant for all processing units at this level�

According to the previous discussion� a feature hierarchy may be dened as follows�
The processing units at each level are connected to a group of signals at the next lower
level� At the lowest level of the hierarchy this means the input image� Each group is
dened such that the corresponding signal vector ts the operator representation� At
the lowest levels of the hierarchy this will� in most cases� correspond to spatial neigh�
bourhoods� Assuming that each processing unit has an explicit representation of the
signal it receives� e�g� knows the generators Lk of each operator group that transforms
the signal� and how the corresponding features should be represented� it can compute
these descriptor by means of an equivariant mapping� The feature descriptors that
are generated at one one level are then grouped into new signal vectors at the next
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higher level and then used as input the processing units there� These units produce
feature descriptors which again are grouped into signal vectors� and so on� This il�
lustrates how a homogeneous processing structure can be designed by employing a
feature hierarchy� an operator representation and a generalized convolution operation�
In order to make this work� however� it must be proved that the grouping of feature
descriptors at each level in fact can be done in such a way that the resulting signal
vectors t the operator representation� and that appropriate feature descriptors can
be dened at each level�

����� Phase invariance

In Section ��	� the phase concept was introduced in the context of the operator rep�
resentation and Chapter 	 presents several feature extraction algorithms that exhibit
phase invariance� Phase invariant feature extraction can be used as a powerful mech�
anism for generating image descriptions of increasing abstraction� When phase in�
variant descriptor are used at some specic level of a feature hierarchy� this implies
that the signal at this level is invariant to some transformation of the signal at the
next lower level� namely transformations of the FQ�phase� As a simple example� we
have already demonstrated how to compute descriptors of local orientation which are
invariant to the spatial phase or position� Consequently� if the FQ�phase is well�
dened for all levels of this hierarchy� this means that the signals which are found
at higher and higher levels of the hierarchy are invariant to more and more complex
transformations of the original image at the lowest level� The increasing abstraction
assumed for a feature hierarchy can thus be dened in terms of invariance� As an
example� some level may implement detection of a certain class of tree�dimensional
objects� This detection� however� should probably be invariant to the object�s posi�
tion in the image� its size or three�dimensional orientation� Using the above scheme�
a distributed representation of the image is generated by the hierarchy� At the lowest
levels� spatially localized and simple feature are extracted� These features contain no
information regarding the interpretation of the image in terms of objects� but describe
the parts of which the objects are composed as well as their position in the image� At
the higher levels� global and more complex features are extracted� perhaps in terms of
objects or relations between objects� As opposed to the low level features� however�
the high level features contains no information of the position or size of an object�

����� Learning

From the previous discussion it is evident that any type of hierarchy which incor�
porates the operator representation must have some capability of learning� If we
consider a feature hierarchy of the above type� both the grouping of features descrip�
tors into signal vectors as well as nding the explicit representation of each such signal
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will become more and more laborious when ascending through the hierarchy if these
processes are to be performed by a human designer and implemented in the system
before it is put into work� It does not seem likely that we are able to dene a priori
what signals should be grouped at some level high up in the hierarchy in order to t
the operator representation� And even if we could� do we really know what operator
groups change the signal and what their generators are" Denitely not# A hierarchy
of this type most certainly have to learn what descriptors at each level should be
grouped into signal vectors as well as a representation of the corresponding operator
groups�

The learning procedure may be described as follows� Let the input to the system
be a sequence of continuously varying images that are representative to the specic
problem� As an example� we could use a video camera and let it move around in the
real world� This image sequence is input to the feature hierarchy at the lowest level�
The processing units of this level must then learn what elements of the input image
should be grouped to form signal vectors� From what is known about biological
vision systems� we would expect this grouping process to result in signal vectors
that correspond to spatial neighbourhoods� maybe of di�erent sizes and shapes� For
each such signal vector� the processing units must also nd the operator groups that
describe the variation of the signal� and these operator groups does not have to be the
same for all signal vectors at a specic level� Chapter � presents some examples of how
the group generators of one�parameter groups can be estimated� When the operator
groups and a representation for the corresponding features have been established�
the processing units can compute feature descriptors� which subsequently are used
as input to the second level� The second level repeats the same learning procedure�
followed by the third and so on� It should be noted� that in order to compute the
feature descriptors according the algorithms presented in Chapter 	 it su�cient to
have the eigensystem of the group generators� Hence� the learning procedure of each
processing unit can nd this eigensystem rather than an explicit description of each
generator�

����� The analysis�response pyramid

All this may sound perfectly all right� but one problem remains� What to do with
all the features that are extracted at the various level of the hierarchy" Granlund ����
suggests a double hierarchy which can be used to answer this question� The double
hierarchy consists of one half performing analysis and feature extraction of the input
signal� e�g� an image� and one half that generates responses which at the lowest level
leaves the system as physical interactions with the environment� This is illustrated in
Figure ���� These halves are not separate boxes but rather integrated into each other�
When ascending through the levels of the analysis half� the events which are detected
become more and more abstract� i�e� this corresponds to an feature hierarchy� When
descending through the levels of the second half� on the other hand� descriptions of
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responses are generated� and they become more and more rened and concrete� As
an example� a descriptor at the higher levels of the analysis half may indicate �there
is an object in the environment�� Because of the abstraction that is implemented
by each level of this half� we expect the descriptor of this event to be invariant
to various transformations of the object� e�g� position� orientation� size� colour� etc�
Hence� no detailed information regarding these invariant properties are at hand at
the higher levels of the analysis half of the hierarchy� The object descriptor may then
invoke a high level response descriptor which means �grasp the object�� The response
descriptor carries no information regarding where the object is� how it is oriented� etc�
The response signal is now propagated downwards in the response half of the hierarchy�
At each level of the hierarchy� there are lateral connections from the analysis half to
the response half� By the means of these connections� the response descriptions are
combined with feature descriptors which results in new response descriptions that
become more and more concrete� eventually carrying information about both where
and how to grasp the object� Hence� when descending through the response half� the
signals will become less and less abstract in terms their physical realization� When the
responses leave the system� e�g� by controlling the motor voltages of some mechanical
grasping device� these signals alone can no longer be said to have an intention other
than to move the grasping device�

A feature hierarchy which employs the operator representation is an obvious candidate
for the analysis half of this double hierarchy� The features which are extracted at each
level is then not only used as input to the next following level� but also connected to
the response half in order to specify response commands� In this application it is not
even necessary for the features of the analysis half to be interpretable to a human
that observes the system and its environment� As long as the features make sense
at their specic level and for the corresponding level at the respond half we do not
have to understand their actual meaning in terms of events in the environment� As
previously mentioned� the increasing abstraction of the analysis half can be made by
means of phase invariance� which implies that specic types of transformations of the
signal vectors is not re�ected in their feature descriptors� For the analysis�response
pyramid� it is possible to dene an inverse of this process in the response generating
half� Here� a processing unit receives response descriptors from the next higher level�
combines them with feature descriptors from the corresponding level of the analysis
half and produces a rened response descriptor which is fed to the next lower level�
Consequently� the output of these units has one or several degrees of freedom more
than the input from the next higher level� In the analysis half� on the other hand�
it is the opposite situation since the output of these units has one degree of freedom
less than their input because of the phase invariance� Hence� the processing units of
the analysis half discard one transformation from the signal whereas the units of the
response half add a transformation to the signal�
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